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Foreword

The issue of the supply of and demand for
education personnel is often oversimplified
because of the need to gain a wide public un-
derstanding of what is essentially a compli-
cated matter. For many years this country has
had a severe teacher shortage. The number of
people minimally qualified to be hired by
school systems was fewer than the number of
available positions. That simple statement,
however, glosses over the complicated fact
that the national shortage was an aggregate of
a great variety of situations across the coun-
try: shortages have been very severe in cer-
tain kinds of school systems, in certain areas of
the country, and in certain subject fields or
supportive positionsand much less severe
and even nonexistent in others.

When the national "shortage" ended, the
number of people minimally qualified to be
hired by the Nation's school systems was re-
ported to be greater than the number of avail-
able positions. But much of the discussion has
tended to create misunderstanding of the mean-
ing of "shortage" and "surplus" and of "sup-
ply" and "demand." The fact of the matter is
that national data have built-in limitations.
Local education agencies report the number of
individuals who are certified to teach, the num-
ber who actually seek teaching jobs, the num-
ber who have left teaching and who have re-
turned to it, and the number who retire or die.
We learn in this way about the continuing
shortages of certain supportive staff and of
classroom teachers in certain subject fields.
But we do not learn of the severe "shortages"
which persist for teachers who are black, Chi-
cano, male, or bilingual. In addition, school
systems, in the face of the alleged "surplus,"
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continue to point out that while the applicants
meet the minimum certifi' .tion requirements
of the State, they still do not meet their local
standardsstandards which are becoming
higher am: more demanding. The positions mad
be filled, but not always by the kind of people
or the quality of people that the school systems
have determined they need.

It is the question of need that complicates
the matter further. When a local education
agency reports its teacher "surplus" or "short-
age," it indicates whether its budgeted positions
have been filled or not. But that report may or
may not reflect whether the staffing pattern of
that school system is based on the true needs
of its students and of the community it serves.
While schools generally devote more and more
of ;,heir resources to planning, the fact is few
school systems make continuing, systematic,...
and comprehensive needs assessments which
provide an accurate picture of the kind and
number of staff required and which result in
budgets that reflect those realities. The "state
of the art" of needs assessment remains rela-
tively unsophisticated, and so does our under-
standing of the true "surplus" or "shortage"
of teachers.

These are important and necessary qualifica-
tions to national data on the teacher surplus.
But the fact is that there is a national surplus,
and if present trends continue it will increase
substantiallyto as much as a million new
teachers by the midseventies. The argument
that our teachers need higher quality education
and can achieve it on!y if there are more
teaching positions for higher qualified per-
sonnel is persuasive; but the fact is the schools
are trying to find ways to use existing person-



nel within their present budget constraints.
They are not establishing new positions but re-
arranging the staffing patterns they already
have, while at the same time seeking highly
qualified personnel among the multiple appli-
cants for vacated positions.

In the meantime, the surplus continues to
grow. The waste involved in continuing to
prepare teachers for whom no jobs exist is of
course intolerable. The first step toward cor-
recting these education manpower imbalances
is the development of a close collaboration be-
tween the colleges and universities which re-
cruit and train teachers and the school systems
which hire them. State education agencies
will need to assume leadership in bringing
about this collaboration and in developing ac-
tion programs to minimize a costly and waste-
ful teacher surplus.

The issue of need for qualified personnel and
of an actual impending surplus exists for post-
secondary institutions as well. Here the situa-
tion is complicated by the great variety of in-
stitutions and by the wide differences in their
goals and objectives and in the characteristics
of the students they serve. As with the phrase
"teacher surplus" when applied to elementary
and secondary schools, the term "Ph.D. glut" at
postsecondary institutions is barely descriptive
and is, in fact, misleading. Overall, these in-
stitutions have not responded to the very real
and widely varying needs of many students who
attend them and of the far greater number who
do not but would if programs were available
which were responsive to their requirements.
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The criterion for the hiring of college teach-
ers is the Ph.D. or master of arts degree, and
often these degrees and the education and
scholarship they represent are suitable only for
a certain kind of student. In this sense, the
"Ph.D. glut" is real in that there are more
teachers with these credentials. than there are
positions requiring that kind of preparation. So
while this phrase may he useful in indicating
that we have to many teachers trained in one
way for one job at one kind of institution, it is
not useful to the lxtent that it suggests there
are too many teachers, fully trained to meet the
needs of all students seeking postsecondary
education.

The problem, then, of recruiting, training,
and using the services of qualified teachers
and other personnel at our schools and col-
leges in such a way as to respond to carefully
identified needs of all students is enormously
difficult. As we study that problem we must
become more sensitive to the importance of
maintaining a balance between adequate supply
and carefully thought-out demand for teach-
ers. The extreme imbalances that have oc-
curred in the shortage years of the 1940's,
1950's, and 1960's in both the schools and
colleges can be avoided even though an ap-
parent "surplus" is upon us, if we have a clear
view of our priorities and of the needs of the
students to be served. This report is designed to
contribute to that understanding.

S. P. Mar land, Jr.
U.S. Commissioner of Education



Preface

This is the third of the annual reports on
the state of the education professions which
the Commissioner of Education is required to
publish, as stipulated by the Educatic a Pro-
fessions Development Act. The first report in
1968 was an effort to describe the "state of
the art" among the education professions at all
levels. In a separate section it included statis-
tical information on education personnel from
preschool to graduate school and a descriptive
analysis of training supported under all Fed-
eral programs, the first time such material
had been presented in this form. The second
report, combining 1969 and 1970, was devoted
to analyzing the problem of educating students
from low-income families and the staffing pat-
terns of schools which serve these students.

The annual report for 1971-72 is to be issued
in four partseach to be devoted to a separate
concern. This report, which is part I, discusses
the issue of supply of and demand for educa-
tion personnel in public elementary and secon-
dary schools and in colleges and universities.
The other parts of the report will concern dif-
ferentiated staffing, the supply of and demand
for special education personnel, and a man-
power survey of the school library media field.

Part I attempts to explore the nature of the
teacher surplus in institutions of higher educa-
tion and in the elementary and secondary
schools. No new national data of great con-
sequence are offered. Rather than view the
issues solely in quantitative terms, this report
emphasizes the qualitative aide of the problem
of an adequate supply of teachers. The fact is
that gross national figures can be misleading
and not very helpful in trying to gauge the

nature of the problem with any accuracy.
There are no qualitative national norms;
each school district and institution of higher
education has its own standards and its own
needs. Only against those standards and needs
can the "shortage" or "surplus" of teachers
be measured.

Chapter 1 analyzes the alleged "Ph.D. glut"
in postsecondary educational institutions. Be-
ginning with an analysis of past and future
trends in enrollments and degree production,
the study attempts to examine job prospects in
postsecondary institutions in the 1970's and to
examine the policy issues involved in the
preparation and hiring of teachers.

Chapter 2 is a case study of 10 school dis-
tricts of differing sizes and locations and serv-
ing quite different communities. The study
examines the kinds of decisions which go tito
the staffing of schools, particularly those de-
cisions which involve the effective demand for
teachersnot only the number but also the
kind of teachers recruited to meet the nestle
of the schools. Most national and State stud'es
focus on the quantitative aspects of teed er
supply and demand, but only a few concentrate
on specific elements of recruitment piJiicy.
This study analyzes concrete situation! which
demonstrate a critical point nista') in the Com-
missioner's 1969-70 Report on the Education
Professions: "'Demand' is deified ity budgets.
It is somewhat arbitrarily I mited by fiscal
capacity as perceived by the .,)olitical decision-
makers and therefore does rot measure total
need. Indeed it only implicitt. reflects concerns
for the quality of education or equalization of
educational opportunity." This case study, then,



is an effort to put some meat on what have
been largely statistical bones.

Chapter 3 is a regional analysis of the sup-
ply of and demand for teachers for 1969, the
latest year for which the U.S. Office of Edu-
cation (USOE) currently has finished data. The
data are taken from the USOE Staffing Survey
of some 4,000 elementary and secondary
schools.

Chapter 4 sets forth the Office of Educa-
tion's program priorities for 1973. It outlines
plans for strengthening continuing programs

supported by the Education Professions Devel-
opment Act (EPDA) of 1967 and the new
directions prescribed for EPDA efforts under
the Education Amendments of '972.

Each year the previous years' program ac-
tivities are summarized in the Commissioner's
report. Those supported from fiscal year 1971
funds, most of which took place in the 1971-72
academic year, are described in the appendix
along with brief summaries of EPDA piogram
funding in previous fiscal years.
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CHAPTER 1

An Analysis of the "Ph.D. Glut" at
Postsecondary Institutions

During the decade of the 1970's, between
180.000 and 190,000 new postsecondary teach-
ers will be hired. These teachers will be
trained in the graduate schools of our universi-
ties. If projections about the supply and de-
mand for highly trained personnel (especially
Ph.D.'s) are anywhere close to being correct,
and if the employment patterns of the 1960's
were to continue in the 1970's, then there
would be more persons with doctorates than
will be required to fill available jobs. However,
although it is likely that there will be no short-
age of highly trained or certificated personnel
willing and able to fill teaching sloth, it is not
at all clear that the postsecondary sector is
prepared to provide the kinds of training that
teachers will need for jobs in the 1970's. Hence,
concerns other than 'eacher training may be
more urgent.

With job prospects for the most highly
trained products of the postsecondary system
changing drastically, the energy and the crea-
tivity of graduate departments will very likely
be directed to modifying their programs to
make Ph.D.'s more desirable to potential em-
ployers. It is also quite likely that the orienta-
tion of master's programs will be affected by
the increasing supply of college-trained person-
nel. In fact, the training for that degree may
change to the detriment of the training of the
college teacher, as will be discussed. Under
those circumstances the requirements for train-
ing postsecondary teachers may be deempha-
sized even more.

The important policy problems involved in
the training of postsecondary teachers will be
resolved only after careful consideration of the
following issues:

1

(1) How many and what kinds of postsec-
ondary teachers shall we need?

(2) To what kinds of training should they
be exposed?

(3) How different should this training be,
as compared to the training in the 1960's

This third question is especially important.
During the 1960's, the "match" between teach-
ers and students was far from ideal. Much of
the campus unrest during the past decade may
be attributed to student dissatisfaction with the
courses offered to them.' It can be argued that,
while the character and orientation of the stu-
dent body changed drastically during the re-
cent past, the course content and the methods
of instruction did not.

This chapter vi :11 examine the growth of
past enrollment and will project enrollments,
degree production, and stocks of potential
teachers. In light of these, there will follow a
discussion of desirable changes in teacher prep-
aration.

PAST TRENDS IN ENROLLMENT
AND DEGREE PRODUCTION

The past two decades have witnessed unin-
terrupted growth in postsecondary education.
In 1950, 3.8 percent of the population, or 5.8
million persons out of 152 million, had com-
pleted 4 or more years of college. In 1970, the
number had risen to 12.7 million, or 6.6 percent
of the total population of 205 million.' The
greatest quantitative increase in higher educa-
tion occurred during the 1960's. The number of
bachelor's degrees granted doubled between the
beginning and the end of the decade, and the



Chart 1
DEGREE-CREDIT ENROLLMENT IN INSTITUTIONS OF

HIGHER EDUCATON AND DEGREES CONFERRED
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number of advanced degrees conferred in-
creased even more rapidly. Total enrollments in
post - secondary education almost doubled be-
tween 1940 and 1950, slowed to a 30-percent in-
crease during the 1950's, and more than doubled
again during the 1960's. By the end of the
1960's some 8 million students were attending
post-secondary institutions, either part time
or full time.'

Enrollments

Part of the postsecondary expansion was due
to demographic trends. The higher number of
births during the 1940's (u compared to the
1930's) increased the number of college stu-
dents in the eligible age groups in the 1960's

1940

1950

1960

1970

by about quarter over the decade of the
1950's.4 Adding to increasing enrollments was
the 22-percent increase in the rate of gradu-
ation from high school in the 1960's.' In addi-
tion, the propensity of high school graduates to
enroll in college increased. Between 1890 and
1960, roughly 50 percent of all high school
graduates enrolled in college; during the 1960's,
the proportion increased to 60 percent Also
toward the end of the 1960's, increased avail-
ability of student aid (mainly provided by
Federal funds) encouraged more students to
attend college full time and to stay in college for
far longer periodsuntil graduation from the
4-year course. That is, students were iess likely
to drop out for financial reasons.?

The postsecondary sector at the end of the

Chart 2

PERCENT OF AGE-ELIGIBLE POPULATION (18-24)
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196044 .o 37 percent in 196640' It would
appear that while small proportion of stu-
dents was either dropping out or fading out
for periods of time, enough students else
where stayed in school and received their
degree earlier.' It is (Minh to predict to
what extent disaffected youths are trend setters,
and whether the aspirations of the majority of
young Wilk to attend college will matins.e to
increase. More important for the purposes
of this report, the extent to which young peo-
ple who graduate from college will continue
into the graduate Wool remains uswortaia.

Slower population growth. which will arrest
the Increase of enrollments in elementary and
secondary edueatios. will merely slow the
growth rate of postsecondary enrollments if
past trends continue. The Mee of Education's
National Center for Educational Statistic.,

NCI131) estimates that the graduating high
school clues in 1979 win be almost third larger
than In 1969. By contrast, the high school elms
in 11199 was threo-efthe again as large as the
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cent. By 1900. we can expect a further 6 per-
cent drop in this portion of ondergr ',late en
rollment. While stutlets the tea-

demie quartile of the high set ac-

counted for le than 4 percent ..rirrad-
uate enrollment in 1960 and WAX t percent
in 1070. they may account for 10 percent of
the undergraduate population by 1980. The
share of the lower half of the high school clam
is certainly likely to exceed quarter of the
undergraduate enrollment and may well reach
a third of the total. "

Past projection of trends would lead to the
ossomption that enrollment in graduate schools
will grow at least as fast ss total poetsecon
dary enrollment or even faster. The NCES
projects resident graduate enrollment for the
period 1969 79 to increase 65 percent."

However. there is considerable difference of
opinion about enrollments and degree produe-
tion at the graduate level. For example. Pro-
fessor M. Haggstrom has prepared estimates
for the Carnegie Commission on Higher Edu-
cation. His high estimate anticipate. graduate
enrollment. will grow 113 percent between
1470 and IWO. Nis middle projection is for

growth of SS percent. while his low is very
elms to the NCNB projection. 47 pelmet."
These Ammo braeist the projections of Allan
11. Corner Clammier of Now York Univer-
sity. who am studied the demand and supply
for doommon. and who estimates &Montt.
productive, INJIS for the period 1174-
110.'s On Ow .mer side of the debate are esti-
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graduate level. Concluding that existing Ph.D.
projections were too high, Dr. Froolnkin esti-
mates Ph.D. production during the 1970's at
a figure closer to 325,000-360,000.1 With grad-
uate student support either failing to increase
or being discontinued by some agencies, fewer
students are likely to persist in obtain;
Ph.D.'s. The Mk. of Management and Bu
estimates that the number of graduate student
supported by Federal funds declined from 121,-
000 in 1969 to 107.000 in 1970."

The difficulty experienced by young, doc-
toral recipients in finding suitable jobs ap-
pears to discourage recent bachelor's degree
recipients from applying to graduate school.
For example, news stories about the career
plans of recent Harvard and University of Chi-
cago graduates indicated that in the spring
if 1971 a third fewer were planning to attend
graduate school " timi was the came in the late
1960's.
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graduates." During the 1970's the dm`
for beechen will increase at a very slow rate
as the tall ad of the baby beam of the 11110'5
Imps the school popubnies anaemic or dean-
ing At the same thew, the bumpier seep of
babies of the early 19Ws will be graduating
tans allege and entering the labormaa. Thu.
aim a number ed jabs are redoMmi 11. 1118
egad* ter 016111P maduales, num WAN*
gleam Wilms will ine Mead to the join- lee
will* a allege deem was not a neeretnitete
at Ow ifAVs."

Baum readjustment are aloe anticipated
dew alders of admired degree., wpm*
IMLD.'s. During the 1111,s, about half of the
Nation's were employed by mese*
tastitntions. and a MIND prepseelen, preside -
bly shoe to 10 permit, were enndand in nio.
marsh and dev-sispenent astivltiw.n Durkee
the 1.70's. though the total eareliessit in est-
ism is likely to Maar as mush as it did is
the 1990% the rate at growth M mellineet

will slow down from an average 8.0 percent
a year in the 1960's to 4.1 percent.- At the
same time, the rate f growth of research and
development, which increased 7 percent in cur-
rent dollars and 4 percent in real terms dur-
ing '1 1960's, is expected to continuo at 4

equal the rate of growth .1 the
sal prod,ict (GNP).1' With the cost

of research increasing, employment in research
and development will not grow very fast during
the next decade, forcing an even larger propor-
tion of advamed degree holders to find jobs
elsewhere.

If recent declines in the birth rate con-
tinue into the next 10 years, we are likely to
experience a stable or declining elementary
school population in the 1970's, and we are
practically certain to have a small decline in
college enrollments during the late 1980's.-
These demographic developments will .JPerf
the demand for persons with advanced de
Uses.

Even the mow Innoste developments ),
elementary and eeendary school sector
likely to seem the betel of demand for as«
ter's degree buiders. Seer the nest 10 years,
school-eligible populate. aged 6 through
is likely to decline by 1.0 million or 4.2 n
lion (depending upon which demographic p
jection one uses). In MI probability the nt.
her of children aged II through 6 in preschool
will incra-e gmely. However, even if one
postulates a rather startling growth in early
childhood earollres, the total employment
of instrustionid ei, which paw from 1.7 to
2.1 sillies home= 1900 and 1970, is net
likely to inseam by more than 400,000 &wog
the pressen demise°

By 19III a Iesibm without a B.A. wem a
viwit in piddle Weed, as N percent of all
lechers were allege graduate.. Between 1111111
and 1970. the nmiter et seemids.ry
teachers with emsem's degrees increased from
24 to N peree.n In the future this trend is
likely to be sesentested as more Mothers will
earn meeter's demises either before entering
upon a leashing saner or as part of their son-
timed inserviee Mining. It has been predicted
by some that the length of time the average
teacher Mays in teaching will increase from
11 to 111 yam If this proves to be correct,
it is quite perbie that close to 4$ permit of



all teachers will obtain master's degrees. Start-
ling as this estimate may appear, it is probaleiv
conservative. As experienced elementary and
high school teachers will need retraining ro
teach preschool, it will be only natural for than
to obtain an advanced degree as part of thew
retraining.

The higher educational attainment of teal -
en will undoubtedly have an effect upon the
field of school administration, although it io
not yet clear what form the effect will take.
More administrators may seek an Ed.D. or
Ph.D. degree. Currently, it is estimated this
foyer than 2,000 persons in elementary sae
seconcary schools hold an Ed.D. or Ph.D. Some
form rf doctorate may become a prerequishe
to the job of principal or head of a large high
school department. A small increase in the
total number of persons with doctorates m
ployed in elementary and secondary schoeb
(e.g., from the current less than awe -tenth
1 percent to 1 percent of the total) could resit
in an increase of ,000-25,000 doctorate pso-
tions.

An overview of future soreihnenta, the de-
mand for college graduates, and mnseisilly
demand for Ph.D.'s can duly lead to the
elusion thatthat conditions in the acadenik womb
are about to chew drastisally Especially
light of the insumeing merry of poetesse
dory educational institutions, torments here
e n past trends which reflect social demand for
education may newer some true bemuse Mew
estimate what students may wish to achilM
rather than what this society is likely to per
for and provide.

The big boom in graduate education, whine
was aided and ahmeed by various forum of sw-
listens. to set up, merate. improve, staengthm
and expand gnome minsetion with the hen
of Federal grants. has whetted the appetitv
e[ numasarws ashes% to imps& themselves or
the academic piing order of posmesondmr
education. The menses of lunnbor of ma..
loalvrtleiss Iliehigan Mate or Ilouthm
Illinois) in building up gradual, department.
has ensouraged Junketeers. fibre and num
schools are plansioig for or have eiready it
"eloped graduate departments. Some grant ea

asters degrees while others award both enso
ter's and Ph.D.'s.

During the past dead., the 10 Imams PUS--

producing institutions lost some 7 percent of
Ire total Ph.D market. At the beginning of the
decade these 50 institutions were granting 78
percent of the Ph.D.'s; by the end of the dec-
ade, their share had declined to 71 percent.
These schools are now keeping constant or
seducing the intake of graduate students. Other
sshools, by contrast, are increasing their intake.
k is quite possible that by 1980 no more than
two out of three Ph.D.'s will be graduated from
these larger schools.

If low estimates of Ph.D. production are
seasonable, then similarly lower estimates
sight be made for total enrollments in grad-
ients schools. It is much more likely, though.
idhst graduate school enrollments will grow
limbs., but that a holm number of students
vie eestest thermions with the master's de-
mos. The following discussion of job wrier-
lesokine be college graduates leads to the mi-
elmoion Oat additional training will he de-
misted by many bachelor's degree rsommts
is an lemming* tight jab market. lime,
it is who likely that the production of
wisp loll sliest of the ICES projections, but
tht Issesast of master's degrees gemmed
mg peeve to be accurate. If this asemimionend, tali - time - equivalent enrolknom in
gemballs shook elm be estimated to iesease

Pormnt during the next 10 years. This is
dr Omer meiotic limit of future enreihnims.
The higher limit is percent, the 110101
cerado

IMMO ON OMi>Nt 111111111111
EN AM= WIII1 4161111111 NUM

Ilan meet complete surrey of job mingmems
for edlegsmincated widows in the lian 4111411
peeenseed ilpr the Deems of Labor

estlistisme a rma . balm= between the
mg* see demand fur sone.e graduates dior-
ite ills pant demise' It is import to re-
member ant this artmpolation of pea treads
sew hard won desimments through HIV
ad. *meths pent years seine of the oes-
aims asittsog jab 4111ortualtioa for the M.
kgs wind have dimmed. The esmsemes
slionew-olimsememeed goth, the redirection

epoomeg and devekoment outlays. and the
eniptente en eost-entaing by industry have all

eab opportunities for allege grad-
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ple of decades. some are wondering if they
will receive any suitable offer. Projections
of the future market all agree that the
number of positions will increase substan-
tially throughout the 1970's. The projec-
tions also agree that the number of people
holding doctor's degrees will also increase.
Barring a major depression, here will be
more positions requiring the doctorate;
there will be more candidates for those
positions; and there will be so many can-
didates that a considerable number will
enter non-traditional jobs to do work that
in past years has not attracted many hio-
era of the doctorate. Ten years from now.
unless corrective actions are taken, can-
didates will face an even bleaker prospect.
for higher education has expanded t, the
point of being able to educate more .-ve-

toral candidates than can be effect
employed.

DEMAND FOR FACULTY FOR
POSTSECONDARY INSTITUTIONS

Total Faculty Requirements

Most projections of full-time instruct...4o
faculty positions estimate the total damp
(including replacements) at 180,000 for
decade ending in 1980. The total number
full-time faculty positions in the course
the next 10 years is thus likely to exceed
total number of openings during the PI*
by only 6,000. By contrast, the number of -kw
sons with doctorates entering the labor /Nor
will double during the coming decade M-
pared to the 1960's.

Junior colleges, which had an estimatec
000 full-time faculty members in 1960 and
expanded their staffs to number an estiemsei
58,000 by 1970, are likely to add an additiamal
25,000 full-time positions during the 1Wfr'n.
With attrition from death and retirenwits
added to this figure, possibly as many as -5,-
000 full-time jobs are 1,:ely to open La in
2-year institutions.' The teaching of under-
graduates in 4-year colleges, which provided
for 55,000 new positions in the 1960's, is lin*
to show a growth of only 30,000 posetra.
However, openings due to attrition are tibely
to create an additional 46,000 positions. tor
a total of 76,000. In the graduate sector it
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r be well to disaggregate the growth into
segments: teaching, and research and de-

Ipment. It is estimated that in the 1960's
-thirds of din total 38,000 increase in grad-
? faculty posts, or 25,000, were accounted
by teaching positions, while the rest were
is paid for by research and development
0)) moneys. In the 1970's, an additional
00-20,000 teaching posts are likely to open
R&D employment is not likely to grow by
'e than 5.000 positions. Thus, with a provi-
for replacements, another 59,000 join will

erialize."
onmaring the total mintier of opening@ for
period 1960-69 with those for W70-79, oar
truck by the fart that, despite the different
is of growth in various sectors, the new
dins for facility will Int be too different.
far colleges me estiumted to account for
SA new owing. in the 1970's as compared
MAW in the 191111's. Undergraduate teach-
is likely to provide 76,011 new openings in
11110's venue 111,000 in the 1960's; and

three factiies, 59,000-10,006 more than
he 1960's. These estimates agieume the con-
led growth of the pastseceadary system
tty snuck along the patterns which were
grimaced in the 1960's. If Obese patterns
sot continue, however, the demand for fee-
' nog chases quite considerably.
a alternative estimate of the future de-
ad for faculty may be derived from esti-
es recently pubiklmed by the National &i-
t Foundation." The NSF estimated that the
1 openings for graduate faculty with doc-
ites in science and 011111110111"tag would be
00 for graduate family aid 47,000 for
erpaduite faculty. Sine these ammunp-
s indicate that 96 percent Of the graduate
lity slots all be filled by Mra and some
tereeet at the faculty is in aelasee and Offe-
ring, the NSF estimate emuid place

graduate deneend for fame* at 61,000.
se estimates are higher film o the of

ones because they assume that
either R&D outlays will Mee with the

wth of enrollments, or (2) IR&D outlays
person will continue to grow, themes

as fast as during the past /0 years. These
imptions may prove incorrect. For under-
laid* faculty, NSF assumes that 02 por-
e the new positions will In filled with



to Ph.D.'s. Using the same line of reasoning, NSF
le- would expect undergraduate openings to total
Es 130,000. Thus, NSF implies that new positions
d- would total 191,000, some 11,000 more than the
ed aforementioned estimates.
re
nt The Osmond for Denten*** in
dal Pestsessadary Institollensen
by It is rather dil* to predict how manyri-
ill with decimates will fill faculty posi-

tines. The careers ef persons with doctoral
dere= have not bas documented fully. While

or the easier pagan* of scientists and engi-rt. neers snare been emelied, the careers of doe-nt torate Incipient* 'ie the humanities ani edu-
cation twee to ler geemed at. Whereas there

it. is not meat unsertainty about the demand for
OT postsecondary inanity in the 1970's, the man-
ed ber of positions litich will be filled by poems
h.- with dentorhan. and the number by persons

with ismer edwntion are by no means dear.
nd The dlillimIty in iteMecting the degree lewd oftn inanimate is de to the drastic champs inn- the supply of Ph.D.'s in the 1970's as conipmed

to the 111119's. Dump the 1960's, 180,0049sewre doctamana were Vomited. The same 11111Idens prohollie wit's...led-the death or retirement of
some 1111.000 PILDA. The net increase of 1119,-
000 parsons with doctorates was distribuni. as

le- follows:
ti- (1) 100,000 leer' academic jobs:1-

(a) abaft 70.000 parsons with dosser-he
arts* ware added to the teselliege-

t* funky;
or (b) some MAW found jobs in torah
P- and ilmisprimmt;
te (c) &beat 5000 seesived postal *weal
ne fellowships; sad
ri- (d) anelier 5,090 persons entai* ad-
ce ministrtive lobs.
0. (2) Of the ramie's, 50,000, 30,000 ivied
e- neascademic II&D jobs, and the rest
ut took administration or other jabs in
le government aid industry.
fs The next 10 years awe likely to witness the
rh production of between 320,000 and 450,090
me doctorates. After *Nibs, emigration, retire-
r- memta and tenipormy withdrawals from the
r- labor fusee by woman. the net additions nil
lh anasher beeween MOW sad 400,100. If fbe
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persons with doctor's degrees. In 4 -year insti-
tutions, many faculty positions in fine arts.
law, journalism, and sometimes business
filled with nondoctorate holder- ' h., -
suggested that no more than 70 percent of
all vacancies are likely to be filled by persons
with doctorates durias the 1970's. This esti-
mate appears to be iponerous..aince it would
increase the doctorate proportion of full-time
faculty time from 040 percent in 1970 to
55-60 percent m 190-

Even if them rather heavy infusion of per-
sons with demorates takes place in the aca-
demic world is the 1170's, four to five times
as many perms with doctorates will have to
find jobs in emowesuent and industry in areas
other than eseneerch and development during
the next dndla. Hence, the young holder of
a doctorate. ommad of starting his career in
research and draelopasent, will have to look
elsewhere.

ISSUES RELNINIS TO 11111E TIMING OF
POSTEECONIMMIR TEANNERS IN THE MO's

The U.S. eMot ional establishment is not
monolithic. It cabin to a wide variety of stu-
dents. Therefore. the change in the character
of job opportuiges far college students, and
especially per with graduate degrees, is
likely to elect dillerest types of institutions in
different ways. Bence, it appears reasonable
to discuss the problems of the munch between
instructor and institution not in global terms.
but by type of imitieftion. The problems of
training and recruiting teachers for 2-year
colleges should be differentiated from these of
the 4-year aebsola. Is Nee cue of universities,
distinctions Amid awe be made between pres-
tige institution whidm train embers and re-
searchers for mob other or for a limited num-
ber of prestige nonasedemic jabs, and those
whale graduate, fill a wider gamut of leech-
ing, bushings, ad pone service positions.

The palsy imam ohieb are involved um be
diddled imaollerro fens boon abate which have
IodiatemnIpertmente and Iltomme which do sot.

in-ea widow graduate &gut-
numb hive Isollene wise as prepared-by ini-
vesieities. Th. lib not tarn their own inn
mew impediment. thew d. not hew imam
wise in indbesseieg the not of the gueems-
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during the past decade and a half. Most of these
schools granted graduate degrees to persona
already employed or likely to be employed in
education, other segments of the public sector,
or business. Although they were more respon-
sive to employer needs, the pressure of con-
forming to the patterns of prestige institu-
tions, in order to have some of that prestige
reflected upon them, has made them ambivalent
about their role. The most successful new uni-
versities 'wen managed, in two or three decades,
to build themselves a reputation close to that
of well-established institutions and have as-
sumed a role which is indistinguishable from
the older prestige institutions.

The greatest amount of redirection will be
required in schools which train graduate stu-
dents. The career paths of many of their most
prized students, especially those aspiring to
or being granted a doctorate, will be diffferent
than in the past. These students will have to
be prepared for different types of jobs.

The 2-Year College

General Considerations

The professional staffs of junior colleges are
facing by far the most difficult tasks, not only
because these institutions are growing fastest,
but also because their function and goals are
not yet fixed. The recently published Report
on Higher Education (by the Newman Task
Force) decried the present conception of the
mission of junior colleges.ft Specifically, mem-
ben of the task force objected to the institu-
tionalisation of a two-track systemone for
vocational preparation, the other as a "trays-
fir" or academic program. They found that
the vocational track was failing because "few
[students] enjoy, excel at, or persist in aca-
demic studies" (p. 59). By contrast, they ap-
proved of the efforts of junior college educa-
tors to strengthen occupational programs, com-
munity services, and adult education. While
one cannot help but agree with this point of
view, their report's prescription for the 2-
year colleges (i.e., having them "organised
to meet the specific needs of the students they
serve" (p. 60)) is far too general to be help-
ful, The 2-year college has to accommodate di-
verse entrants. Some wish to improve their
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preparation for the world of work, others wish
to broaden their cultural preparation, and still
others wish to be certificated. Without any
clear direction about the role which they should
perform, 2-year colleges will be facing a period
of strain and confusion.

These colleges do, however, offer a chance
for upward mobility to less well-prepared stu-
dents. While an increasing number of highly
trained, research-oriented, and highly certifi-
cated personnel will become available and seek
jobs in these institutions, it is not at all cer-
tain that they are best suited to teach students
in 2-year institutions. The present trend to-
ward open-door admission is likely to result
in some 25 percent of all postsecondary stu-
dents coming from the high schools' lowest
achievement quartile. A sizable minority of
students will enter these institutions with lan-
guage and mathematics skills which may not
exceed those of an average ninth grader. The
majority of this group will not be likely to
aspire to, or last through, a full 4-year col-
lege course, and will probably be most con-
cerned with improving basic skills and obtain-
ing marketable technical skills. The growing
criticism of 2-year colleges is that these two
objectives are not pursued either concurrently
or effectively.

To clarify some of the options which may be
open to these institutions as they try to im-
prove their performance, it may be worth-
while to restate some of the meow which
have been aimini for their expenteism. First
and foremost, lbw were meant to aid chil-
dren of less Ailment parents, children who had
not received adequate preparation in elemen-
tary and secondary schools. Some Modesto who
did badly in high school might have learned
more if they had been properly motivated.
They were not. As they matured, they were
motivated to return to school by the realisa-
tion that career opportunities were elsesd off
to them because of deficiency in skiffs. To bet-
ter themselves, they needed to suture their
stadia. Most Americans believe that grad-
uation from college, or mere exposure to col-
lege, can be translated into increased earnings
in later life. Statistics to the effect that a mi-
lese graduate earns $100,000 more than a Mei
school graduate during his lifetime are cam-
monly accepted. However, many college grad-



uates who have made higher earnings are
those who, on the average, came from more
affluent families and were better prepared when
they entered college. Hence, par of the re-
turn of a college education is probably due
to general background, and part to the con-
nections these students possessed or acquired
during their college experience which facili-
tated their entry into well-paying jobs.

The 1960's were unusual in American in-
dustry. Jobs for white-collar workers in-
creased 70 percent, much faster than the
total labor force. Recruiters for professional.
subprofessional, and clerical positions gave
preference to those with college degrees or,
at least, some college experience. We are now
at a turning point in terms of demand and
supply for college-trained personnel_ There are
indications that from now on the increased
capacity of postsecondary institutions is likely
to eradicate all shortages of persons with col-
lege degrees. It also seems likely that the fi-
nancial returns from a college education will
decline.1 Thus, those institutions which cater
to the leas well-prepared student may find
themselves in the difficult situatio, of havire:
to increase the quality of their outpstif they
are to maintain credibilitywhile redirecting
the professional aspirations of their students.
The twin challenge of remedial education and
jnb orientation is likely to pose problems.

The first task of 2-year institutions is to
bring the students to an acceptable level of
competence in basic skills. Reading, writing,
and arithmetic skills are demanded by employ-
ers, not necessarily because they are essential
to the performance of a job, but mainly be-
cause they are necessary for communication
and general flexibility. Currently, postsecon-
dary institutions are not staffed to palms this
function ; they do not have sullicient person-
nel trained in remedial work. The iseateat
single challenge in the training of instructors
for the postsecondary level will emu in the
field of remedial education. Iteaudled educa-
tion has never been seriously eadarealles be-
yond high school, and it has no est andeb
which it can follow. Even in the ellensentary
and secondary school systems runselial pro-
grams have had only indifferent amen.

The introduction of instruction.' technol-
ogy is most urgently needed in tlis area of
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remediation. An important difference between
postsecondary remedial programs and those
at the secondary level is the level of student
motivation required. Postsecondary students
enroll voluntarily and most want to learn.
Because they are more highly motivated, it
is important that they be allowed to learn
at their own pace. Regimented classroom teach-
ing techniques may discourage or repel them.

It may be preferable to train learning man-
agers rather than teachers for these class-
rooms, but it is not clear where the responsi-
bility for training such managers should lie.
They might be trained in the subject disci-
plines, in the schools of education, or in a
combination of both.

The second task of the 2-year institution is
to redirect the vocational aspirations of less
able students. Since many junior and com-
munity college students will not be able to
compete for technical or professional careers,
alternatives will have to be introduced to them.
This may be what is meant by the community
service function of the 2-year college. It is
here that adequate counseling is of crucial im-
portance. At both the secondary and postsec-
ondary levels, counseling generally has been
most successful with academic placement for
better prepared students. Vocational guidance
has not been as effective. It is difficult for
young people to grasp the concept of a career
ladder. Youth has a short fuse. Using one job
as a stepping stone to another hardly makes
sense to persons who have not had any experi-
ence in the labor force.

The more successful vocational programs
at the secondary level combine work with study.
An exposure to real-life settings is worth more
than numerous counseling sessions. In a post-
secondary setting, the problems are more com-
plex. Even though roughly one-third of all col-
lege students work part time, opportunities are
circumscribed by the academic program, and
in most instances are only financial stopgaps.

For large numbers of students in community
and junior colleges, attendance is inspired by
a desire to upgrade themselves in the labor
force and sometimes to change their careers.
With the exception of fairly narrow technical
training for technicians in medical labs or in
repair workcourses which only marginally
belong in the postsecondary systemthere is



no opportunity to expose students to the type
of work which they may want to undertake.
These opportunities must be made available
through the cooperation of local business and
industry.

General Education

An important, though seldom discussed func-
tion of 2-year colleges is to broaden the
cultural perspectives of their students. As lei-
sure time increases during the next 40 to 50
years (within the life expectancy of most stu-
dents enrolled in college today), continuing
education beyond high school must orient it-
self to the cultivation of avocational interests
and the broadening of curiosity. To achieve
what has been called "relevant" presentations
of general knowlege courses, it will be nec-
essary to depart from the general survey for-
mat now so widely used. A way of reaching
these students may be to help them understand
and appreciate the culture that is indigenous
to their particular group or groups, if not to
the United States as a whole. The promise of
this approach was best verbalised by blacks in
the last few years. Black students have active-
ly demanded courses which deal with their
environment, literature, history, and music.
If properly presented, such courses not only
will provide cultural information, but also will
broaden the critical faculties of the students
to appreciate other new and possibly different
manifestations in the arts and in the political
and social events around them.

Summary

It should be pointed out here that, as a pro-
fession, 2-year college teaching is extremely
new. Back in 1960, it was estimated that some
54,000 were teaching in 2-year colleges. By
1970, the number exceeded 100,000. Roughly
one-half of the total instructional personnel
in 2-year schools are full-time employees.
Others are mostly "moonlighting" high school
teachers or persons with special skills drawn
from the community. The vast majority of the
full-time staff have master's degrees, with a
small minority, less than 5 percent, holding
Ph.D's. In the course of the next 10 years,
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another 25,000 full-time positions and proba-
bly an equal number of part-time positions are
likely to open in 2-year cclleges. How many
of these jobs will be or ought to be filled by
Ph.D.'s is debatable. Certainly there will be
a sufficient number to fill the jobs. However,
the 2-year college needs professionals highly
trained in skills not generally emphasized in
most graduate programs. It is essential that
graduate programs prepare to meet the needs
of 2-year colleges.

If the 2-year colleges continue to recruit
their staffs from the ranks of persons with
master's degrees, either new graduates or for-
mer high school teachers, then special inserv-
ice as well as preservice programs for this
growing group will be called for. Inservice
training opportunities for the part-time teach-
ers in 2-year schools are also of great impor-
tance. Until now they have been the forgotten
segment of our postsecondary teaching re-
source.

The 4-Year College Without a Graduate Scheel

The 4-year institutions which do not have
graduate departments are still in a majority in
the United States, although they employ only 40
percent of all full-time faculty. Most of them
are either small liberal arts institutions or out-
growths of normal schools dedicated to the
training of elementary and secondary school
teachers. By the 1960's most prestige liberal
arts colleges, such as Dartmouth, Swarthmore,
Bryn Mawr, Vassar, or Union, acquired grad-
uate departments and granted at least master's
degrees, if not Ph.D.'s. During the same period
many of the State higher education systems
added graduate departments.

The small college without a graduate depart-
ment depends on the product of the graduate
schools even more than does the 2-year col-
lege. Between two-fifths and one-half of the
faculties of the 4-year schools are holders of
doctorates, and probably another two-fifths
have master's degrees. Many holding master's
degrees are candidates for the doctorate. Some
eventually earn the doctorate, others do not.
It is quite likely that as an increasing number
of persons with doctorates become available
for employment, 4-year colleges will increas-



ingly fill their vacancies with Ph.D.'s rather
than hire applicants lacking doctorates and
offer them an opportunity to complete their di
sertations while teaching.

The more complete staffing of these schools
with fully certificated persons is likely to move
them further in the direction of full-fledged
universities. It has been said about the latter
that they are mainly channels to graduate
school. This direction would probably be dis-
astrous for the aspirations and career orien-
tation of the majority of students in the 4-year
colleges.

4-year College Students

As do a large number of enrollees at State
universities, the students in 4-year colleges
have limited postsecondary aspirations. Some
of them enroll in college merely to get some
postsecondary education, and are thus no dif-
ferent from 2-year college students; others
aspire to and eventually obtain a bachelor's
degree. During the 1960's, some 25 percent of
the men and 45 percent of the women who ob-
tained bachelor's degrees and were employed
2 years after graduation were teaching at the
elementary and secondary school level." The
vast majority of the remainder found other
professional jobs. It is interesting to note that
even in the early 1960's, when college grad-
uates could pick and choose jobs, a survey
of the early careen of college graduates who
reported employment as of 1963 indicated that
social science and humanities majors found
jobs in vastly heterogeneous endeavors. Stu-
dents with these majors were most often placed
in teaching, which offered opportunities for
roughly 30 percent of the men and 60 percent
of the women!'

Training and Jeb Prospects for B.A. Graduates

The changing environment of the job mar-
ket, with the lessening of opportunities in
teaching, will probably create a demand for
new types of courses in 4-year colleges. In all
probability these institutions will have to pay
increasing attention to courses training stu-
dents to fill jobs in human services, many in
local, State, and Federal governments, etc.
Though, in most instances, the entrance re-
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choice of services which are available. the as-
surance of their continuity, and the packaging
of relevant service have been fairly haphazard.
For instance. while job training is done by one
agency, job counseling may be done by an-
other, job placement by a third, and followup
services for marginal workers by a fourth,
Expecting the poor to avail themselves of all
these services presumes a degree of sophisti-
cation which even the well-educated person
may not possess. With increasing awareness
that poverty and deprivation are complex phe-
nomena, job opportunities may well develop in
the area of coordinating human services. If
such opportunities actually obtain, a great
deal of experimentation and new training re-
sources will have to be developed for persons
to All these jobs. To a large extent, the training
for these new professionals will nave to be
developed by the universities.

One suggested profession I program for the
managers of human services would consist of
a mixture of courses in social sciences (e.g..
economics. sociology. psychology, and anthro-
pology), integrated with fieldwork, and prac-
ticums in settings where social services are
dispensed. Starting with the sophomore year,
the program would include fieldwork. In suc-
ceeding years, the students would be rotated
among a number of institutions: the schools,
where they could participate in highly struc-
tured coaching programs: the home, where
demonstration programs of cognitive child de-
velopment and good nutritional patterns would
be given in sits: recreation and adult training
centers, health centers, and well-baby clinics.
In the later phases. the students should not art
as observers. but be employed as datrators.
The fieldwork would become inereasingbr de-
manding to students become thoroughly im-
mersed in the diagnosis of an area's social
pathology, They should not only administer
tests and discuss the results, but 31,ould assist
also in what is commonly known as "ease-
work," following up the progress of a group or

family, Concurrently with the fieldwork.
the program of social studies should be con-
tinued. with the students going from the gen-
eral introductory tonnes to more speeialised
courses. These courses "meld At in very well
with the advocated broader, sonprelemionaftsed
bachelor's degree program. While the attrae-
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tion and the use of the program will probably
be limited to a small segment of students. no
exeoeding 10 percent of the total enrollment in
undergra mate programs. such a program
might well be a worthwhile undvrtaking for
universities.

Changes is Faculty Preparative for the 4 Year
College

The preparation of teachers to staff liberal
arts colleges involves a myriad of problems.
The values of most liberal arts 4-year schools
are fairly close to those of the universities.
Their staffs consist of persons with doctorates
or per. uis who are candidates for the doc-
torate. tly contrast to the environment In the
universities, however, the majority of the staff
in the 4-year college is not engaged in research.
Hence, the major share of the content of the
doctoral program, which consists of training
in research, is scarcely utilised by 4-year
college faculty. The seriousness of the gap be-
tween training and job requirements is illus-
trated by the fact that $5 percent of Pines
who received Ph.D.'s have never pubitsbed.0

On the surface, it would appear that the
doctor of arts degree, which substitutes some
training in teaching for research, may meet
the requirements of these schools: but this Is
only a partial answer to the problem. It would
be desirable to fill the 50.000 or so new posi-
tions in undergraduate schools, probably two-
thirds of which will open in 4-year schools,
with teachers who are (1) aware of the im-
portance of their discipline's contribution to
young people's lives, and (2) aware of the job
requirements In the real world. The two
points need some elaborative because they are
subject to varying Interpretation. When die-
cussing the contribution of a given discipline
to a curriculum, It is fashionable to argue that
the souses meet be "relevant." This implies,
if one takes the dictionary definition of the
word, that college courses in English. sociolo-
gy, or anthropology should Ihdt themselves
to treating topics of inunediste use or ma-
genial to the onisting interests of under-
graduates.

This argument, however, ignores the objec-
tives of liberal education. As a matter of
mune. many schools have already node this



decision, consciously or otherwise. Elite insti
tetlons and those which are tryi.ig to imitate
them have designed the undergraduate curricu-
lum as a stepping stone to graduate school.
Courses have been replete with facts and tech-
niques. The more general survey courses.
whether in social thought or civilisation. have
fallen into disregard. Many schools have aban-
doned them, both because teachers disliked
teaching them and because students were not
interested In taking them. The whole question
of the contributbn of survey courses to liberal
education needs to be reevaluated. To what ex-
tent Is their unpopularity due to the way they
have been taught, rather than to the subject
matter covered? As narrow scholarship has be-
come a sure ticket to advancement in the aca-
demic community, the disappearance of the
generalist from college faculties has contri-
buted to the declining popularity of survey
courses.

The hundred thousand or so new teachers of
undergraduate students in 4-year Institutions
and universities will have to resist falling into
three traps: (1) They must not succumb to the
temptation to provide low-level technical train-
ing to At their students for the boring jobs
which they will have to All before they get a
chance to climb the career ladder; (2) They
must not imitate high-prestige institutions in
shaping their curriculums solely to the pre-
paration of students for graduate school, since
the opportunities for persons with graduate
training are likely to be less promising than
those for persons with bachelor's degrees;
(1) They must not continue to train students
only for today's jobs. many of which will dis-
appear. Instead. they should prepare students
for new careers in human servioss. where more
job opportunities are likely to materialise.

Undeigrailuele Mambo In UnkersNies

Planners of undergraduate programs in the
u niversities must distinguish between the
problems of students in many State Malveni-
ties and those of 'tollgate in prestige schools
(souse of them State universities), as these
two types of wheels eater is different types of
student bodies. In most State anivereitift, such
as Ohio State. Indians, and the NM. meek of
the undergraduate student body is trained for
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careers in teaching. The problems of their
undergraduate departments are not very differ
unt from those of the 4-year colleges. On the
other hand, the prestige institution, e.g.. Har-
vard. Chicago. or the University of California
at Berkeley, may face the most severe prob-
lems in reorienting their curriculums to meet
the challenge of the 1970's. In the 1960's these
institutions directed their efforts to the devel-
opment of scholars and potential entrants to
professional schools. If the outlook previously
outlined for employment in the 1970's proves
correct, and if the trend toward completing
one's education at the bachelor's level con-
tinues. the training patterns for the intellectual
or at least the academically achieving elite will
have to change drastically.

The Rrport on Higher Education cataloged
a large number of failings of the present uni-
versity system. It mentioned, among other
student complaints, objections to the "rounded
curriculum and course re luirements for which
(students) have absolutely no interest."
However, the report then went on to argue
against forcing students to choose a major
early. "without having any idea what histor-
ians. biologists, or physical scientists do in the
world, or how various people in various occu-
pational roles utilise the skills these disciplines
provide." " The task force which prepared the
report did not propose a solution to this dilem-
ma, but recommended increased attention to
learning by doing.

It could be argued that the elite institutions
should shape their curriculums with greater
care because they animas their patterns not
only through prestige and example, but also
because they train large numbers of post-
secondary teachers. ever sines Herbert
Spencer asked, "WU* bormelAdge is of most
worth?' the fondants. of education
has been widely sir its***se 5 years ago
the objectives of education regaled once
again by John R. Platt, whom call fee diver-
sity was "interpreted as a pea to dissever what
kind of education will produce, in all am, the
greatest inventiveness. the greatest willingness
to undertake intellectual aideavessr, the great-
est capacity to combat the commonplace and
repetitive."

Ixialimod lo this light, the content of the
undergraduate curriculum appears less ha-



portant than its form. It may be more im-
portant to define how to study rather than what
to study.

The choice of appropriate methods to help
students understand the interrelationship of
social forces, the development of doctrine, and
the growth of scientific discipline, for example,
goes to the very heart of the process of training
teachers. Especially In the humanities, where
recently tht concern has been to define and
describe the creative process rather than to
evaluate the impact of creativity upon social
forms, the format and content of courses have
Increasingly focused on classifying art forms
rather than on their meaning. In the social
sciences, the increasing sophistication of
methods has led to the result that most courses
deal with techniques rather than with the sub-
stance and relevance of different policies.

The uni. entity now suffers from a flight from
ideology to methodology. This change in empha-
sis has withered a principal function of higher
education: i.e., to train students for leadership
and decisionmaking. The increased sophistica-
tion in most disciplines has helped scholars and
teachers understand the unintended consequen-
ces of actions. This, in turn, his made the uni-
versity less prescriptive, less controversial,
more oriented to methodology and to the exposi-
tion of facts. The up-to-date professor Is likely
to restate the Golden Rule in George Bernard
Shaw's terms: "Do not do unto others as you
wish them to do to yourself, they may have the
same tastes." This attitude cannot help but
make undergraduate teaching duller and less
appealing to students. Thus, the Ate universi-
ties and colleges are faced with the challenge
of reexamining the possibility of creating pro-
grams for social and scientific leadership. The
curriculum for managers of human --efi---e.
mentioned previously is one such program. An-
other opportunity lies in a rigorous interdiscip-
linary program of studies. While the Report on
Higher rdoestion decries the college's failure
to create interdisciplinary programs, this fail-
ure is understandable if one looks at the dy-
n amics of postgraduate education and its link-
ages with the curriculum at the bachelor's level.
While the Federal Government has encouraged
interdisciplinary programs at the graduate
level, those programs did not prove popular
since there was little demand for teachers with
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those skills ut the lower levels of postsecondary
education."

To summarize, at the prestige colleges and
universities teachers will have to be increas-
ingly aware of the purposes of their disciplines.
They will have to be trained or retrained
to orient the undergraduate courses toward
problem solving, rather than toward the ac-
quisition of facts and attitudes to meet the
requirements of graduate or professional
schools.

The Evolution of Graduate Education

While changing demand conditions are likely
to affect roughly one-half of the student bodies
of undergraduate schools, the graduate estab-
lishment is likely to feel the change in economic
conditions even more drastically. Thus, the
character of the master's degree program will
have to change quite dramatically and the
orientation of Ph.D. programs will require
realignment according to the employment op-
portunities which will be available.

The Master's Dogma Program

While there is a great deal of soul-searching
about the content and the size of Ph.D. pro-
grams, the master's program has received
much less attention. This is the more surpris-
ing since for every Ph.D. awarded, seven mas-
ter's degrees are conferred. Yet, strangely
enough, the master's program has been in-
creasingly demphasised by most prestige
schools, and without their leadership it has not
changed dramatically elsewhere. In prestige
universities the master's degree is often a con-
solation prize to those graduate students who
are deemed to fall short of the ability required
for a Ph.D., especially in the physical and
social scieneeg In some ,dear schools it is a
stom-eg RIP on "' to a Ph.D. How-

It easiests the master's degree is
isece:ssr) mortification for specialisation. In

suck endeavors as business, social work, and
teaching, it is increasingly becoming a pre-
requisite for tenure in professional jobs. In
many cases, the "tools of the trade" are taught
at the graduate level, and undergraduate
preparation is thereby rendered less important.



Thus, any liberal arts or scii nee training ha
come to be considered ad-wate for admission
to a masters program in ,siness administra-
tion or teaching. Finally. .i number of school,
have specialized in granting master's, but not
doctor's degrees. while in the certification of
their students little distinction is made between
the bachelor's and master's programs. Many
of these master's degrees are obtained by par-
ticipating in evening programs.

During the 19130's some attempts were made
to modify the curriculums for professional or
"mass-produced" master's degrees. A grant
from the Ford Foundation helped numerous
business schools reexamine their programs. As
a result, their programs became oriented less
to "nuts-and-bolts" and more to teaching de-
cisionmaking techniques. A similar reexamina-
tion led to changes in the master's degree in
education. A case in point is the introduction
of the master of arts in teaching, with greater
emphasis on study of the social sciences and
less on educational techniques. In schools of
social work. notably at Brandeis, Columbia.
and California (Berkeley), greater emphasis
has been placed on understanding the social
pathology and psychological problems which
students may have to deal with in day-to-day
contacts with welfare clients. By contrast, the
mechanics of social work have been deempha-
sized. These changes have not been accepted
widely. nor have they been greeted with uni-
versal and unreserved approval. While the new
master's programs made it easier for some
students to go on to doctoral work, they have
not been approved by all employers. Estab-
lished businessmen considered the "new"
M.B.A. candidates too theoretical, too inter-
ested in testing hypotheses about business be-
havior, and not versed enough in making ad
hoc decisions, In some cases, teachers prepared
by the new programs knew little about the
real world, and newly trained social workers
were more interested in solving the problems of
society than in calculating welfare clients'
eligibility for benefits. In a seller's market,
where the number of college graduates fell
short of or was equal to the number of Jobs.
the employers grinned and bore it. In a buyer's
market, employers may well shun the products
of the more innovative programs.

During the 1970's, the pressures on the
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-- programs will be great. On the one
luny ambitious students will opt to
in school through the master's degree
to ensure employment in a job with

canter . On the other hand. em-
be more choosey, often giving

rr to students who are trained spe-
, a given job. While the students will

tiding training for high-level jobs, the
s will be expecting more specific train
lsitions at the bottom of the profits-
Aden The master's degree will become
ugly a professional degree. even in the

If the employers win. we are likely
ss a much greater emphasis on mid-
raining as managers, or employees on

- of promotion and returning to school
about new techniques applicable to

ids. While most of these new customers
*situate programs are not likely to be

bei afford the time to earn a Ph.D., the
MIS which will suit them best will resemble
tl im. wing given to Ph.D. candidates.

..ittly most evening programs are de-
courses with more professional than

thew- .al content. There have been some
ger- the executive program at the

-1 'f Business, University of Chicago) that
'r ma with largely theoretical content wow

me appeal to the more upwardly mobile
'era of the private sector. If such pro-

grams catch on, they will have interesting im-
dilations both for the demand for and the
training of postsecondary teachers.

In line with more emphasis on midcareer
training, the professionalization of master's
degrees in all fields, including the sciences, is
likely to be quite pronounced. If this occurs,
the nature of teaching at the immediate post-
graduate level will have to become more prag-
matic. Teachers there will have to possess a
combination of teaching experience and high
technical skill. Thus, the patterns of entry into
the, lower levels of graduate work in the 1970's

quite different from the 19410's. The
eas . gement of part-time teachers, and of per-

sow ith experience in research and develop-
ment. or in practical work settings, is likely
bs be encouraged. Young Ph.D.'s may be forced
to take their first Jobs in industry or govern-
ment before qualifying for lower level graduate
teaching Jobs.
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In the 1970's conditions are changing radi-
cally. It is quite likely that some outstanding
graduates can no longer be retained in suit-
able academic settings. Under those circum-
stances, it is quite likely that members of
graduate faculties will change their attitudes
toward the outside world. During the last dec-
ade, they have had increasing exposure to it,
either through their contacts with public
authorities in the matter of research grants or
through involvement in advisory capacities in
the private erten It is not unlinip that they
will try to pospare promising students for
positions in these areas. On the ether band, it
is less likely that much attention will be paid
to prepariser either junior Whin teachers,
teachers of imiergraduates ie ether 4-year
schools, seems cry schema academe leaders, or
school administers.. 'lbw ark low-prestige
occupations in in ___ e garloste faculties.

In all pre] dig amok sondietie is Irk
to less prerigionn iwilitutions to peek * lbs
challenge et animing potrosallmap trims
Research O rt *emphasised as malt in inn
universities wad dr Ph.D. proems an bomee



easily converted to he training of specialise
who want to continue learning but are n
necessarily interested in contributing to know
edge. From this r' ant of view the resear.
component of the ioctoral program can take
on the important 'unction of developing stu-
dents' ability t- assimilate new finditee,
throughout lift

It is unfortunate that the doctor of ars
degree was introduced so late. and so often 33:
the wrong places. This degree, which puts more
emphasis upon preparation for teaching aae
generally dispenses with the thesis, would halo
been a boon had it been invented in the 1950*.
In the 1970's, however, with the plethora ,f
highly certificated Ph.D.'s, it will always cam
the stigma of "a cheap doctorate." Genera 113
the doctor of arts degree programs wee
funded at prestige institutions. The practict
teaching also took place in the universities
where the program was conducted. That the
doctor of arts candidates did their practice
teaching in classrooms filled with academically
well-prepared students. In all probability, they
would later take jobs in junior colksises and
lower prestige 4-year schools where the stu-
dents are completely different.

Impact on Graduate Faculties
of Changes in Demand

The readjustment of the graduate faculties
in the 1970's will have to come about not only
as a result of the projected surplus of Ph.D.'s
but also because of the "sandal crisis in higher
education. During the 1110's and 1960's. gradu-
ate faculty positions were considered to be
the zenith of academic life. Teaching seheduiee
were light ; the graduate faculty, which ac-
counted for IS percent of the total postsecond-
ary faculty, taught less than 8 percent of the
total class hours. Resale & money in the physi-
cal sciences and, to a lesser degree, in the social
sciences was readily seaside. Part of the
graduate student faculty outlays was covered
by research grants. Geadvsate-level peoffessers
in prestige institutions cemplained that time
worked entremely hand henims of their
musk Md and their remosiility for saw r

villa" graduate sinisals. ausever, mash et
their activity wan self-etestiag. They cleave
research topics which inteee ed them, and
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professors gal:
r peers in tht

-earth rm,e- becoming carc r
Federal i.--rants T o college and
growing or, as fast as tht

,oductl. ar. vith the cost
esswaaating. the.. .epartments nave. wise the act: : their graduate

faio, ,me prestige ......ersities such as
Hiar- 'rineeton. anti ar, .sking
stump lucc the use :h the zrauuate

est i the graduie ient body A. the
«otsity level in _ other o States

Arid Nev. York,
rtiaturft art acting to increase the

Lack r load of graduate fatuities. Other tmt-
yope-o-t aiministrators are caespht on tee horns
ea mem ma. On the one hens they would like

her ere teaching loads any plea eat work
lag roadaseets to attsiwt facult' who will bring
presage au the other hand, ther are trying to
siance thaw budgets. .n some large university

arielme swab as California. attempts nave been
arm t enstralize the offering of graduate
tigesset- e certain disciplines on a linated num-
ber f =muses ; so far tie:, has been unsuc-
elarhal

lter tradition of low teaching leads for
alrassorme professors is under pressure from
4*Orr cancers as well. There was little bane of
menswear teaching leads for gradun.- racul-
toe ma natural aciemes while psideners
were issevriiy subaidimed Iv/ outside ymerch
grant' /endemic tradiaissi reams:ell that
te) 'lung hods in all gradamie schools be- a1,

orspiar the fact that orofessers in the
111141108101115 and the sale sciences reamived
very 1rs outside resessen supper their
teaeliing heads were slot wier than these in
the sacral sciences. With arlaral asames re-
mora tininsgs liked" be pile a sianlier von in

urniemmity budgets. it is (Pik ',rumble
Shot twine loads will ape up far rmervisedy.
hag adillema. teaching Isi seep op 40 as the
aelespasea power gnailmos mine isesilia-
secs dedines. Pealine asp nogg mere
nod owe scarce. r the semen n- pro-
mise henries a pniumeresor traininglmesoma,



the presence of a lower status or lower rated
graduate faculty may induce administrators to
increase teaching loadsespecially members
of this new faculty who are recruited from
research and development or private industry,
because they are less likely to object to longer
hours and harder work.

Policy Issues in Graduate Education

It would not be difficult to make policy rec-
ommendations if postsecondary institutions
were homogeneous. The prescription then
would consist of limited support to a selected
number of prestige institutions which would
produce highly gifted and well-trained man-
power. Unfortunately, the issues are not so
clear-cut. In the first place, postsecondary in-
stitutions have students at varying ability
levels. Secondly, students attend both under-
graduate and graduate schools with a variety
of goals in mind. Some attend to broaden their
perspective, others to obtain marketable skills,
and still others merely to acquire degrees. The
tolerance of the postsecondary institutions
toward a variety of student goals has not made
it any easier to shape a policy for the training
of future teachers. As long as there is an im-
plicit belief that everyone can benefit from any
postsecondary education under any circum-
stances, the problems involved in postsecond-
ary personnel training will be difficult to re-
solve. This attitude will have to change as the
variety of students, their orientation, and their
career goals become increasiagly diverse. The
realization that not all postsecondary teachers
have to be trained as researchers is a necessary
first step. Most first-line schools, and a number
of others aspiring to this status, are net inter-
ested in graduating teachers for low-prestige
institutions. Lower ranking schools may be
interested in performing this function but do
not know how to do it.

The challenge at the Pedestal level is to de-
velop models of graduate embecation which will
be more closely oriented to dm market demand.
Students with below- average attainment in
high school will attend colleges in increasing
numbers and will require special curriculums
and intensive remedial tetheiques to help them
achieve at the level expected of college stu-
dents. Because of the changing character of
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the demand for educated personnel (frees inure
preschool teachers to trainers of nummorr.
new occupations, such as the
human services already described) rae F dee
interest in developing effective prneram-
new teacher trainees should not ag- !Ind
mated. Thus, while the consensus IAMB.% to
physical scientists and humanists mr. err. ur
going to be in excess supply in the '".970's
that career patterns for social sciewraus Awns
the next decade will fol'-lw guts
paths from those available to gracheasa i11 se..-
1960's, there may still be pockets
occupations. With surpluses in mar ,alar
is reasonable to think of graduate factiona au
a resource for retraining as well as rips, Irvine

This shift in the orientation o4 -etaire
schools is not going to come about war Me
whole degree structure is reexamine( likm.

sible need to restructure the maste aogree
and make it a program for professieret a...ae-
ration has already been discussed. it *Is 4n-
gestion were adopted, the ability of gramlbse
schools to gain the type of expertise as- d to
retrain people in midcareer would be
enhanced. The professionalization of lbe. mas-
ter's program complements the suippor-iws of
the Carnegie Commission to shorten the soned
needed to earn a bachelor's degree. ibr argu-
ment of the Commission that great stridff, have
been made by American high schoou, (Iuriast
the past decade or two and that wemetient
freshmen are irked by the repetition ix miaow
of high school subjects is well vim ire
roughly one-half of the freshman ChM* TIMM
students are probably better prepared elm
ever before, and for them it would Erin sense
to shorten the period required for ilke Seat
degree. Such a course, however, wait sot be
appropriate for the other half of the Soduris
class. They are probably less wellinelpremi
academically than comparable frostings el
10 years ago. For these students it w me be
possible to shorten the 4 years used bolsopmet
students with culture, society, art, at liamw-
ture, while at the same time orientimpzemerto
a vocation and instilling marketakbe sirs.
Only if the vocational components ram ellesi-
nated could the curriculum be sloselmoull sell-
out further depreciating a degree viii is
losing value already.

For the young people whose afiassAssin at



postsecondary institutions is a declar nor
Independence from the career path, ,,f th.
isnnents. the postsecondary system TElliSt
Amu an awesoune burden. Curren nnefst
-teachers are not up to it.

Postsecondary teachers start out as orillannt
-1-indents in high school, good students under
graduates, meritorious graduate students. and
finally Ph.D.'s. Generally they have very little
experience of what the world is all about. How
can they then tell their students about the
probable paths to different jobs? How can
they counsel their students about matching
future opportunities to their abilities? Anyone
who reads the job descriptions in The Occupa-
tional Outlook Handbook published by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department
el Labor, comes away with exactly the correct
impression of what the world of wine is all
adisoit. It is a world of drudgery, of occupations
aeeiring detailed attention to repetitive tasks.
flow can those descriptions motivate the young
am to choose occupatiaa A rather then occu-
pation B? Most people de mot know mad neither
do most teachers. The solution to the career
voidance problem has not been found. Sug-
gestions have bees made to integrate more
closely postsecondary education with job ex-
perience. In fact, about a third of all postsec-
ondary students wet either part tine or full
time. Yet, in the majority of cases their day-
to-day jobs have very little relationship to the
career they plan to follow after graduation.

It is paradoxical that the value of a post-
seenudary education for estrange to ohs with
professional content makes it Mimi ter stu-
dents to obtain good jobs while thw taw study-
/1w. The certification requirements. mosiMeallY
or arbitrary, for certain jobs mitiguie agriewt
apprenticeships concurrent with ormeitima.
Furthermore, in a number of large commemixo
'AIM* aspiring professionals are taiga* for
pouiods as long as 2 years, there is elorieus
adisctance to invest in the training at highly
=bile college students. During a puled when
the supply of college graduates is arest. in-
imatiom fi Isedaing patterns is we Oh*
la la illuelluest

It i kft to postsecondary touchers. them to
awry es* the orientation of studio's to the
army world. In the absence of euriker work-
able patterns, experimentation with alterna-
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t!ve modal- ma f the day.
The objective- higiw edu .ttion in the

United States a- varit-,i that they are n'
likely to be by 4inizle group 1--
teachers or wi-- riforrr 7cr intr. Probably :.
d--Yersity of teirnir ca, -1' -0.- produced if
tl diversity -- 3Yiche a.inir.4g institutions

maintained. A, lie ---.c-tts-sitm about career
opportunities t.,- vi hr -maned personnel el--
calates, as Ph.I) Are -i.rred into less presti-
gious jobs. new cOolleames "if) define missions
will confront postaronowry ststitutions.
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CHAPTER 2

A Case Study of the
Qualitative Need for Teachers

The purpose of this case study is to suggest
answers to three basic questions about the need
for educational personnel:

How do school districts decide upon the
effective demand, the quantity, and the
quality of educational personnel they try to
obtain?

What is the relationship between educa-
tional staffing demand thus determined
and educational needs of students?

What is the qualitative and quantitative
adequacy of educational personnel at
school districts?

In addition, the study investigates the
reasons behind the answers to these questions
and possible steps that might be taken to al-
leviate problems.

Visits were made to 10 school districts
which are representative of the range of VA
school districts in terms of iasportant variable.
For purposes of this stair, educational per-
'easel were defined to inchide both claseresmn
teachers and ancillary persesned, such as guid-
ance counselors and teacher Maw but not ad-
ministrative personnel.

The following conclusions resulted from the
visits:

1. The 10 districts visited felt their staging
patterns had only partially succeeded in meet-
ing the educational needs of students, as each
district defined those needs. It was found that
school district programs and policies we
usually determined more by what was finest-
daily expedient or possible than by what ems
educationally needed to meet the needs of
students.
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2. Some of the major reasons behind die
tries' failures are:

There la little assessment of present ac
future educational needs. As a result. there
often is little correlation between succeeu
in filling ,Atailler reepoiremente and success
in Ming the actual educational needs ef
students. This is a factor that has received
little consideration' it many previews
studies of school pienisamei staging pear-
tices and peheies.

Even wins needs awe assessed, there is
insufficient involvmad of teachers. stu-
dents, parents, and seasenusity in the as-
sessment process and in the translation of
needs into programa.

Them is tittle Mastics of current pro-
f/PQM; it light of student needs ; modifies-
ewes of premed peen rams and introduc-
tion of wow programs eve indiequam_

--Staffing donsesui is kneed primula* an cur-
rent slant 'milkman mod time is little
expnimentation with alternative 'maw
polimear.

ERA at the districts we facing severe
kedbetary emestraines ohm to infletien.
ealle two of the 10 Ind NNW prospects of
obtaiing additional lismis, pertly bare=
at the pusses* reanden and high mein
plapseet, both of width affect the pule-

eallingness ti vide additional ton
Wass. Furthermost. meet districts lied
very little Ilexidllki is the allocation of
their ftmds.

3. Every district imicated that omit peel-
time were Mai with tescheni who id not



meet the district's quality criteria. The blame
for this situation was divided:

Teacher preparatory institutions (TPI's)
were faulted by interviewees for not
stressing sensitivity and responsiveness
to individual student needs, for not pre-
paring middle-class trainees with tools for
dealing with inner city environments and
alien cultures, and far not teaching such
"basics" as how children learn to read.

Also. as a result of insure systems and in-
sufficient inservice twining, many teachers
who were once responsive to the educa-
tional needs of their students lost all con-
tact with the newts of their students and
may, in fact, no lower he in touch with
current developmems in teaching methods.

Most frequently expressed quality shortages
are of teachers who have positive attitudes to-
ward students, and who are oriented to indi-
vidual student needs sad intesasts rather than
subject matter, flexible in approoch, willing to
experiment, open to change. mad sensitive to
other cultures.

4. In most of the districts. quantitative
shortages exist. These shortages vary from
district to district, but certain patterns are
evident:

Shortages due to the demand- decision
processthe process whoosh), a district
prepares its budget and staffing plans
involve primarily it other than class-
room teachers. Seemed eembilbuting fac-
tors can be isolated: the priority given to
classroom teachers (meillary staff re-
quirements are often met only through
the use of Federal and State funds or
other nondistrict commemity resources),
lack of experimentation with alternative
staffing patterns, failure to involve a broad
spectrum of individuals in needs assess-
ment, and insufficient or nonexistent
evaluation of programs.

The most frequently mentioned shortages
due to the dammed-decision process in-
volve the idiomatic positions: teacher
aides, special edatedion beechen, psycholo-
gists, guidance counselors, elementary
physical educative' teachers, elementary
art teachers, elementary music teachers,
teaching consultants, and librarians.
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However, there were shortages in three im-
portant categories of classroom teachers.
which were associated with an insufficient
supply rather than with the demand-de-
cision process: male elementary teachers.
black and Chicano teachers, and bilingual
teachers. In the last two of these three
categories, the schools could he faulted for
having a white middle-class orientation
and for not meeting the needs of 1 udents
who drop out or do not "succeed" in school.
thus making these students ineligible to
become teachers. Salary differentials, role
stereotypes, and competition from industry
are faulted for shortages of male elemen-
tary teachers.

In addition, shortages in supply. coupled
with insufficient recruiting attempts, led
to unmet needs for the following: reading
specialists and diagnosticians, elementary
and remedial mathematics teachers, in-
dustrial arts teachers, vocational educa-
tion teachers, and science teachers.

5. Approaches to filling these gaps varied
widely from district to district and within dis-
tricts. Volunteers and paraprofessionals helped
alleviate demand shortages ; lower quality (of-
ten uncertified) teachers were substituted for
desired staff ; teachers in oversupply areas
were "retrained" for shortage areas; and TPI's
in some instances were approached to change
training methods, priorities regarding short-
age areas, etc. Often, unmet needs were not
alleviated ; some classes were discontinued in
the face of personnel shortages; and in the
case of shortages due to the demand-decision
Process, students went without the services
of the personnel in question (psychologists,
for example).

6. Among the school districts visited, the
one which appeared to be most effective both
in meeting educational needs and in staffing
its district appropriately was School District
A. Other districts were working toward these
goals. Where districts were closest to the ideal,
schools were moving toward student-oriented
educational teams, integrating administrators,
teachers, specialists, and aides. These teams
were set up to provide individualized instruc-
tion based on specific identifiable student needs.
Further, teams were organized to make the



best possible use of the skills and capabilities.
as well as motivations, of individual teachers.

The aforementioned conclusions imply that:

The school districts visited should incor-
porate the following operational philos-
ophy: systematic program planning and
evaluation ; a broader participatio-. of the
various parties affected in the assessment
of needs (as well as mechanisms for resolv-
ing conflicts among these groups) ; and
improved communication and coordination
with the training personnel and programs
of TPI's.
The TPI's, in turn, should do more to dis-
seminate research information on im-
proved teaching methods and innovations
to the district administrators and teach-
ers. Professors at the TPI's should spend
more time observing everyday problems
in district classrooms while the institu-
tions should make more use of superior
classroom teachers as instructors on their
campuses.

The Federal Government should intensify
its efforts to fund and publicize effective
models for inservice and preservice train-
ing. Additional research should be under-
taken to identify student educational needs
and staffing and organizational patterns
to better satisfy these needs.

In this study there is an emphasis on the
process that underlies teacher supply and de-
mend. In each district, an attempt was made
to find out:

What happens
Who makes it happen
How it happens
Why it happens

A conceptual framework was then developed
to tie together the findings and conclusions.

A key concept in the framework was that of
need, defined here as a condition in which serv-
ices must be provided to students in order to
help them maximize the development of their
academic, social, psychological, and physical
potential in ways that will foster their achieve-
ment of educational goals held by the stu-
dents themselves, by educators, and by seg-
ments of the community. Needs are dynamic,
changing with socioeconomic conditions, with
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student body compositions. with community
values, and in response to education itself.

It was determined that there are three pro-
cesses which directly affect supply and demand
of teachers: the demand-decision process, the
supply process, and the staffing process.

The demand-decision process includes those
steps that take place within a school district
to enable decisions to be made regarding the
staffing levels which the district will attempt
to fill. These steps are:

The formulation of preliminary district
planning guidelines, which include: the
budget forecast, enrollment forecasts, and
policy objectives.

The development of individual school
budget requests embodying program/staff
plans. These include: perception, assess-
ment, and communication of educational
needs ; design and/or modification of pro-
gram and staffing configurations; estab-
lishment of priorities in consideration of
fiscal constraints; and completion of the
final school district budget.

The outcome of this process is the effective
demand. Ideally, an important input is an as-
sessment of needs and an evaluation of how
well present programs, [Aides, and curricu-
lums, combined with current staffing config-
urations, meet the needs. As a departure from
the ideal pattern, decisionmakers in a district
may depend largely or entirely on previous
staffing patterns and previous budget patterns
during the demand-decision process to produce
the effective demand.

The supply process, largely carried out with-
in teacher preparatory institutions (TPI's),
was not investigated in detail and therefore
is discussed only tangentially.

The staffing process includes the obvious
function of filling or attempting to fill the po-
sitions determined by the effective demand
process. It also involves the following impor-
tant elements: setting of hiring criteria; job-
acceptance factors (the ability of the district
and the candidate to match their interests
and requirements) ; procedures for placing new
staff members in particular jobs and schools;
and methods for providing for staff develop-
ment and evaluation so that qualified person-
nel will remain and changing needs will be
met.



The aforementioned three processes (de-
mand decisions, supply, and staffing) are inter-
dependent, together forming what economists
call a production function. Partial failure in
any one area will limit the school district's
success in all three. If a school has carefully
defined its needs, while the teacher-prepara-
tion institution turns out products without re-
gard to these defined needs, then the school
district is likely to have only partial success
in recruiting the kinds of people it must have.

The diversity among and within the 10 dis-
tricts becomes very apparent in an analysis
of the variety of unmet needs and their causes
as cited by interview respondents. It should
be stressed that this study simply reports
those needs mentioned by those in the school
districts themselves. Within the scope and con-
straints of the study, there was no exhaustive
or independent effort to verify those needs.
Unmet needs can be either "felt" or emperically
substantiated, and they are recognized here as
legitimate regardless of the variety of edu-
cational goals of those who indicated their
presence.

This very broad definition of unmet needs is
itself an indication of the state of the art of
educational theory and its application in school
districts. None of the school districts visited
used any system which was based on both
theory and data, which related needs to their
solutions, which showed conclusively which
needs (or their solutions) had priority in terms
of their importance to the educational process,
or which analytically chose the best solution to
a need. This has created a situation in which a
district may attempt to hire a certain type of
teacher or fill a position that may not actually
be required in terms of the actual, current edu-
cational needs of students. The process can fig-
ure statistically in a teacher-demand study but
can also provide the false impression that each
filled or unfilled position is related to a realis-
tic student need.

Although no attempt was made to evaluate
either the legitimacy or the priority of needs
within a given district, some needs can be
related to the National Education Association's
(NEA) figures.' However, two cautionary
notes must be sounded. First, great emphasis
on the need for "remedial" and "specialist"
teachers emerged at the elementary level, and
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other levels in the system. To what extent is
this "need" for specialists and remedial teach-
ers a result of the lack of quality of present
classroom personnel? Elementary teachers are
trained as generalists, yet they must cope with
mathematics, science, reading, music, foreign
language. et cetera. Probably, no one teacher is
facile in all areas nor, apparently, are most pre-
pared in all of them. To what extent does the
expression of this need represent an implicit de-
cision that the concept of self-contained class-
room learning is outmoded and unresponsive to
the wide variety of needs represented by stu-
dents in each classroom? To what extent are
"needs" for specialists and remedial teachers at
the secondary level an implicit recognition that
poor quality teachers "pass on" their failures
to be coped with at the next level? To what ex-
tent are secondary classroom teachers, who
are now trained on the assumption that their
students know how to read, lacking in "qual-
ity" when they can neither teach their sub-
ject matter to nonreaders nor improve the
reading ability of their students? In other
words, some needs are primary needs, and
others are secondary needs resulting from
the primary needs. Without extended evalua-
tion, the determination of which needs are
which is impossible. Yet, in the long run, pri-
mary needs must be met at an early level to
relieve other parts of the system of the in-
herited effects.

Second, school systems either were unable
or unwilling to evaluate staff on the basis of
the quality of the content of teaching (u op-
posed, for example to the process issues raised
relating to children, etc.). Even their definitions
of teacher quality varied greatly and were
vague. Thus, there is no attempt here to pose
specific quality criteria against which to meas-
ure staff and make assessments as to the scope
of the problem. That is a whole study (or series
of studies) in itself.

The list of unmet needs which follows (table
1) is certainly not comprehensive. It should
rather be viewed as partially indicative of the
types of educational needs which public school
systems are not currently meeting, either in
whole or in part. It is divided into two cate-
gories: unmet needs related to the demand-
decision process, and unmet needs related to
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make the best possible use of the skills and
capabilities, as well as the motivations, of in-
dividual teachers. Even within their budgetary
constraints, some schools and districts have
achieved far greater flexibility in the discre-
tionary use of funds (limited as they are) than
their counterparts with similar budgetary con-
straints. In a few cases, budgetary cuts acted
as the stimulus to seek out and implement
imaginative ways to use teacher aides and un-
paid volunteers with teachers who had larger
classes under the more stringent budgetary
situation.

The following sections describe how the de-
mand-decision proems worked in two of the
districts examined.

Mee' Diarist A
School District A, an innovative district

which it was felt was closest to the ideal in
its deemed-decision process, is a moderately
wealthy suburban community with above-aver-
age yearly per-pupil expenditures (around
$1100). Although faced with a ewers budge-
tary puma In 1971-72, its demand-decision
proems is not likely to change and bears ex-
amination.

However, before describing the ongoing
yearly decision process of defining teacher and
other professional needs, a word about the
background of innovation in District A is nec-
essary. About 10 years ago a fusumetal re-
view of the objective, goals, and edusational
needs of the district was Initiated. This led
to a needs assessment of personnel and to
changes in philosophy, policy, and programs.
The inquiry process used in the review in-
volved the community (through meetings and
a mail questionnaire) and the professional
sta.

The needs asseemest loading to change in
the educational philosophy, policies, sad oper-
ating practises was continued over a period
of years by teachers and the community. Con-
sideration and thought were given to the type
of society children will live in, the need to
know how to learn, the rate of technological
change and its impacts, the findings of be-
havioral science, and the philosophy of indi-
vidualised, continuous education. Because this
needs assessment has been completed, yearly
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definition of new needs can be addressed and
the process made workable. The basic patterns
of process and analysis are well established.
The framework for this process is the theory
and research of differentiated staffing and in-
dividualized instruction done by a noted edu-
cation consultant.

The decisions on teacher and other profes-
sional needs were widely shared in District
A among teachers, the administration, and the
school board. Some continuing involvement of
community, parents, and students also occurs
and is increasing.'

The four-level framework (master teach-
ers, etc.), of teacher functioning has led to
emphasis on the qualities of newly employed
teachers and the way teaching is to relate to
curriculum content and revitalisation on the one
hand, and child-centered attitudes on the other.
In more specific terms, teacher needs are speci-
fied by the appropriate grade level personnel
or departmental teacher group as openings oc-
cur. Criteria are broad and comprehensive
rather than simply directed to subject content.
Needs for other staff, such as vocational coun-
selors, are defined from a number of sources
and are widely discussed before implementa-
tion. This goes on during the entire budget-
making process.

In the long-range planning for District A's
shift to differentiated stalling, professional
staff levels have been projected to 1972-74.
The total number is currently the same as in
1969, before the shift was started, but the mix
has been altered markedly (master teachers,
senior teachers, and paraprofessionals have
been added; "regular" teachers are fewer).
However, in the current financial crisis it is
doubtful that continuous progress can be made
in 1971-72 toward the 1972-74 projection.
Clearly the financial feasibility of the projec-
tion depends in part on a balanced teacher
group with a spread of salaries.

The number of paraprofessional staff is de-
termined following separate formulas for the
three school levels. The original target for
1972-74 was set at three in each elementary
school, eight in each intermediate school, and 12
In each high school. The number of aides ac-
tually hired for the schools depends on theoreti-
cal and practical grounds: the differentiated
staff mix as set up by the education consultant



and applied by another consultant and the dis-
trict professional staff, plus the availability of
Federal funds to support the aides. Upon
changeover to differentiated s' .ffing, the ex-
penditures of paraprofessionals, clerks, and
other support personnel increased 20 percent.
Now that 1971 72 financial constraints are a
major concern, there is apparently a move to
cut back on paraprofessional personnel rather
than on the pupil 'teacher ratio. The aides have
an informal liaison with a member on the dis-
trict salary committee and thus have a voice
in the decisionmaking process. However, the
small number of aides and the ambiguity of
their status (while they are members of the
claw- 'led employee organization, their salaries
are in certificated personnel budget) lead them
to feel that their influence is minimal in a
year with imminent cutbacks.

Under the district's policy of shared deci-
sionmaking, needs for additional teachers are
determined at the individual schools, mainly
on the basis of enrollment forecasts, the ob-
servations and findings of the school staff, and
inevitably--the known availability of funds.
In general, most professionals appear to have
a part in the decisionmaking process. Some in-
terviewees expressed dissatisfaction with vari-
ous aspects of this shared decisionmaking and
differentiated staffing. They said, for example,
that the decisionmaking process was excessive-
ly long, and that the workload of a staff teacher
and an associate teacher may be so similar
that salary differences become open to ques-
tion.

The relationship of decisionmaking in the
school to that in the district is illustrated in
this paragraph from a district document:

All policies at the school level are made
by each school's academic senate, com-
posed of the senior teachers and the prin-
cipal. Principals have no veto power. All
district policy is made by the district.sen-
ate, which is made up of the six prin-
cipals, a senior teacher from each school,
and the superintendent. Again, no one
has veto power, although at any point a
minority opinion can be filed and proper
appellate (to the next higher body) pro-
cedures followed. The Board of Educa-
tion has final word on all policy adoption.
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Despite the district's pupil teacher ratio
guidelines, interviews indicated that the actual
ratios vary among the elementary schools of
the district on the basis of needs defined by
the staff. Thus, one school may have a smaller
mathematics class if it sets out to teach that
subject in a different way. Staffing needs are
sometimes filled by intraschool transfers, which
must be agreed on by both schools involved.

Scheel District II

School District B, in contrast with School
District A, is a small rural community with
chronic unemployment and below-average year-
ly per-pupil expenditures (under $400), pri-
marily supported by nonlocal sources (State
and Federal funds).

In this district, staffing, like curriculum, re-
flects the current orientation of the district
toward a minimum program offering basic
skills, with few if any "f. or options be-
yond these fundamentals. The district is barely
able to meet the State commission of educa-
tion's minimum staffing standards. It offers no
curricular options other than a basic college
preparatory program, even though only 30
percent of its high school graduates go on to
college.

The staffing process is fairly simple in Dis-
trict B, since it is determined according to fixed
procedures and minimum guidelines laid down
by the State commissioner of education. These
standards cover virtually all aspects of per-
sonnel operations, including salary levels, staff
mix, and pupil/teacher ratios. The superin-
tendent receives State-supplied salaries for a
specific mix of faculty and staff personnel
based on District B's average daily attend-
ance. In view of the district's reliance on
State funds, staffing is determined as much by
the State department of education as by local
administrators, who participate only in fore-
casting the all-important average daily attend-
ance.

In order to hire personnel beyond those com-
puted in the State aid formula, District B must
rely on local or Federal funding. Although local
monies are used only as marginal supplements
to the State-supported salary scale, Federal
funds have enabled the district to hire a small
number of additional staff (including kinder-



garten, art, and remedial reading teachers. as
well as librarians and aides). The allocation
of such Federal funding is also coordinated
through the State education department.

The process of setting staff requirements for
the next school year is begun in late winter and
completed in early spring, when the prospec-
tive budget is approved by the county court.
If the State legislature takes subsequent ac-
tion which affects that budget, the superin-
tendent then file. an amended budget for final
court approval in July.

This district is unique among those visited
in the lack of control and discretion exercised
by the superintendent and other district offi-
cials in determining staffing requirements. Be-
cause local funds have been insufficient, t>~
district must honor the staffing requirement
mandated by its two major revenue soirees
the State education department and special
Federal programs.

UNMET NEEDS RELATED TO DEMAND

Quantitative shortages due to imperfections
in the demand-decision process were evident
in the 10 districts visited in the following
areas:

Teacher aides
Special education teachers
Psychologists
Guidance counselors
Elementary physical education teachers
Kleenentary art teachers
Elementary music teachers
Teacher consultants
Librarians

The needs addressed by these categories of
educational personnel are varied. One thing
the categories have in commos, however, is
that they respond to more specialised and dis-
crete needs rather than to the need for regu-
lar classroom teachers. In the demand-decision
poems, priority is given to obtaining the
latter. Shortages in the aforementioned cate-
gories also stem from a tight budget situation.
School district programs and policies were
usually determined more by what was finan-
cially expedient or possible than what was
educationally related to the needs of students.
Regardless of their level of per-pupil =wadi-

tures and the scope of their current programs.
all 10 districts visited felt that they did not
have sufficient funds to provide programs that
would adequately meet the educational needs
of their students. In some of the districts,
staffing cuts due to the financial crisis have
led to cutbacks in existing programs or even
to their termination. Because of the priority
given to regular classroom teachers, these cuts
tend to begin with the kinds of ancillary per-
sonnel listed above. Thus, the paramount con-
siderations in the demand-decision process
were the priorities of obtaining self-contained
classroom teachers for the elementary level
and subject matter specialists for the secon-
dary levelboth at specified teacher 'pupil ra-
tios.

A further reason for the shortage of the
categories previously listed is that the de-
mand-decision process included little consid-
eration of possibilities for experimenting with
combinations of self-contained classroom teach-
ers with other educational personnel (e.g., spe-
cialists and paraprofessionals). This reflects
the fact that broad and systematic needs as-
sessment involving the participation of all in-
terested parties simply do not exist in many
districts. Very few districts either modify ex-
isting programs or design new ones on the
basis of evaluation.

Each category of unmet needs is discussed
in this chapter.

Umber Aides

Teacher aides are needed for a variety of
roles, from instructional reinforcement tutor-
ing to low-skilled clerical work. Many respond-
ents indicated that the need for aides of all
types is most acute in the elementary schools,
while the need In secondary schools was mainly
for clerical help and for hall or lunchroom
monitors.

Nine districts indicated that this ancillary
staff category ordinarily doss not receive suffi-
cient budget funds to create the needed sal-
aried positions. Most frequently this is due
to the other demands (especially for profes-
sional classroom teachers) made on limited
financial resources, leaving little, if any, funds
for teacher aides. In a few of the districts,
professional teacher associations have sharply



constrained the utilization of noncertificated al
ciliary personnel through informal pressur,
or explicit negotiated agreement (although one
association had taken the opposite tack and
used part of its lump-sum negotiated funds to
support aides for the schools). Such groups
usually defended such stances with statements
that an increase in ancillary personnel positions
could reduce the number of job openings avail
able for their own certificated professionals.

Although several districts are encouraging
those responsible for each school's personnel
affairs to consider tradeoffs between parapro-
fessional aides and professional staff, particu-
larly where budget constraints preclude hir-
ing the extra personnel desired to meet needs,
most schools are financially able t' avail them-
selves of only a token number I, paid para-
professionals. The only schools that can ordi-
narily develop effective teacher-aide staffing
programs are those with minimally funded
projects; e.g., projects with State or Federal
funds earmarked for midi paraprofessional
salaries.

In some schools and districts, the unmet
need for aides is partied accounted for by
the fact that the decision influencers--inehad-
ing principals, teachers, amid central district
administrators--often do not fully recognins
the financial and the instructional benefits got
could result from changing their traditismii
staffing mix by adding aides. Even some schwa
with teacher aides stated that few teachers
or aides really understand bow they can meet
electively work together. For example. some
faculty members considered teacher aides as
intruders in their classroom affairshardly
the type of attitude which encourages proper
use of paraprofessional assistance. In one dis-
trict. however, the services of aides were sup-
ported by Federal funds as a way of increas-
ing the minority mix and bringing the com-
munity culture into the classroom.

Because of the shortage of salaried posi-
tions for teacher aides and also to alleviate
other unmet need areas, almost all districts
have initiated programs designed to foster vol-
unteer paraprofessional help in the schools.
These volunteer aides may be local parents.
other community adults (e.g., senior eitisessi
older junior high school or high school dualists
(sometimes helping in areas connected "Ai
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Iir course work), or nearby college students.
H weever, not all schools or districts have equal
access to such voluntary help. For instance,
n neighborhoods in which both parents work

or in which mothers must care for smaller
children in their homes, schools are not able
to attract any volunteer help. There may not
be programs whereby high school students can
work in other district schools, nor colleges
within easily accessible distance

Imirisi MIMED Teachers
Sine distreri reported unme 'weds in spe-

=1 education. ( The remaining district does
lost assume iss.ensibility for most special
eireation pregrazas since ether nearby agen-
age. provide such service- Staff trained in
ve,wking with eunotionall disturbed students,
mewls with speech problem& and the educable
mssctally retarded were mentioned as most Ire-
yesesely needed. In addition to these three areas.
tiler. were other students whose special elks-
sassoaal needs snare unmet : brain in

memo* retarded. slow learners. sad
4 deaf.

Ole two major mesons for the unmet needs
oensial education are insufficient budgeted

Mom! serf Madequate supply of trained per-
muted. MEL of the districts visited relied on
Alois amirer Federal funds to support their
impoesal smineaties programs. Usually these
lands are madeleate to meet the fall range
of needs of the students. Since pupils with
these special education requirements usually
represent only a minority of the total enroll-
ment, their needs are often given rather low
priority when it comes to allocating district
budget funds. One special education administra-
tor stated a possible additional problem. "Very
few parents of special education youngsters
are wiping to admit publicly the existesce of
their childrens' problems. a factor which ef-
fectively precludes the formation of a power-
ful local pressure group which could press for
more funds, higher priority. etc."

The problem in the supply proems seems
to be one of quantity more than quality : there
are simply not enough special education pa-
scene! to IN eves the available jobs, which are
themselves insaillcient. Few respondents criti-
cised the quality of the available manpower.
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of developing broader interests and abilities
of students. Unfortunately, in most of the dis-
trict@ visited, they were among the first to
suffer cutbacks, or even to be eliminated in
times of fiscal austerity. As one administra-
tor umponsible for his district's instructional
pregram put it: "The taxpayers act often to
import only those educational provosts ori-
mind to basic fundamental skills of the three
R's; and unfortunately they consider musk,
aule physical education. and similar posgrains
an frills or leinries whisk are net weak extra
toms."

Teelihing Cosies

Five districts ludicatad the need leer experi-
enced, suan_e_saal teachers to lenge *sir class-
rooms and serve as dietrictwide consultants
working with individual teachers II amassing
and improving classroom tanking perform-
ance. Such "floating" teachers could be espe-
cially competent in either mineral teaching
methods and approaches or specific subject
areas.' The primary cause for this unmet need
has been the lack of available funds. A sec-
ondary consideration, however, is teacher as-
sociation opposition to this modified "differen-
tiated staffing."

UMW=

Qualified librarians were mentioned as un-
met staff needs by five districts. The functions
for which such personnel are needed vary, in-
cluding full-time management of the school
library, assistance to the reading program.
operation of the multimedia learning materials
resource center. This category mikes the sane
general fate as ether ancillary professional
staff areas, except that the problem is not
caused by lack of supply. Because this cate-
gory often has lower priority than regular
classroom teaching positions, it is also more
susceptible to budget cuts or tend
Two districts also indicated problems in re-
cruiting enough certificated librarians to fill
the budgeted vacancies. In one system, the
difficulty was imposed by stringent State cer-
tification requirements, which forced many li-
brarian applicants to take additional course-
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work after graduation without any salary ve-
crement to reward the extra effort.

Pessibk Solutions

Table 2 shows some posolilities for spoil&
need-related solutions. These possibilities @me
derived partially from the successful solution
observed during the 10 case studies and pertly
from analyses.

Table 2POSSIBLE REEDS FOR DEMAND-
RELATED MET SEEDS

Unmoor not

Teecho Aids
Spsdsl Elbooessn

Psychologists
Guidance Counselors

Elementary Physical '

Education
Elementary Art
Elementary blink
Teaching Conodtants
Librarians

111610epeelfle slarfamo

160111Ms
lihnogoltassionals

11~ utilisation of the serv-
als IV professions' at by
omoloping aides to orefomi
demo duties

Tem teaching

Oillorentiated staffing
Volunteers, paraprofessionals

Properly utilised veins ears and parasols-
fessionals can go a WE way toward Sig
unmet needsthe former at no cost to the
schools. For example the services of aides aml
volunteers nay be used appropriately to relieve
educational personnel of clerical duties (guid-
ance counesion were particularly bogged down
in "administrativia"), for tutorial assistance to
slow learners or gifted children, and as class -
room assistants (dividing the classroom in two
segments, for example). All but one district
used paraprofessionals or volunteer help. How-
ever, in several of the districts the means of
utilizing these permute' were questionable.

Differentiated stalling (which includes aides
and team teaching) would allow Mates flexi-
bility in the classroom and would allow ele-
mentary teachers with specific interests to
pursue them to a pastor extent. Only one dis-
trict made extensive use of differentiated staf-
fing; three others had pilot schools with some
form of differentiated staffing; and one or two
others had made some tentative steps in this
direction.
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permit es less dean 30mereart is meat years.
These pmemod may bar sodiMell tie reds
of Olean seeder studs* beim Oft they me
net ppestig the edneriesd imile of their
pommt etudmits. Just asimenneesnmstmesde
whieb les the result of mem allsimillms.
so too eve doer needs whisker hi mast by
the disieteem ereently empiepsd pemensmil

The la oder to pesadele leaps ms ambi-
tions r adept a geneseffir d Mregy of
appropmeer cimpe), sera' districts need he
carry (.4m/wiper needs amusement, en cinches,
and pmeserpiaming. dieleict whidt
to meet- ma- emincatiosel seer must oleo egos

pnMipmisa in the press, of
staff Esemeidesisiess to pends, emmerdlir
groups, indents. idl wi 1>ts fig
particiimMen of Om grew will tie ands
of the peseimenrineet be Andres sirs-
tine be hood mil met. Ilidy them will die
pertisostodeemet isms in the arm Imam
of sliese IMO sll passible Weirs
to dm. lisiselb AMMO' whisk de ant silt
the pestisignIlen of all essenteci grim mei,
sessessient, glerde& and etraluellies leer
themselves ems to pest kw aelemple In le/b-

ae piker rm., boycotts) ley them lift eat
of the prem.

Cali upsets of the skiing pessessre
cruitasest, job assignment, buiervice training,
etc.--on also contribute to a whoa* abilities
to meet presently unmet silicational needs.
In neseimees Ordileant kriesses kw funding
will be ommeer y before 11111i solutions can be
found.

Poured the Arista visileikaveoftblished
continuing reviews of stein needsmail their
implicialias for programs end MIL These
evaluation efforts sometimes enable the dis-
tricts to apply up-to -date lonseledge in learn-
ing, behavioral, and teaching techniques in de-
vising Ming patterns and eursistdums to
meet the newly identified needs.

Needs assessment can stoned only to the
extent that those who are aware of the needs
have a chance to report them. Several of the
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districts have atepted to increase their
severeness of edimmiemi needs by eneandise
participation in the early stages of seed
foosenitiev and setting priorities to incisde
family rambers, wren* and even alisilems.
Sr o f linrimisemlies ire so far as to Mai-
indigestible orb imadveinest by cresting sehmiei
administmeen" cemmils in which principalseed
teems lee responsibility for makingssill
111111011 tie muses and piens.

ills mind of the gumboot districts visited hem
sods warns eases to base their dileist
stabs &deism more on educational me-
shiseliim than as jamb &racial ones. Fear
iliMeieb, ter-memple, Mee taken specific pol-
icy sherds in favor of meeting specific educa-
tional his and have attempted to structure
their opemetimi decisions and plans according-
ly. Them pokier stands take a number of forms :
establishment at speeille cans size targets de-
signed to gracile asses Me on a per-pupil
basis, imatien of i_ - student learning
goals ter wilds the district assumes responsi-
bility, or milk commitments to broadecale
staffing imerstions designed to address vari-
ens armed erantisipated student needs.

Confronted with endow legal and/or peliti-
eal contralto mid premieres imposed by
Metier groups or eller parties, certain hdi-
vidnal sehris and districts demonstrated a
miguelellihness and ability to innovate with-
in am Ywis, significantly altering the
cheerier or mix of their staffing demand and
pleas without violating the constraints. In
several schools, teashers themselves had taken
the lend in these earls, often by agreeing to
immee workloads m. 41111 sizes in order to
sepseirent with inesersi utilization of pars-
prod...missal assistanse,enauf teaching, or other
troilism! approaches. In one of the dialects,
as we have mind, the teacher association even
u sed its own negotiated compensation funds
to pay for a certain level of paraprofessional
help.

Oatmeli in revenue in most districts has not
kept par with inflation and/or rising teacher
cooper Won packages, and some districts
have ellherienced recent voter rejection of in-
crease lending proposals, guaranteeing an
extended period of financial retrenchment.
Several districts have not lain idle in the face
of this discouraging financial prospect For



example, one district with a low per-capita
income (one of the lowest in its county)
and, therefore. having wily an average per-
pupil expenditure despite the highest tax rate
in the comityhas attempted to deal with its
financial crisis by aggveseively seeking out
nondistriet resources, such as staff, financial,
or materials assistance dem local industry;
special Stine and Federal program moneys ;
and charitside foundation grants. It has em-
ployed an administrative staff member whose
sole job is to seek out nab supplemental re-
sources. eeever, such efforts do not obviate
the critinal need for additional support from
the regain. local, State, and Federal sources of
education Seeds.

All of lime approaches can help alleviate
or eliminsie unmet needs arising from prob-
lems in Ihe clear d-decisitm process, either
by expanding the scope of budgeted demand
or by irepeoving-ilia degree to which that de-
mand regiments a true understanding of the
current and intim needs of sludente and aiA emmaihnent to their solution.

OMR MOS 11111111111
!PLY OD 111111111111

Ow* Plagues
The supply process, largely carried out with-

in teacher preparatory institutions (TPI's) ,
attracts, Weds, and trains students for edu-
cational sectipations. Because the scope of
this study-was confined to the school districts
themselves only a limited number of inter-
views were conducted in TPI's. The following
remarks ea the supply process represent main-
ly the viewpoints of the districts and should
be viewed in the light of this limitation.

%aground data indicate that serene quanti-
tative overall teacher shortages hose been ten-
posarily alleviated b demographic trends.
These treads include increasing numbers of
people in the 20-25 age group (graduating
teachers) and decreasing numbers in the 5-17
age group (students). This trend is expected
to continue for some time. An even shorter
term trend contributing to alleviating gross
number shortages in certain fields is the eco-
nomic slowdown which began in 1969. The
slowdown has resulted in many scientifically
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trained people being unemployed : sonic of them
are looking for teaching jobs. Ir addition,
classroom teachers may be in quant-ative ( but
not necessarily qualitative) oversimply. since
the slowdown has curtailed the budgets and
the effective demands in sane districts.

Informal= on the supply process indiums
that it insiies little training for innovative
approach.' in ethecation. TPI's tend to engin-
one contest rather than process. Few TM'
Recording to the districts, are preparing stu-
dents for mai teaching and differentiaaed
staffing; rather. training concentrates on
ewe -teacher-to-a-classroom interaction. Sonient
teaching too often oecommed in white middle-
class schools, preventing student teachers from
gaining euperienee with children of minority
groups or disadvantaged children. This lack of
experience was detrimental on two counts.
First, it pas anted student teachers from test-
ing their ability to teach these types of chil-
dren condeMbly, thereby depriving the stu-
dent teach.s of a means of mehing their own
career declaim. Semen & it failed to train thane,
before their first pentgraduation mignoroot,
to develop the smitisities and tecionimes
necessary to meat the needs of these kids of
student..

Although recent trends have alleviated prose
teacher shortages, definite evidense was weed
of teacher shortages in certain ancillary spe-
cialty areas and in certain geographical areas.
This will be dimmed in more detail in the at
section. As previously discussed, the alleviation
of quantitative shortages should not be bison
to indicate that qualitative shortages do mot
exist. They do.

In the TPI's, as described by time district
stair and as revealed from int* wry's. at TPI's,
little assumed to be done to orient students
toward the eeseatismal shortage areas. Thews
appeared to be little communication between
the districts and the TPre regarding shortage
areas and little use of national information
that would identify these areas. Probably
more important, it seems that the organisation-
al dynamics of TPI's, like those of many col-
leges, encourage each department to expand
to its maximum, regardless of whether or not
its students can find jobs in their specialties.
Finally, in many TPI's, students are assigned
to or identified with education at a late



stage (junior or senior year) of their college
career. This makes it difficult even to identify
those students interested in education soon
enough so that they can receive career counsel-
ing to encourage them, if they have appro-
priate interests and aptitudes, to go into short-
age areas.

The Staffing Process

District success in filling budgeted vacancies
with fully qualified personnel varied widely
according to a district's location, accessibility
to TPI's, district image, and recruiting prac-
tices themselves. District compensation poli-
cies also affected the competitive advantage of
each district, the competitive advantage of edu-
cation professions versus other professions, and
success in recruiting and retaining educational
personnel. Thus, even with a given nationwide
situation of shortage or overage either in edu-
cational professions generally or within spe-
cific professional and paraprofessional arms,
some districts have significant advantages in
attracting educational personnel. A discussion
of the staffing process and its effects in one
district follows.

School District C, a moderate-sized wealthy
district with per-pupil expenditures over twice
the national average, was experiencing few
area-related shortages in personnel, although
it was unhappy with the quality and training of
incoming staff and was unable to obtain black
teachers of sufficient quality to meet its criteria.

Recruiting in this district, while active in
the past, has been curtailed somewhat recently.
Last year, 50 or 60 colleges (quite a few in
the South) were visited district recruiters
and advertisethents were placed. ip southern
cities where the potential for sr black audience
is greater. Applications are screened by the
personnel department. For those that reach
the interviewing stage (which goes on continu-
ously through the year), two principals (ele-
mentary level) or two building administrators
(or one administrator and a department head)
at the secondary level interview the applicant.
Only upon a unanimous affirmative decision
will the applicant reportedly be considered for
an opening.

Some dissatisfaction was voiced with this
method of selection. Since the schools are
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highly individualized reflecting the philoso-
phies of the principal). since newly hired teach-
ers are not necessarily (indeed, not usually)
placed in the school of the principal (s) who
interviewed them, and simile principals have
little or no choice in job assiemment, a teacher
suiting one principal may be totally unsuited
to the style and philosophy of the school into
which he or she is placed.

Figures quoted as.to the number of applica-
tions for the number of positions varied wide*
from 1,100 for 90 to 3,510 for 99. Factors
considered in screening applicants are: knowl-
edge of the subject area, interest in working in
an integrated environment, creativity, willing-
ness to experiment, and philosophy of tench-
ing. Previous teaching experience is general!
preferred.

Some figures will serve to Mustrate the di-
versity of the teachers. lio teselser is uncerti-
fied ; teaches in the district hone degrees from
over 103 clime or universities, but probably
70 percent of the teaches awe from colleges
or universities in the State; end two out of
every three teachers hired have had previous
teaching experience. In only one school (a pilot
program) are teachers' services consistently
utilized effectively in terms of flexibility in
staffing. In others, however, Borne fiscability
shown in isolated instances. One principal, few
e neinple, ensigns an art teacher to bob in read-
ing, sines *is teacher has proved to he excel-
lent at relating nonreaders them. art, there-
by getting them to reed.

An extensive and dynamic orgasm of in-
service training has been taking place in the
district, dee to the recognition of a need both
to orient new teachers and to hoop teachers
abreast of new ideas. A coopesseive program
involving Ice school districts in Os county has
performed several major functions: orienta-
tion of new teachers, inservice credit courses
(which count toward salary increases), and
helping teachers change their attitudes and
culture norms so they may more effectively
reach their students. Unfortunately, the fund-
ing for the program (title III, ESEA) would
terminate in 1971.

All teachers from three elementary schools
were involved in many of the pilot programs
in those schools, from which have sprung crea-
tive approaches to teaching. (For example,



one school offers open, multilevel. ungraded.
individualized instructionall planned by
the teachersat no extra cost. and another
opened up a storefront, free summer school in
a black area of the community.) There is no
complacency about inservice training. Incom-
ing teachers are seen as needing more one-to-
one supervision (like a "buddy" system) ; more
emphasis still needs to be placed on innovation
in teaching methods. The teacher associa-
tion helps sponsor the inservice training pro-
gram from its negotiated lump sum. This is
unique among the districts visited.

As mentioned previously, taking courses for
credit is part of the inservice program. In
1968 teachers were paid $140 to participate in
self-development programs. In 1969 the amount
was reduced to $100, and in 1970 no cash in-
centive was given, yet it is interesting to note
that in 1970 there were more applicants than
there were in 1969 when an incentive was
provided.

District C recognizes the need for cross-
district exchange as part of the continual pro-
cess of professional development. It also ap-
pears unique among the districts visited in its
cooperative courses, which allow interaction
among teachers from five different districts.
Some teachers also have traded classes with
others outside the district.

Even with the evidence of dynamic involve-
ment of teachers in high energy-demanding
innovative activities, not all respondents
painted rosy pictures of the teaching staff:

"50 percent of the teachers exert no lead-
ership."
"Teachers use methods that are dull and
boring."
"Teachers are not doing their job; there
should be mandatory reeducation for those
that are not."

"There may be an oversupply of teachers
in quantity, but not in quality."

"Good students don't go into teaching;
teaching careers are recommended for the
average student."

Qualitative Shertaps

There were many teachers who showed
qualitative deficiencies with respect to meeting
the needs of students in the following areas:
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Positive attitudes toward students
---Orientation to individual student needs or

interests rather than subject matter
Flexibility in approach, willingness to ex-

periment, openness to change
Sensitivity to other cultures
Most of the unmet needs for teachers meet-

ing these criteria arise from failures in the
supply process. Particularly, it appears from
the limited information gathered about TPI's
that they do not sufficiently emphasize training
in and sensitivity to interpersonal relations.
As a further aspect of the supply process,
many teachers came from a middle-class back-
ground, and this makes it difficult for them to
become aware of and responsive to the needs
of minority or disadvantaged students.

m Positive Attitudes Toward Students.
The paramount need (mentioned in nine of the
10 districts visited) was for educational per-
sonnel with positive attitudes toward students.
This need was identified and expressly articu-
lated across the board--from the central office
on down. As one group of students put it,
"Teachers are human beings until they step
into the classroom." Respondents expressed the
need for teachers who could treat students as
individual human beings, who could be friendly
with their students, who recognized the rights
of their pupils, and wha treated them with re-
spect. Typical of several respondents was the
following: "You can 'ake a person who likes
and gets along well with children, give him pro-
fessional training in an educational area, and
end up with a great teacher; but it's very diffi-
cult to take someone, even though well trained
professionally, who does not relate well with
children, and make a decent teacher of him."

The important relationship between teacher
expectations of student capability and actual
student performance was cited as a reason for
needing personnel whose views of their stu-
dents' potential encourages greater achieve-
ment in the classroom. A self-fulfilling low ex-
pectation of students is a relatively common
problem, especially in inner city schools in
which teachers have become accustomed to un-
responsive students, high dropout rates, and
the like, and place most of the blame on the
students, rather than modifying their own
behavior and approach in an effort to provide
greater challenge to their pupils.



(2) Orientation to Individual Student
Needs. An important related need is for educa-
tional professionals who are oriented more
toward meeting the individual needs and in-
terests of students than simply toward present-
ing their subject. Many respondents argued
that too much attention is devoted to teaching
without an adequate understanding of learn-
ing. Teaching techniques and skills should be
developed to respond to the learning abilities
and problems of students, not vice versa.

In one or two districts there was particular
concern over the teaching staff's inability to
cope with different learning curves: the excep-
tional student, the slow learner, the hyperac-
tive student, for example. Teachers and an-
cillary staff should be capable not only of de-
tecting and diagnosing student problems but
also helping to solve them. For example, the
knowledge that a student has a reading prob-
lem is of little value unless the requirements in
the way of staff, curriculum, or materials fur
its solution are understood and available. Ap-
parently, the selection and training stages of
the supply process are at fault here; i.e., per-
sonnel are not initially well-motivated toward
the individualization of instruction and are not
being well trained in it.

Some of the schools in the sample have
achieved unprecedented successes by develop-
ing a core faculty group who believe in the
capabilities of their students and who are en-
thusiastic about the instructional program of
the school (which is in these instances usually
based on a realistic appraisal of their stu-
dents' particular needs). The positive attitudes
and expectations of the faculty have encour-
aged students to develop more positive feelings
about themselves, which have sometimes been
reflected in terms of improved academic per-
formance.

The lack of positive attitudes toward stu-
dents is due primarily to shortcomings in the
supply process. First of all, the decision to
enter a career in public education may be mo-
tivated by factors other than one's personal
feelings about children ; e.g., the prospect for
long-term job security, or (particularly in the
case of women) seemingly better opportunity
for gainful employment upon graduation than
in other professions. Second, people who enter
professional training programs may not have a
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chance to determine the true extent of their
interest in education in time to choose other,
more personally satisfying, professions. Uni-
versity instruction and practice teaching
norms must also be faulted for too often fail-
ing to provide the types of experience needed
to build skills in interpersonal relations.

Unfortunately, attitudinal qualifications are
usually difficult to discern until after the per-
son has been hired, and even then shortcomings
may go unnoticed unless there is effective sup-
ervision and evaluation of staff members. Thus,
the staffing and demand-decision processes also
contribute to these staff shortcomings, by ap-
plying lax personnel screening procedures and
by failing to assess adequately the degree to
which previously hired staff are meeting the
needs of their students.

(3) Flexibility/Experimentation/Openness
to Change. Eight districts stressed the need
for personnel who were flexible in their ap-
proach to meeting educational needs, willing
to experiment with alternative or innovative
techniques, and open to change. These districts
satisfy all the needs of their students. Since
educational needs are both personal and chang-
ing, their solution calls for approaches which
can be individualized and modified as needed.
Many respondents felt that very few teachers
were competent in this area. One school district
administrator estimated that only 25 percent
of his staff could be considered creative, al-
though 75 percent were receptive to changes
suggested by others.

Again, the responsibility for this unmet need
rests primarily with the supply process (spe-
cifically, the selection and training of potential
teachers), though the other two processes share
a portion of the blame (school districts without
a reputation for innovation are not likely to
attract innovative teachers, for example).

(4) Sensitivity to Other Cultures. There is
a pressing need for educational staff capable
of dealing positively with students whose cul-
tural, economic, or racial backgrounds differ
from their own. Such capability also involves
an understanding of the effects such back-
grounds can have on the learning or behavioral
patterns of students. Respondents often stated
that many teachers attempt to enforce their
own values and cultural norms in their deal-
ings with students from quite different back-



grounds, rather than accept the positive as-
pects of such cultural pluralism. Such in-
sensitivity to the environment in which these
students live was cited by several respondents
as the reason why public school education has
come to be perceived by many pupils as an ir-
relevant nuisance. Practice teaching in white
middle-class schools and inflexible university
courses were often cited as contributing to this
failure.

In some schools visited in this study, teach-
ers are working with curriculums developed
years earlier for their then-predominantly
white middle-class students. Now, however,
nonwhite students and/or students from poor
economic backgrounds are in the majority; yet
the programs, curriculums, and materials in
many of these schools continue largely un-
changed. This retention of outmoded ap-
proaches and practices also happens at the in-
dividual classroom level when teachers are
transferred into alien working environments.
In several of the districts visited, numerous
teachers had been transferred from schools in
affluent, education-oriented neighborhoods to
assignments in multiethnic poor areas, or
vice versa. Often these teachers failed to modi-
fy their approaches or attitudes to respond to
their new environments and, as a result, lost
contact with their new students.

In the case of the Mexican-American stu-
dents in four of the districts, this problem has
two components: many of their teachers lack
understanding of their students' cultural heri-
tage and educational needs, and few can speak
Spanish well enough to reach those students
not fluent in English. These two factors were
pointed to by several respondents as prime
contributors to the depressingly high dropout
rates among such students (as high as 90 per-
cent). Indeed, very few interviewees felt that
there were enough educational personnel who
could effectively work with potential or actual
dropouts from any type of background. .

This teacher insensitivity also was men-
tioned in dealings with students with behav-
ioral or emotional problems. It was felt, for
example, that too few teachers could deal
effectively with disruptive pupils or those un-
able to adapt to regular school life. This feeling
is manifest in the expressed need for additional
psychologists and special education staff.
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Demographic Shortages

Shortages primarily due to the supply proc-
ess were reported, involving the following
kinds of teachers :

Male teachers in the elementary schools
Black and Chicano teachers

Bilingual teachers ( especially Spanish
speaking)
Young teachers.

Seven districts indicated the chronic need
for additional qualified male teachers to teach
in elementary schools. Respondents of both
sexes felt that students, especially those from
households in which there is no steady adult
male presence, needed some type of masculine
influence to offset the overwhelming predomi-
nance of females at the elementary level.

The major reasons behind the unmet needs
for male elementary teachers, as well as for
blacks and Mexican-American staff, are de-
ficiencies in the early stages of the supply proc-
ess. Most male educational personnel are
trained for nonelementary areas, and most
blacks and Mexican-Americans do not receive
any professional training in the first place. The
recruiting part of the staffing process also
plays a role, particularly with blacks and in
relation to the character of the district. One
school district, which made energetic attempts
(advertising and recruitment trips to the
South) to secure black teachers had difficulty
because its community does not welcome black
residents, and it has a shortage of moderately
priced housing.

Subject-Related Shortages

Districts visited had subject-related short-
ages due to the supply and staffing processes
in the following areas:

Industrial arts/vocational education teach-
ers
Reading specialists and diagnosticians
Science teachers
Elementary and remedial mathematics
teachers.

(1) Industrial Arts/Vocational Education.
Industrial arts was the one unmet staff need
category mentioned in all 10 districts. Other
examples of unmet needs relative to vocational



education include teachers for courses in ma-
chine shop, autonu mechanics, rosnietologv,
home el:floor/lies, distributive (111;,;ness) educe
Lion, and data processing. The fundamental
cause for the unmet staff needs in this im-
portant area is the fact that ACh11411 distrietM

cannot ordinarily offer compensittiim packages
uhich compete with employers in private in-
dustry. In a few of the districts visited, some
industrial arts and mime vocational education
programs ha,e been forced to close for lack of
staff.

Although a major problem is often one of
recruiting capability, there are also deficiencies
in the demand-decision and supply processes
which contribute to this shortage area. Voce
thine, education programs generally are not
given high priority; when budget funds are
restricted, these programs may be among the
first to suffer. In one district. a new multimil-
lion-dollar technical trade center may not even
be opened because of budget cuts. No doubt
partially because of uncompetitiveness of pub-
lic school vocational education positions com-
pared with jobs in industry, teacher prepare
tory institutions have also not been producing
enough tra'fled people in vocational education.

The probb ,4 industrial arts is exemplified
by District D. a small, geographically isolated
area that at the time of our visit was just
beginning to improve its image and appeal to
teachers under a new, dynamic superintendent.
Industrial arts in District D is seen as by far
the most critical shortage area. To begin with,
there are few institutionssixin its State
or in nearby States qualified to turn out indus-
trial arts teachers. Apparently, the one in the
district's own State has traditionally been the
focus of recruiting for the district, but turns
out only 100 graduates a year. Not only does in-
dustry compete for this small number of grad-
uates, but so also do other school districts. Din-
trict D. being small, cannot offer the facilities
and equipment, the opportunity for secondary
employment. the diversity of programs, or the
industry backing tor programs that ?line of the
other districts can. Thus. it loses . A, in the
opinion of the respondents. According to one
respondent, recruiting has not been active
enough. In a nearby State, for example, active
recruiting, in 2 years. turned 37 unfilled indus-
trial arts positions to an overflow situation.
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Other respondents feel that more attention
1,1 be focused on improving till. image of

industrial art,. ti entire mitre shidullt
teaching this subject.

daffy iipoitCht's Live been taken lo evoiedy
the problem. For several years shops were
closed for luck of qualified teachers. Local
craftsmen were hired who were excellent at
their trade but uncertified l wit himt even a
degree). Teachers were "retreaded" (teachers
with some background in industrial arts but
with certificates in a surplus area) ; certified
but inexperienced teachers were hired; teach-
ers who were both experienced and certified
but whose records were questionable were
hired. These appro lies were disastrous. Ex-
cept for one or two local craftsmen, the arti-
sans generally could not relate to the students
nor could the inexperienced teachers. "Re
treaded" teachers applied for openings in their
preferred fields as soon us positions became
available. and the certified and experienced
teachers turned out to be unstable. The image
of the industrial arts program has suffered
greatly its a result, and the decision has been
made to restrict the a' liability of the pro-
gram rather than compromise on quality. In
1971 the superintendent of schools and the
present industrial arts teacher at the high
school recruited extensively in nearby univer-
sities. The industrial arts teacher used his
previous contacts in these schools to try to in-
fluence other industrial arts teachers to join
the staff. Results were still uncertain at the
time the district was visited.

(2) Reading Specialists and Diagnosticians/
lementary and Remedial Mathematien. In

view of the importance placed on reading skills,
it was not turprising to note that eight dis-
tricts expresse6 needs for more staff specially
trained in reading. Such specialists would in-
clude not only diagnosticians and testers, but
also classroom teachers specifically competent
in actually teaching students at various skill
levels to read.

Needs for remedial mathematics teachers
were also mentioned in five of the 10 districts.
The needs expressed in this area were mostly
related to the feeling that carrent staff were
using outdated techniques emphasising the
mechanics of mathematics rather than explor-
ing relevant new methods for teaching the



analytical. logical. and concept wit aspects of
the subject. As in the ease of remedial reading
teachers. this need 14 boo arises to some extent
out of the inadequacy of the concept of the
self-contained classroom, which requires teach-
ers to be facile in teaching many areas.

One important reason for the existence of
shortages in reading and mathematics is the
increased visibility of the net i. Disadvantaged
students need special services in reading and
mathematics in order to compensate for their
initial handicaps. If the needs are not met at
the elementary level. they lead to remediation
needs at the secondary level. The TPI's are
producing insufficient numbers of people
trained as reading or mathematics specialists.
In addition. the self-contained classroom teach-
ers produced by the. TPI's are not sufficiently
t rained to overcome or compensate for the limi-
tations in home preparation and readiness for
reading and mathematics. Further, few schools
visited use team teaching or differentiated
staffing approaches to maximize the contribu-
tion of classroom teachers having particular
strengths in those areas.

(3) Science. Certification requirements
caused difficulties in recruiting people other-

Table 3POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS FOR STAFFING/
SUPPLY-RELATED UNMET NEEDS

Need specific toadies*

Inservice training

Young teachers

Un mit need

Quality of Staff
Positive Attitudes
Responsiveness to

Individuals
Flexibility and

Innovativeness
Culture Sensitivity

Oestegraphy
Elementary Male
Blacks, Chicanos
Bilingual
Young Teachers

Sibiect-lbrialed
Industrial Ms
Vocational Education

Science
Remedial Reading/

Diagnosticians
Elementary and Re-

medial Mathematics

Minority, bilingual, and young
teachers; inservice training

Paraprofessionals
Volunteers from the
community

Recruitment further afield
Hiring of less qualified

teachers

Recruitment further afield
from oversupply areas

Use of paraprofessionals and
volunteers to bolster present
staff
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wise qualified to teach
chemistry. In addition
supply process caused
elementary teachers in
some districts.

secondary physics and
. inadequacies in the
inadequate training of
science. as tedorted by

Possible Solutions

Table 3 gives a synopsis of possible general
solutions to presently felt unmet needs. These
represent both judgments of what might be
done and a collation from the districts' ex-
perience.

The importance of 3 good inservice training
program cannot be overemphasized. Both in-
coming teachers and current staff can benefit
from human relations courses and a forum for
discussing new theories and methodologies in
teaching. Although most districts visited had
an inservice training program, at least two-
thirds of them were considered marginal by
the majority of personnel interviewed.

In the face of the quality lack in the area of
human relations, many schools are pressing
for minority, bilingual, and young teachers.
However, these in turn are in short supply.
Paraprofessionals and community volunteers,
although often difficult to obtain in the center
city, have effectively served to bring the
neighborhood into the school system. For Chi-
canos the paraprofessionals and volunteers are
often the only adults in the classroom who can
speak their language.

For subject-related shortages and staffing
problems, broadening the recruiting effort has
often proved effective in filling positions, al-
though not necessarily in meeting needs. Some
districts chose to close down a class rather
than lower standards, but most districts either
hired uncertified professionals or local artisans
(for vocational education or industrial arts)
or retained teachers from oversupply areas to
fill their positions. Most respondents agreed
that at best these measures were only partial
(often temporary) solutions. Paraprofession-
als to help alleviate the load of current staff in
shortage areas were not used in any district,
but certainty could be. Volunteers could like-
wise be used.

Long-Term Solutions. Communication be-
tween the school districts and the TPI's must
be improved if the latter are to be responsive



to district needs. Where this communication
has existed, the results have been impressive.
Interaction cannot stop there, however. Inter-
action among school district teachers, profes-
sors, college students planning to enter teach-
ing, and district students must be frequent.
Cooperative plani.ing of preservice training is
also needed.

Many needs can be met if TPI's revise their
curriculum as to content, process, and methods
teaching; provide, as a matter of priority,
course offerings in areas where teachers are
in demand ; and counsel students into these
areas. To alleviate needs, the school districts
could pay differentiated salaries in order to
compete with industry in shortage areas. They
could also encourage (through programs of
subsidy) the entry of minorities into programs
enabling them to prepare for teaching careers.

Some Solutions Observed in the 10 Districts.
Some unmet needs are the result of failures to
attract certain types of people into teaching
careers, and many respondenti stressed the
need for programs which facilitate entry into
teaching by interested people who are poten-
tially effective educational professionals. In
one district, several respondents pointed to
efforts made to entice black high school gradu-
ates to enter teacher training programs in
return for financial assistance during training
and job placement upon graduation. Some
criticized this approach, however, since "its
quid pro quo arrangement may interest those
primarily wanting a college degree per se.
many of whom may have little or no actual de-
sire or interest in becoming a teacher." Re-
spondents in another district mentioned the
possibility of providing high school students
with exposure to the teaching profession
through participation in tutoring programs.
Such contact with the teaching career might
help stimulate an interest in more students to
enter public education professions.

Many of the unmet needs indicated by re-
spondents in the districts visited were the
result of perceived inadequacies in preservice
training programs. Respondents strongly fa-
vored ' aining programs which combined for-
mal course work with substantial student teach-
ing experiences throughout the duration of the
training process. Such programs emphasise Job
training in which trainees serve as teaching
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interns in the school districts. Often the
courses taught in conjunction with this student
teaching experience are taught by experienced
school district teachers or by professors with
recent working experience in public schools.
Such clinical training requires a great deal of
collaboration between TPI's and school dis-
tricts. Two of the school districts visited in
this study had developed their own models for
such collaborative preservice training pro-
grams with selected educational training or
research institutions. In addition, several of the
urban districts are participating to varying
extents in nearby federally funded Teacher
Corps programs.

Such preservice training programs can also
potentially facilitate district recruiting efforts.
Most of the districts participating in such
programs attempt to recruit and hire trainees
whose successful student teaching experience
has been actively observed by those in the
district itself. According to some respondents,
the expanded opportunity for working in real-
life teaching environments enabled trainees
themselves to clarify their interest in a teach-
ing career and to develop their abilities on the
basis of st realistic understanding of the de-
mands and problems faced by full-time public
school teachers. The need for shared adminis-
trative and financial responsibility and rewards
was stressed by some of those actually involved
in these collaborative preservice training pro-
grams. Too often, it was felt, districts were
forced to "donate" their time and resources to
college-administered programs without receiv-
ing benefits commensurate with that partici-
pation.

Some school districts take an active part in
communicating their unmet teacher needs to
local TPI's and encouraging the TPI's to meet
the needs. For example, one district visited,
which until recently did not have enough girls'
physical education teachers, solved the prob-
lem by approaching a TPI which instituted an
entirely new program to prepare these teach-
ers. Many, if not most, of the teachers graduat-
ing found employment with the district.

Some of the districts visited have been able
to compensate for inadequacies in the locally
available supply of education personnel by
adopting more aggressive recruiting activities
which serve to expand the portion of the total



potential supply which the district can tap for
staffing purposes. For example, several sys-
tems conducted personal campus interviews at
a wide variety of nearby and distant teacher
colleges. Some augmented these visits with
newspaper advertisements or recruiting letters
in selected job markets.

If expanded recruitment efforts prove too
costly or unfeasible, the district may reclassify
the staff position and attempt to use alterna-
tive types of manpower. For example, several
districts were forced to hire library clerks (at
lower salaries and with leas skills) because of
problems in filling staff positions for certified
librarians. In addition, some districts have used
unpaid volunteers to provide nee led staff as-
sistance that is unavailable in any other way.
A few of the districts visited have attempted to
overcome recruiting problems by improving or
restructuring their salary scales or fringe bene-
fit packages. In their effort to recruit career
teachers (those employees who will stay with
the district for some time), some districts
have increased either the salary increment or
the maximum salary to encourage newly hired
staff to remain with the district. Although most
districts recognized the need to increase their
starting salaries also, such increases were
ordinarily constrained by financial resources.

The importance of screening, hiring, and as-
signing the most qualified applicants possible
has been discussed earlier. One way in which
districts can alleviate needs arising from prob-
lems in the first and third areas is to give
those closest to the actual job themselves a
forceful role in the process. For example, sev-
eral districts have begun actively to transfer
responsibility for interviewing, screening, and
assigning to the principals of the schools hav-
ing vacancies. Some have even involved other
teachers, F tudents, or parents in this crit'cal
process. In this manner, districts are able to
avoid the problems which sometimes arise when
central office personnel officials, who are some-
what removed from the positions (especially
in large districts), have a monopoly on the
selection and job assignment authority. An-
other way in which districts can alleviate staff
inadequacies is by reallocating present staff
into areas in which needs exist. Some districts
have initiated their own "retreading" courses
for such transferrals of staff; others have sub-
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sidized outside training for the personnel in-
volved.

In addition to restructuring their salary
scales, some districts have made additional
efforts to improve their retention of previously
hired staff members, especially those with in-
novative ideas. Due to seniority rights guaran-
teed by contract or tradition, those with the
longest service in the district are often kept
regardless of their current competence in
meeting the contemporary needs of their stu-
dents. Unfortunately, this means that newer
employees, many of whom represent fresh
contributions to the system's educational pro-
prams, are usually the first group to be let go
in periods of budgetary retrenchment and staff
cuts. In some districts, liberal transfer policies
have enabled such personnel to seek work in
schools that utilized their experimental inter-
ests and, thereby, helped to alleviate some of the
frustration which might have contributed to
early resignations.

Inservice training provides yet another op-
portunity to address unmet needs resulting
from staffing inadequacies. When one considers
the fact that tt aching staffs undergo complete
turnovers relatively rarely (despite fluctua-
tions in attrition rates among certain groups
of staff) and that many districts operate with
strict tenure protection for senior staffers, the
importance of inservice training becomes clear.
Two districts in the sample have established
relatively extensive inservice training pro-
grams--sometimes on a regional basis in co-
operation with other nearby school systems
which include attention to educational innova-
tion and human relations issues.

FOOTNOTES

1. The National Education Association publishes yearly
figures concerning "Teacher Supply and Demand in
Public Schools." These figures deal primarily in gross
numbers (national, State, or "large school districts"),
and with quality only from the standpoint of mini-
mum qualification. They do not deal with utilisation
in any real way.

2. Counselors are one group that apparently is not part
of the decision process on professional needs.

3. As mentioned previously, it is difficult to determine
whether certain unmet needs are secondary (result-
ing from other unmet needs) or primary.



CHAPTER 3

The Teacher "Surplus"

A surplus of teachers is certainly with us.
Although different projections of supply and
demand come up with different estimates of
the dimension of this surplus, there is very
little doubt that more persons are seeking
teaching jobs than there are openings and that
the excess of applicants over vacancies will
increase in the course of this decade.

This chapter attempts to look at factors
affecting both the supply of and demand for
public school teachers in the early 1970's. It
focuses on these key findings:

FUTURE DEMAND

In the next 5 years, according to National
Center for Educational Statistics (NCES)
figures, the total of public school teachers is
not likely to increase by more than 40,000.1
And this growth will take place only if (1)
pupil-teacher ratios continue declining, (2)
preschool enrollment rates rise by 25 percent
over the 1970 experience, and (3) the dropout
rate in high school is further reduced. By con-
trast, the growth in the 5 years between 1960
and 1965 was 300,000 and was 272.000 in the 4
years from 1966 to 1970.

A more optimistic estimate' indicates that
vacancies in the next 5 years could total 100,-
000 to meet increases in enrollment and 140,-
000 to meet a decline in pupil-teacher ratios.
In addition, there will be 998,000 vacancies
caused by teachers leaving education.

FUTURE SUPPLY

To fill these positions, there will be an esti-
mated 2,053,000 new graduates likely to seek
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teaching positions, plus 300,000 older men and
women returning to the teaching field. These
estimates mean that there could be a surplus
of more than a million potential teachers with-
in 4 to 5 years.

RECENT EXPERIENCE

In 1969, about 282,000 students were gradu-
ated with teaching credentials. Of these, some
196,000 were expected to seek teaching jobs.
Another 46,000-50,000 persons, who received
training earlier, were expected to reenter the
teaching profession, bringing the total to
242,000-246,000 applicants. However, there
were only 184,000 openings, thus producing a
surplus of between 58,000 and 62,000 appli-
cants.

Of the 184,000 openings in 1969, 41,000
were new jobs due to increases in enrollments
or declines in pupil-teacher ratios; 23,000 of
these jobs were in the suburbs.

One teacher in 10 in 1969-70 was new, and
another one in 10 began the year in a new
school.

Contrary to popular impression, a larger pro-
portion of experienced teachers can be found in
central cities than in suburban or nonmetro-
politan areas.

The yearly average turnover in a school
district is 15.2 percent. Roughly 9 percent of
all teachers leave the profession every year,
and 6 percent move to different teaching jobs.

The decade of the 1970's will witness the
accentuation of the trends of the late 1960's,
a period when for the first time in 30 or 40
years, the number of qualified applicants for
teaching jobs exceeded available positions. The



obvious conditions creating change in the labor
market for teachers are due to (1) a declining
late of growth of enrollments in public schools.
and (2) an increasing number of recent college
graduates qualified to teach.

The number of public school teachers in-
creased by some 300,000 in the 5 years between
1960-65, and by 272.000 during the 1965-70
period. Even according to the more "op-
timistic" estimate, the number is not likely to
increase by more than 240,000 in the 5 years
between 1970 and 1975. By contrast, the num-
ber of college graduates grew from 23 million
in the period 1961-65 to 3.4 million in 1966-70.
It is expected to increase further to 4.8 million
in the 5 years between 1971-75. While enroll
ments in elementary schools are declining and
enrollments in secondary schools are leveling
off as well, a continually increasing proportion
of the products of the baby boom are graduat-
ing from college.

A summary of developments from 1961 to
1970 and projections to 1975 appear in table
4. The range in projections is due to the un-
certainty about future pupil-teacher ratios. the
trend in preschool enrollments, the dropout
rate, as well as the role of private schools in
the near future.

Table 4INCREASE IN PUBLIC SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS,
CLASSROOM TEACHERS, AND TOTAL BACHELOR. AND
FIRSTPROFESSIONAL-DEGREE RECIPIENTS, 1960 to 1975

(In thousands)

l.A and first
Enrollments professional
nursery-12 Teachers deems

1961-65
1966-70
1971-75

6,197
3,1149
958 to +1,700

302

X20 -240

2.277
3,400
4,761

Source- US. Dopartment of Health, Education, end Welfare, 011Ice of
Education, Notional °MIN, for Educetienal Statistics, asiections el isloce
Genet Statistics to 1900.111 (1971 Edition). U.S. Geeernment rintine Ofecc
Wet loinetsn. D.C.. teems 2. 21. mkt 26 MO eetleteetee Irk MI to 1975
eentilootet sad hackers ere by Iroetahta, ~ON for flat President's
Commission ea Wool Plottace.

Estimates of Teacher Turnover

The low number of additional classroom
teachers as estimated in table 4 indicates a
bleaker job market than is actually the cue. In
fact, new teachers will be needed to meet attri-
tion as .ell as new openings resulting from
lower student-teacher ratios, increases in pre-
school enrollment, and declines in the dropout
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rates. Additional vacancies will occur as cur-
rently employed teachers die. leave teachin
for other jobs either in or out of education, or
withdraw either to raise a family or retire.

Two surveys of the ebb and floe of instruc-
tional personnel. one conducted in 1959 and
the other in 1969, can be used to provide esti-
mates of the likely withdrawals of the present
classroom staff which will increase the number
of openings over and above the net additions
expected to occur in the course of the next 5
years. While the two surveys are not precisely
comparable (see table 5). they do support the
inference that between 1959 and 1969 there
was a fair amount of stability in the rate of
attrition and teacher mobility.

Table 5--REASONS FOR SEPARATIONS OF PUBLIC
SCHOOL TEACHERS-1959. 1969

(percent)

1959 1969

Leave of absence 1.2 1.2
Nonteaching job in education 0.4 0.7
Nonteaching Job outside education n.a. 1.3
Retirements and deaths 1.3 1.9
Job in another school district 5.9

) 10.5
Other reasons 4.2

Total 13.4 152

Source: 1939. U.S. boportotont of Neelth, Education. end Welfare, Deco
of Edecotion, Toectort tIMOVIII in Perblic Elementary and SocOsoloss Schools.
:939 60.

11060: U.S. Woartniont of troolta. Education, and Wolfer., OINce el
Education, Oletionel Gator for Educational Etetisfice. tee Iliad Scheel
Stelling Swore al Addition, cod Sectorotiont al Polobc School acho(' for
SO Stahl cod Me World of Columbia (ttitublithad).

Jobseekors and Openings in 19N-70

The 1969 survey' of additions and separa-
tions of teachers in public elementary and sec-
ondary schools during 1969-70 not only
describes how teachers move from job to job,
or in and out of the labor force, but also shows
the number of new vacancies filled. The sur-
vey's estimates, based upon a sample of BOO
schools, placed the total number of new posi-
tions in the Nation's public schools at 41,000
in the academic year 1969-70. The number
of new teachers was much higher than that.
Because of attrition due to death, retirement,
promotions to nonteaching jobs. or due to
teachers leaving the profession, 184,000 new
teachers were hired that fall. Thus, in 1970,



roughly 31'2 times as many openings for new
teachers occurred as a result of attrition than
as a consequence of additions to the staff. An-
other 183,000 teachers started the year in
different schools, either in the same or in dif-
ferent school districts. When school opened in
1970, roughly one teacher in five in each school
was new to the school.

This information on the ebb and flow of in-
structional personnel can be used to draw con-
clusions about job opportunities in elementary
and secondary education by comparing new
openings to the number of potential teachers.
During the academic year 1969-70. 282,000
persons graduated from college with teaching
credentials. If past trends were followed.
196,000 would have sought and found posi-
tions in the classroom.' Also in line with
past trends, an additional 46,000-50,000 per-
eons, other than recent graduates, would have
looked for and been placed in jobs in public
elementary and secondary schools.` However,
there were only 184,000 new teaching openings
available. Therefore, as many as one out of
five jobseekers were disappointed. (See table
6.) The results of the 1969-70 staffing survey
can be used to imply a surplus of 58,000 to 62,-
000 applicants f,. that year.

The survey on which this estimate is based
does not give any information on how well
recent graduates did in the job market by com-
parison to older people, usually women, who
returned to teaching. Anecdotal information
from a number of school districts indicates that
the brunt of the surplus was borne by older
people who wished to find teaching positions.

Regional Patterns of Job Opportunities
for Recent Graduates

The 1969 School Staffing Survey was based
on a sample large enough to make it possible to
estimate the number of job openings filled by
new teachers by region for the total U.S.'. The
number of new vacancies resulting from staff
increases was highest in the Northeast region.
about equal in the North Central and South,
and lowest in the West. It is significant that
the number of college graduates likely to
choose careers in the schools and the number
of openings filled by new teachers varied con-
siderably from re&,:on to region. Some regions
came close to achieving a balance between re-
cent graduates and jobs, while others experi-
enced a surplus of applicants:

The Northeast region had a surplus of ap-
proximately 4,000 applicants, even though
it had the largest number of openings.
With 64,000 persons receiving degrees and
preparation to teach in elementary and
secondary schools, 45,000 could have been
expected to start on a career in this field.
Actually, 41,000 openings were filled with
new teachers.

In the North Central region, with 93,000
graduates qualified to teach and 67,000
who were likely to seek teaching jobs, all
new openings could have been filled by re-
cent graduates, with 9,000 new teachers
left over. This was the region with the
largest surplus.

In the South, there was a balance between
recent graduates and openings for new
teachers. With 85,000 graduates, 58,000

Table 6 JOBSEEKERS AND NEW TEACHERS HIRED IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS, 1969-70
(Figures in thousands)

Total graduated
qualified to teach

_
Now

graduates

Likely to seek teaching lobs

New teachere
Others Sired

U.S. 282 196 46-50 183.7
Noetheast Region 64 45 n.a. 41.1
North Central Region 93 67 n.a. 58.3
South Region 85 57 n.a. 58.0
West Region 40 27 n.a. 26.3

Sevres: ,Neaten trees U.S. Deeertment el Neel*. teeeetlee. owl Welters. 0111..e el Educating, Nethwiel GM*, te,
Etlecetkpeol Seetisties, TM teat VOA, Sweey. Mesh Foley tot watch limeyse et rounding.)
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of would have been placed in the
so ..n a ording to past trends, the
',Auer 'w teachers hired was 1,000

ti in ta-2 number of graduates likely

,, ".'est with over 40,000 recent grad-
. , a.al 27,000 likely to seek jobs in the

.orr, i,000 too many jobseekers
E est .mated.

These 'stiinates of supply for new teaching
jobs are wised on past trends in the proportion
of ref ent graduates with teaching credentials
likely .o a-,cck careers in teaching. With a wors-
ening uf economic opportunities for college
graduates, it is conceivable that more young
potential teachers were disappointed. Also,
the estimates do not take into account jobs
filled by older people coming back into the
labor force. Where layoffs among professionals
in aerospace have swelled unemployment ranks,
especially in the Far West, the number of
disappointed jobseekers would be more than
an estimate based on the national average.

HOW TEACHERS MOVE FROM JOB TO JOB

An understanding of the movement of
teachers from one job to the next, and an
analysis of how these patterns vary from re-
gion to region, in central cities, suburbs, and
nonmetropolitan settings, as well as in schools
serving poor children, can provide some in-
sights into where jobs for recent graduates
are most likely to materialize.

Regional and District Variations

The proportion of new openings (for new
teachers and for those who moved to different
schools or school districts) varied from region
to region, from a high of 143 percent of teach-
ers in the North Central region to a low of 9.4
percent in the West. New vacancies for teach-
ers were 11.2 and 11.7 percent in the Northeast
and North Central regions, respectively.

Vacancies due to increases in staff ranged
from a high of 8.6 percent in the Northeast,
to 8.8 percent in the North Central region, to
2.2 percent in the South, and a low of 1.0 per-
cent in the West.

The proportion of new teachers hired to fill
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these jobs varied somewhat from region to
region:

In the Northeast, 87 percent of the va-
cancies were filled by new teachers;

In the North Central region, 76 percent ;

In the South and West, 81 and 91 percent,
respectively.

The proportion of total number of teachers
hired to total number of teachers on duty dur-
ing the preceding year varied by region as
much as did new openings: It was 9.6 per-
cent in the Northeast; 10.8 percent in the
North Central region; 9.5 percent in the South,
and 7.7 percent in the West. The Western
region hired fewer teachers than would ordin-
arily be expected.

The movement of teachers from school to
school in the same district increases from East
to West .° It is safe to draw the conclusion
that, in general, the mobility of teachers from
district to district is roughly proportional to
the size of the district. It is lowest in the
Northeast where districts are largest, and
highest in the North Central region where
they are smallest.

Central Cities, Other Standard Metropolitan
Area Districts, and Others

The relationship between the size of the
district and the probability of teachers leaving
a given jurisdiction when changing schools is
confirmed by the analysis of mobility of teach-
ers by type of school district. Movement be-
tween districts is low in central cities, higher
in other Standard Metropolitan Statistical
Areas (SMSA) (i.e., suburban districts), and
highest in the non-SMSA's. By contrast, the
movement from school to school within the
same district is highest in central cities, some-
what less in the suburbs, and lowest in the
non-SMSA's.

The difference in mobility patterns by type
of school district extends to other segments
of the addition and separation patterns. In
academic year 1970-71, the lion's share of new
openings through additions to staff in 1970
was in suburban districts. Of the total of 41,-
000 additional teachers hired, 28,000 were
hired by suburban school district*. In other
words, the number of teachers in the suburbs



increased by 3.6 percent in the fall of 1970.
In the central cities, only 10,000 additional
teachers were hired for a net growth of 1.7
percent. The growth of 8,000 teachers in non-
standard metropolitan statistical area districts
accounted for 1.1 percent of the total.

On a national basis, experienced teachers
are more heavily represented in the central
cities. Less than one teacher in 11 was a recent
graduate. In the suburbs and in nonmetropoli-
tan areas, one teacher in 10 was inexperienced.

Suburbs appeared to do somewhat better in
attracting experienced teachers moving to new
jobs than either the central cities or rural
regions. Thirty percent of all teachers who
came to the suburbs to teach in the fall of
1969 had previously taught in other districts.
This compares with 20 percent in the central
cities and 25 percent in non-SMSA-located
school districts.

One might conclude from these figures that
there was a flight of experienced teachers from
the central cities. Actually this was not the
case. Only 4.5 percent of the teachers in cen-
tral cities left to find jobs in other school dis-
tricts, as contrasted to 6.1 percent in the sub-
urbs and 6.8 percent in the non-SMSA's areas.
Apparently there was considerably more job
switching in noncentral city school districts
than in the large central city units. No evidence
of a mass flight of teachers from the central
cities could be derived from another possible
index of teacher disaffection. If one compares
the number who took leaves of absence in all
three types of school districts with the number
who returned, a ratio of roughly two to one
(two teachers going on leave of absence for
each one coming back) seems to hold for each
of the three types of districts.

The job changes by teachers within the
school district appear to be roughly propor-
tional to the size of the school district. Teach-
ers starting the school year in a different
school within the same school district account-
ed for 5.4 percent of all the teachers in central
cities, 4.0 percent in the suburbs, and 3.5 per-
cent in the non-SMSA's.

Promotion opportunities appear to be slightly
better in central cities than in the other two
types of school districts. One teacher in 120 in
the central cities was promoted to a nonteach-
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ing job in education. This contrasts with one
in 150 in the suburbs and one in 185 in districts
in the non-SMSA's.

Contrary to current impression. the move
ment out of teaching to nonteaching occupa-
tions was lowest in the central citiesless than
1 percent. as contrasted to 1.3 and 1.5 percent
in the suburbs and the SMSA's. This is con-
firmed by using the rates of job shifting out-
side of education as well as other losses, and
there appears to be no consistent flight of teach-
ers from central cities as compared to either
the suburbs or nonurban areas.

Schools for Predominantly
Disadvantaged Students

One of the reported concerns of parents in
ghetto areas is that their children are taught
by inexperienced teachers. For the total United
States this did not prove to be true in schools
where the principals estimated that 75 percent
or more of the students were deprived, and
where 9.2 percent of their teachers were new
as compared to 9.6 percent nationally. In
schools where 50 to 75 percent of the students
were believed deprived, there were 10.8 per-
cent new teachers, slightly more than the
national average.

In schools with 75 percent or more poor chil-
dren, 24 percent of the teachers added were
new. For schools with 50 to 75 percent poor
children, 22 percent of the teachers added were
new. The national figure was 21.5 percent. This
would imply that the total turnover of teach-
ers in "poverty area" schools was a little
higher than the nationwide experience, and
that teachers leaving were replaced by ex-
perienced teachers.

The higher proportion of new teachers to
total additions occurred in suburban schools
with large poverty concentrations. There the
additions and turnover were much higher,
especially in schools with large concentrations
of poor students where one teacher in seven
could be expected to be new. Despite the myth-
ology on the subject, the central cities appear
to be managing the staffing of schools which
cater to deprived students much mere effective-
ly than suburban districts which are probably
coping with new influxes of poor children.



Comparison of Elementary and
Secondary School Teachers

Roughly half of the new teacher openings
occur in elementary schools, and half in sec-
ondary schools. In both types of schools, the
percentage of teachers who started the school
year in a different school from the year before
was roughly the same. So were the percentages
of newly graduated teachers hired and other
additions.

By contrast, the promotions to nonteaching
jobs in education were much more frequent
among secondary school teachers than among
elementary school teachers. Also, the propor-
tion of those teachers who took jobs outside of
education was roughly twice as great among
secondary school teachers as among elementary
school teachers. Other losses from teaching--
most of them women dropping out of the
labor force to raise familieswere 1 percent
higher in elementary teaching than in second-
ary teaching. This is readily explained by the
higher proportion of women employed in ele-
mentary schools.

HOW MANY NEW TEACHER OPENINGS
ARE THERE LIKELY TO BE?

If past mobility and separation patterns
continue, some 9.2 percent of all teachers at
the beginning of the year are likely to leave
the profession and an additional 6 percent are
likely to move to a teaching job in another
district. In addition, jobs may materialize if
(1) the enrollments in public schools increase,
or (2) the pupil-teacher ratio continues to
decline.

During the school year beginning in the
fall of 1969, roughly two-thirds of the 41.000
new openings occurred as a result of enroll-
ment increases, and the other third could be
explained by declining pupil-teacher ratios.
The major share of openings for newly enter-
ing teachers--143,000 out of 184,000was due
to withdrawals of existing teachers from the
classroom.

In the period 1970-75, enrollment increases
in public schools have been estimated by the
National Center for Educational Statistics at
400,000. An alternative projection which as-
sumes a nursery school boom, further reduc-
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tions in high school dropouts, and drastic de-
clines in private school enrollments. estimates
an increase of 2 million. If preschool attendance
rates do not go up, it is quite Possible that en-
rollments will not increase at all. Thus, the
maximum increase in de twine/ front enrollment
increases alone is no more than 100.000 teach-
ers.

The future of the pupil-teacher ratio is un-
certain. The National Center for Educational
Statistics has estimated that much of the de-
cline in the pupil-teacher ratios t:uring the
late 1960's was due to additional financing
made available by the Elementary and Second-
ary Education Act, and that in the future the
ratios would resume a much slower downward
trend. Preliminary results for 1970-71 indicate
that the decline may have been underesti-
mated.' On the basis of past trends, the pupil-
teacher ratios are not likely to improve by
more than 7 percent in the course of the next
5 years. No more than 140.000 teachers are
likely to be hired to improve pupil-teach,
ratios.

Another imponderable is the extent to which
experienced teachers will he able to find jobs
in other school districts. As the supply of new
college graduates eases some more, it is quite
likely that an increasing number of vacancies
will be filled with younger teachers at lower
salaries. Some teachers may forego job hopping
between districts because of a shortage of
openings. Other teachers move from school
district to school district as their husbands
change jobs, and they may have difficulty find-
ing teaching .positions in their new location.
While this consideration does not affect the
total figures of surplus or shortage of teachers,
it does have some bearing on job opportunities
for new graduates.

The survey of mobility as previously sum-
marized makes it possible to generalize about
the places where openings will occur. The
estimates by type of region and school district
are indicated in table 7.

The potential supply of teachers is difficult
to estimate, largely because many women
whose children have grown Up and who had
previous teaching experience are also likely to
seek teaching jobs. In 1959 some 50,000 experi-
enced teachers returned to the classroom. The
corresponding figure for 1969 is not available,
but it can be inferred that the number of po-



Table 7TEACHER VACANCIES, BY REGION, TYPE OF DISTRICT, AND LEVEL
1970-71 TO 1975-76

(In thousands)

Number Of teeChefS
1970-71 1975-76

Maximum
additions

Vacancies
due to

withdrawals

Vacancies
due to

withdrawals and
igh changes

- .wean district-

Northeast 476 522 46 215 322

North Central 595 645 50 324 556

South 639 111 12 302 503

West 351 423 12 157 268

2,061 2,301 240 998 1,650

Central 614 642 28 311 447

Suburbs 727 871 144 339 583

Nonmetropolitan 720 788 68 348 620

2,061 2,301 240 998

Nursery or
Kindergarten 69 78 9 36 57

Elementary 1,063 1,095 32 523 OM

Secondary 929 1,128 191

2,061 2,30' 1.110

SOWC11: U.S. DOPOrtIMINIt of Miggifh, Educetiee, asse MANS, efts s. eillosileva, MOWN° (MINN for bletethinel
St.fitlict, Prermhenr Igureriavel Merigier ra I di (ler Edition). U.S. Cieverneserts Printing Oldte, Wesainesen, D.C.,
tablet 1, 21. sod 26. boom* far 1970 m 1975 ors * lsts0h Freernain, prepared fer the President's COMM;Slien on
kissed Finger... (Toiel flow met watch bocin of ravading.)

tential reentrants in 1969 was not very differ-
ent. Some 40.000 more women over age 35 re-
entered the teaching force than left it is the
1960'8.8 After the relevant attrition factors are
entered, the estimated supply from this source
is some 50,000-60,000 teachers a year.

The summary of the total demand for and
the probable supply of new teachers appears in
table 8. The last part of the table shows the
proportion of new graduates who are likely to
find jobs. A range is given on the assumption
that the present percentage of vacancies filled
with new teachers will continue; a second
higher ratio is based on the assumption that
all of the openings will be filled by new teach -
era. Finally, a third estimate assumes that new
graduates will find jobs in proportion to the
total job openings, including those due to teach-
en moving from district to district. These
estimates range between 49 and 92 percent.

In all probability some 60 percent (see table
7) of all newly qualified teachers who will seek
jobs in the classroom will get them. It is high-
ly unlikely that new graduates will replace
all experienced teachers moving from district
to district, though it is possible that some
married women who change their residence will
not find teaching jobs, and some of these va-
cancies may go to new graduates.
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In total, however, the leacher surplus Ib

likely to be quite large. If the estimates in
table 8 are accepted. there will be maw than
a million too many teachers 4 to 5 years
from now. One potential teacher out of three
will have to seek a job elsewhere or, in the
case of women ratuming to the labor force,
may decide to remain at home. As the sur-
plus builds up, many students will be deterred
from entering teacher-preparation programs
and will choose other majorsa pattern fol-
lowed in other fields where surpluses have
occurred, notably engineering. Such possible
developments are not taken into consideration
in table 8 which is based on past trends.

THE MO'S AND BEYOND

The discussion so far has focused on supply
and demand factors for the near future. In
the long run, however, the total number of
elementary and secondary school pupilsand,
therefore, the demand for new teachersis
likely to increase markedly in the late 1980's.
The latest Bureau of the Census projections
(chart 6) indicate that the current flattening in
the enrollment curve is only s pause, not a
plateau. If these projections are borne out, we
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Table 8ESTIMATED VACANCIES AND THE SUPPLY OF TEACHERS, 1970.71 TO 1975-76
(In thousands)

Vacancies:
High

estimate
Low

estimate

To meet increases in en .ment 100 0

To meet lower pupil-teacher ratios 140 0

To replace teachers leaving education 998 998

1,238 998

Caused by teachers moving from district to district 652 652

Total vacancies 1,890 1.650

Teacher Supply:
New graduates likely to seek teaching jobs 2,053 2,053

Older women returning to teaching 300 250

Teachers changing jobs 652 652

3,005 2,955

Percent of new graduates obtaining jobs: (Percent) (Percent)

If all positions filled by new graduates 91 81

If new vacancies filled by new graduates 60 49

If new graduates obtain jobs in proportion to jobseekers 63 56

Source: U.S. Deportment of tenrIth. Education, and Welfare, Office of Education, Notional Cantor for Edycafionoi

St.:6110kt, Preectens el Mutat renal Slabs Pcs to 19.0.51 f1971 Editionl. U.S. Govorronont Printing Office, Washington,
D C, High estimates for te 1975 ere by !ewe* Preerakia, prepared for the President's COMIRitti0O on School Pt

can expect a return of the "teacher shortage"
within 15 years. Efforts to alleviate the effects
of the current surplus that are based on the
assumption of permanent stability in the de-
mand for teachers may therefore turn out to
be fallacious.

CONCLUSION

The supply of persons who traditionally seek
jobs in teaching is likely to exceed the demand
by a million in the first 5 years of the
1970's. It is important that this imbalance in
supply and demand not be misinterpreted.
Much of it is due to projecting past patterns
of employment. These patterns were estab-
lished during a period of brisk demand for
teachers during the 1950's and 1960's. A large
number of young women found it convenient
to be certificated as teachers by taking a
limited number of courses in education. Many
found it easy to obtain a teaching job on the
strength of these credentials.

Moreover, teaching was a convenient interim
occupation between the B.A. and the "Mrs."
If other jobs were available, these young
women would have taken them. Such jobs are
opening up and mc al open in the 1970's.
Many teachers will ditch to other careers or
homemaking later in life. As teaching jobs be-
come scarce, the decision to embark on another
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career will have to be faced earlier in life.
Teaching positions as port-of-entry jobs will
be harder to obtain and, consequently, many
may decide not to be certificated as teachers.
In all probability teaching will become a more
linear and more consistent career for those
who manage to get a position. This change in
the character of teaching careers will post new
challenges to those who hire and train teach-
erschallenges which will be intensified by the
need to provide enough teachers to meet pro-
jected enrollment increases in the late 1980's.
In this respect, the "surplus" of teachers
offers the opportunity for school systems to be
more selective in their recruitment and more
demanding in the preparation required.

FOOTNOTES

1. U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Office of Education, National Center for Educational
Statistics, The 1969 School Staffing Survey of Addi-
tions and Separations of Public School Teachers for
50 States and the District of Columbia (unpub-
lished).

2. J. Froomkin, J.R. Endriss, R.W. Stump, Population,
Enrollment, and Costs of Public Elementary and
Secondary Education 1075-76 and 1980-81. A report
to the President's Commission on School Finance.
1971. See especially section 3.

3. National Education Association, Research Division.
Teacher Supply and Demand in Public Schools,
1970. Research Report 1970-R14, the Assiation.
1970, p. 21.



4. U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Office of Education, Education in the Seventies, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1968,
chapter 3. 7.

5. There are no authoritative data showing the extent
to which prospective teachers are employed in
schools outside the region of their teacher-training
institution. The figures used here assume that there
is no significant interregional migration.

6. U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Office of Education, Teacher Turnover in Public 8.
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Elementary and Secondary School., 1959-60, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1963,
p. 13 and footnote 1.
Cf. U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, Office of Education, Projections of Educa-
tional Statistics to 197R-79, U.S. Government Print-
ing Office, Washington, D.C., 1970, p. 57; and U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Office of Education, Statistics of Public Schools,
Fall 1970, U.S. Government Printing Office, Wash-
ington, D.C., 1971, pp. 14 and 16.
Education in the Seventies, toe. vit.
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specific needs and problems of children in given
&resit but will be designed as an instrument to
improve the educational system as a whole.

In addition, the new programs will grow out
of a realistic analyris of the needs of children
as well as of the organisations serving chil-
dren as they are perceived by the local cost.
eunitios themselves. Educational personnel of
children from low-income families will continue
to be a major focus of EPDA efforts.

EPDA will continue to look at the need for
educational personnel in areas when critical
shortages pent end where there are needs
ter inserviea .iag to improve corenreben-
ske aer:ict children. The r'ederal role of
supporting megarlary progranis which adapt
promising products and prattle's identified
through research will continue.

In carrying out these activities, RPDA pro-
grams will direct interventions to the actual
working environment; training designs and
strategies will be developed in the regular
school settings and with the help of laetrile-
nasal personnel from higher 'emanatel insti-
tutions, so that they are related to the solution
of wasting problems. The RPDA effort will be
dean./ by the need of the site itself and not by
a generalised understanding et mods and prob-
lem

These plans will he lespiseassd in Basal
year im by a regrouping of ILIPDA resources.
A number at programs will be phased set, but
the multlyaar projects with definitive oseam it-
mint. will he soetinsed. At the time these
plans wore being made, the Congress passed
the Education Amendments of 1072. These
amend sets prescribed certain dhcetises for
BPDA Worts:

First, ethos*, was provided for a program
toe Undergraduate Preparation of lideastismal
Paneled WM). This is the Bret Vim the
Canines has authorised the support for law
votive Worts is the regular usliseivedeate me.
grams for prospostim bashers; both 11DICA
and IPDA programs ham been limited to "ad-
mead training." UPI! is being designed as
a demonstration program to demise and test
possibilities for the reform et the undorgrs&
eat. education at bashers at various typos of
u ndergraduate mimes and universities. It will
attempt to seek alternative ammo to these
n eeds: (1) the freeboards* of rupee*

bility for the education of teachers among the
schools of education, the arts and sciences, and
the school systems: (2) the inadequacy of the
professional sequence. particularly the practi-
cum or practice teaching which the prospective
teacher receives; 13) the failure to rationalize
recruitment, screening and counaelirg, and
evaluation for prspevtive teaehvrs: and 4 )
the lack of parent and other community par-
ticipation in the development, design. and im-
plementation of programs for educating teach-
er. The program will not support the training
of individual teachers or purchase the services
or the resources of institutions of higher edu-
cation. Its client. and the object of the reform,
is the institution of higher education itself
and those school systems where the prospective
teacher receives practical experience.

Second, 8 percent of the funds appropriated
annually for parts C and D must be met aside
for bilingual education. These funds will be
u sed to continue and to expand upon bilingual
education efforts already begun under EPDA.
The program will support the training of edu-
cation personnel for schools which use two
languages as modistes for teaching and learn-
ing all or a significant part of the regular ex-
periences and subjects of the curriculum. The
languages are English and the mother tongue
or how baggage of the target pupils. Its
purpose is to make a substantial contribu-
tion to Spanish. Indian, and other groups
is Marais, how to teach various subjects in
their own language., In looming haw to develop
and use boobies materials in their own lan-
guages to transmit the best of their native cul-
ture to children, and in learning more about
the nature of 11111/111111 and language learn-
ing and bashing.

Third, a percent set-aside from part D of
BPDA was provided for the inservice and pre-
swim training of persons serving as teach-
ers in schools for Indian children operated
by the Downspout of the interior. The feeds,
to be administered by NCIRB in OR, win in-
volve MMES. the Berme of Indian Affairs
(IIIA) la the Department of the Interior. and
the new Bureau of Indian Ederatine (BM
is OR in jointly identifying magnet odes
establishing priorities for funding, and solicit-
ing grants sad contracts to meet than needs
and priorities. While the three agouties would



together review and recommend pi
approval would be made by BIE.
tional training areas established
priorities are as follows: innovat
and development for school boards
in Federal Board, in Indian conti
public schools operated by Indians
ministrators, particularly Americ
teachers and related staff in special
efforts to update knowledge and sh
tional trends and specific content

Fourth, not less than 5 percent
appropriation for the EPDA will
for graduate fellowships and unif
training programs. This part of the
used for a national program in 11
spective and the Experienced Fell
grams and the Related Institution/
Grant Program), to continue an 1
prior to the implementation of
essential purpose of the legislati
prove the qualifications of actui
school teachers "by awarding
for graduate study at institutioi
education and by developing and
ing programs for the educatio
ere and related educational
institutions of higher education."
cover many categories at several I

ing preschool, postsecondary woe
adult, and a broad variety of a
child development. bilingual. cows
school social work, school nursing,
ices, special education, "returnees
fesalon, adminisfration, and pros!
era. Because part C is a small pr
require meticulous husbanding
an eye to maximum impact from
vestment. The emphasis will be
educators to become leaders in
ideational reform which is
NCIES efforts. The 11-40 progrs
ported in WA year 10711 will be 1
which are ready to work out the
one or more school systems 01
agencies directly responsive to Ii,
needs. Selection of the fellows
jointly with the cooperating ages
gram will include a comprehens
for the fellows.

In addition to them emigres
dated Programs, several other



of the 14 programs under EPDA
:ducation, a program designed to
ar classroom teachers to deal ef-
e handicapped children enrolled
ssrooms. Seven of the 23 projects
tially will be continued in fiscal
addition, an effort will be made

ad disseminate teacher training
regular educational personnel for
eaching exceptional children. De-
ssistance will be provided to those
gencies interested in training ed-
sonnel to educate exceptional ail-
regular classrooms. The program
vend to requests from States and
as which are being required by
to integrate exceptional children
classrooms (such decisions have
made in the District of Columbia,

a, Pennsylvania, and California).
exceptional Children Program will
grate special education concepts,

echniques into all Career Oppor-
reams and Urban/Rural projects.

lessons learned, the Mee of We-
aved over the past few years to
ttworks of interested educators
As of the educational system, and
is of the Nation to othnulate the
i and diffusion of promising Una
i 10 becloud the dimendnatiou ac-
e past which often have been lim-
distributiou of roams of printed
lopofully to be read and perhaps
TA will concentrate on the kinds

interchange which experienoe has
secessary to build alamestme for

le of this type of activity is the est-
i has boss based on the former

Teacher Trainers (ITT) Program
nal Center for the Improvement

*al Systeme. The ITT Program.
* together edentate from Welts-
her education and from local Wa-
lesa, is proving to be a valuable
r these kinds of cross-boundary in-
for sharing new ideas.
a to these efforts, six of the original
rams will be continued : Career Op-
Urban /aural Development, Ven-

ation, New Careers in tdecation,



Educational Leadership, and Pupil Personnel
services.

Car Pei Opportuities Program (COP). Now
entering the fourth year of its present 5-year
program in 130 school districts throughout the
country, COP is training individuals, including
residents of low-income communities and vet-
erans of the Vietnam era, for services in the
Nation's schools. The requested sum of $23,-
572,000 will provide support for approximately
8,000 participants.

Urban Rural School Development. This pro-
gram effort is a means through which compre-
hensive programs of training and development
for the staffs of individual schools or clusters
'if schools are designed by school-community
councils, thereby involv;ng both the procedures
and consumers of educational services. The re-
quest for $12,135,000 will provide support for
training approximately 6,500 teachers and staff
members, in cooperation with colleges and uni-
versities at 40 local school sites.

Vocational Education. The $11,860,000 ear-
marked for the support of State and local edu-
cation agencies, as well as institutions of higher
education, to strengthen the recruiting and
training of individuals for career education will
be implemented through grants to all 50 States
and to those universiiiss and colleges which
offer State-approved graduate study in voca-
tional education.

New Careers in Education. The purpose of
the $500,000 which is to be spent for imple-
menting section 604, part A, EPDA, is to at-
tract to the field of education persons such as
artists. ecientists. homemakers, and others who
would ordinarily not enter it. This is required
by the Education Amendments of 1972.

Education Lea ierahip. This program, which
is being phased out, will have approximately
$4.0 million in fiscal year 1979 to complete
the second or third year commitments on some
23 multiyear projects. Maj,e emphasis is given
to the National Program Educational Lead-
ership (NPEL), which is centered at Ohio
State University with cooperating institutions
in various areas of the country. It is directed
at the identification, recruitment, and training
of talented individuals who have no prior work
experience in school systems for positions as
sch poi administrators. Additional emphasis is

...r to the city /university projects which

Is

combine inservice and- preservice training to
help the schools improve themselves and to help
university training programs by using the city
schools as laboratory settings for solving prob-
lems.

Pupil Personnel Services (PPS). This pro-
gram. which is also scheduled to be phased out,
will have $3.6 million in fiscal year 1973 to fi-
nance its continuing commitments to the nine
national centers and their affiliated satellites.
The purpose of PPS is to improve the quality
of those serving as pupil personnel specialists
(counseling and guidance personnel, school
psychologists, social workers, and school
nurses) and to strengthen the programs of
training institutions which prepare such per-
sonnel and the schools which employ them.

EPDA authorized two other programs:
Teacher Corps and part E for graduate-level
training for college teachers.

Teacher Corps. The administration has rec-
ommended the transfer of Teacher Corps to
the ACTION agency, but as of December 1972
Congress has not acted on this recommendation.

As Teacher Corps increasingly treats the
problems of training teachers in a total school
environment through innovative school organ-
isations, it becomes evident that upgrading the
skills of regular teachers must receive new at-
tention. It is presently envisaged that this em-
phasis win be translated into a markedly
heavier stress on retraining teachers already
in the classroom with proportionately fewer
resources earmarked for training new teachers.

At the same time, Teacher Corps will help to
fulfill the Commissioner's objective of ending
the isolation of children with learning and be-
havioral problems. Teacher Corps projects will
be required, starting in fiscal year 1979, to
implement comprehensive designs for training
in special education to enable members of
Teacher Corps instructional teams to provide
instruction for such children in regular class-
room settings. Throughout the year, as it has
sine. its inception, Teacher Corps will support
those projects which are devised to expand the
learning opportunities of children and improve
the training and certified and prospective
teachers. Such plans will combine new curriew
him developments with team teaching, more
individualised instruction, and strategies for
disseminating this experienee throughout



tire school systems. Local education agencies,
institutions of higher learning, and represent-
atives from communities where Teacher Corps
projects are located will collaborate in imple-
menting this design.

Teacher Corps will, through its program
development activities, increase its technical
assistance to projects which experience prob-
lems in implementing Teacher Corps objectives.
In addition, Teacher Corps will continue its
emphasis on addressing the needs of the dis-
ad Antaged. The Volunteer Teacher Corps en-
courages high school and college students, Par-
ents, and other community residents to serve
as tutors or instructional assistants for child-
ren in disadvantaged areas.

Part E. During fiscal year 1973, the part E
programthe Office of Education's effort to en-
courage improvements in the quality of college
teachingwill remain focused on three pri-
ority areas: junior colleges, low-income stu-
dents, and developing institutions. The area
which will be given the highest priority will
be programs to train at the graduate level
higher education personnel who will serve the
needs of low-income and minority students.
This effort will continue and build on earlier
commitments in this field.

In line with this focus, there will be some in-
crease in support for institute programs to
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train college teachers to teach remedial read-
ing and related skills to students who lack the
basic tools required for a successful college ex-
perience. This effort is part of the broader
Right-To-Read program in the Office of Edu-
cation. In addition, programs to train college
personnel to work with low-income students
will deal with: (1) student financial aid; (2)
student personnel services, including counsel-
ing, career placement, and the special problems
involved in recruiting and training low-income
and minority students; (3) using teaching
methods, such as individualised instruction,
which are known to be effective in helping stu-
dents with academic deficiencies; and (4) ac-
quainting educators with the culture, attitudes.
and life experiences of these students.

Aside from these three priority areas, the
part E program will seek to address itself to
additional areas of concern during fiscal year
1973: notably, efforts to improve higher edu-
cation personnel training; increase the num-
ber and preparation of women entering or re-
entering graduate education for careers in
higher education ; and improve communication
between faculty, students, administration, and,
wherever appropriate, local communities in the
Planning end implementation of proposed pro-
grams. In addition, there will be limited sup-
port for projects in the educational fields of
environment and drug abuse.



APPENDIX

Programs for the Training of
Educational Personnel Under the
Education Professions Development Act, 1969-71

The first Commissioner's Report on the Ed-
ucation Professions published in 1968 included
a summary of Federal programs which train
educational personnel for fiscal years 1966,
1967, and 1968. The Commissioner's 1969-70
report included descriptions of program activi-
ties during the 1969 and 1970 fiscal years. For
this report program information focuses on the
1971 fiscal year and includes plans for fiscal
year 1972, which covers the 1972-73 academic
year.

In education, as in many other areas of so-
cial need, the Federal Government has been
faced with the problem of attempting to meet
virtually unlimited needs with limited re-
sources. The training of educational person-
nel in the United States is a multibUlloo-
dollar business; expenditures at the Office of
Education for this payees, however, are ap-
proximately $300 million. In seder to avoid
wasting nominee on a welter of separate pro-
grams, the Office of Education has tried to
address a limited number of priority moserns
in education professions development. Seeking
to achieve the maximum payoff for resources
expended, the Mee has conceived its role as
that of a catalyst for needed change.

Change of some sort in personnel training is
vitally needed. The Education Professions De-
velops's! Ast of 1907 resulted from a deep-
ening modern about the education of Amer-
les's teachers, This ewers has Increased in
the past few years. The growing array of mit-
les charges that presertim and ineervise train-
lag has OW been diffuse, esstradietery, ale
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unrelated to the realities of the outside world
it has been, in a word. mediocre. Only the
Federal Government has the scope and re-
sources required to stimulate systemic reform
on more than a piecemeal basis.

Those who seek to improve the quality of
teacher education must confront an array of
unpalatable charges. Among the most salient
are the following:

Progenies and inservice training are usu-
ally isolated from one another, as are also
the universities which prepare teachers
and the school systems which employ them.

About 110-90 percent of a teacher's under-
graduate education is provided by profes-
sors in the traditional academic disci-
plines. These professors often have little
concern for the nature and problems of
teacher education; they consider teaching
to be a second-rate vocation and the schools
of education to be the last resort for aca-
demic failures.

Many professors in schools of education
neither know of nor care about the prob-
lems involved in teaching asademie sub-
jects in a way that will suable students
to sommunleate, as well as to ammoniate,
knowledge.

Most faulty, including those in schools of
education, are hired on the basis of cri-
teria which do not instals a donenstrated
ability to balk.
Teacher training programs rarely provide
for involvement of the emmounities served.

Pew teachers are given the spesialined



training needed to tr'tch minority group
and inner city children.

Student teaching, the only practical ex-
perience which most prospective teachers
receive. varies widely in effectiveness; is
seldom tied closely to academic study;
and comes too late in the student's aca-
demic career to enable him to reconsider
his career choice.

Inservice programs are often nighttime
versions of full-time academic studies;
they lack a clear focus and rationale of
their own.

The size, diversity, and complexity of the
American educational system increases
tendencies toward inertia. While these con-
ditions make cooperation more essential,
they also make it more difficult to achieve.

In dealing with this situation, however, the
Office of Education has had neither the legis-
lative authority nor sufficient appropriations
to make a concerted attack on these problems,
which, of course, exist largely at the under-
graduate level. Moreover, the teacher short-
age came to an end soon after the passage of
the Education Professions Development Act
(EPDA), and, therefore, no attempt was made
to train massive numbers of new teachers, or
fundamentally change preservice teacher edu-
cation, an approach which in any case would
have been ineffective because of funding limita-
tions. Consequently, the Bureau of Educational
Personnel Developmentnow the National
Center for the Improvement of Educational
Systems (NCIES)mt up to administer most
of the provisions of the act, has stressed the
inservice education of teachers already in the
classroom, particularly teachers in areas which
the bureau had identified as deserving priority
concern.

Federal efforts in educational personnel de-
velopment have taken a variety of forms. Some
of the programs of the Office of Education
have involved formula grants with teacher
training components; the major focus of these
grants, however, is the educational program
in the school. Notable examples are title I sad
title III of the Elementary and Secondary Ed-
nestles Act of 121111, which provide about $20
n tillion for Weenies training. In addition to
these Program. the Commistioner has at his
disposal dieemtionary programs which he can

target in order to improve the teacher educa-
tion system by concentrating on selected needs
and problems. OE support of most of these ac-
tivities is administered by NCIES. It should be
noted that these discretionary programs are
directed to clear-cut priorities. and as such ad-
dress the entire teacher education system by
concentrating on selected points of influence.
It is these discretionary programs on which
the Commissioner must rely as instruments of
change.

MAJOR TRAINING IFTORTS

In the area of professional development for
elementary and secondary education, the efforts
of the Office of Education address four major
goals:

1. To improve the education of children from
low-income families.

2. To reinforce the preparation of all edu-
cational personnel.

3. To help meet critical personnel deficien-
cies.

4. To meet special needs by developing and
testing specific solutions.

Ti improve the tineatioa of Children
Prom Lew-Ineeme Families

Three different USOE programs, embodying
distinctive strategies, are directed toward
achieving this overriding national objective.
They are Teacher Corps, the Career Oppor-
tunities Program. and the Urban /Rural School
Development Program.

Established by Congress in 1915, Teacher
Corps joins experienced teacher-leaders with
interns is a unique pattern of teacher educa-
tion. The primary purpose of Teacher Corps
is not to produce more teachers, but to help
institutions train and retrain better teachers
by improving their professional preparation
and career growth. Especially in the past
2 years, Teacher Corp. has encouraged load
long -range planning for developing and adap-
ting competency-based teacher education and
other new educational ideas to teat:he:-
training programs. These approaches are be-
ing used increasingly by school systems, Rate
education agencies, and Institutions of higher



education alike. Modular patterat, of instruc-
tion, personalized learning, systems approaches
to planning and management, performance-
referenced criteria for measuring competency
and recommending certification, field-oriented
training, vanguard schoolsall of these new
concepts are beginning to make an impact on
the traditional business of education. Teacher
Corps has played an important part in
bringing about these changes, the long-term
significance of which is only beginning to be-
come apparent. Teacher Corps projects have
served as vehicles for the dissemination of
promising ideas developed through the Na-
tional Center for Educational Research and
Development (NCERD), the Office of Educa-
tion regional laboratories, and other sources of
innovation. Cooperative Teacher Corps pro-
jects have involved linkages with projects
funded under the Peace Corps, Model Cities,
the Office of Juvenile Deliquency, the Bureau of
Education for the Handicapped, the Follow
Through and Career Opportunities programs,
and others.

Individual Teacher Corps projects act as
temporary organizations within a given la
cality designed to facilitate coalitions among
colleges, school districts, State agencies, and
the communities served. Such coalitions assess
needs, determine common goals, and locate
resources to mount a concerted effort that will
last well beyond the life of Teacher Corps
projects and create more effective means of
education. The means emphasised by Teacher
Corps projects are intended to change entire
educational systems, to increase the use of the
total learning environment, and to encourage
institutions to improve their teacher training.

During fiscal year 1970 and 1971, Teacher
Corps projects have pursued a wide variety of
activities. Projects are serving populations in
urban poverty centers, on Indian reservations,
in other rural areas, in correctional institutions,
and among children who speak little or no
English. A majority of the projects involve
early childhood education (especially in States
which are beginning or expanding their kin-
dergarten or preschool programs)and edu-
cation for early adolescents (particularly in
districts developing new middle-school pro-
grams). All projects have attempted to foster
greater cooperation between 'shook and the
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neighborhoods they serve through such means
as volunteer-assisted learning projects (in-
cluding both parents and student tutors) and
new types of school-neighborhood associations.

Institutional change is hard to measure, but
the evidence has shown that the Teacher Corps'
approach does work. Project staff are acquir-
ing increasing skill in planning, managing,
and analyzing progress and in taking correc-
tive steps toward achieving their goals. The
majority of universities involved have in-
creased the percentage of time their students
spend in the field; many of these schools have
begun the development of substantially dif-
ferent instructional designs evolved from com-
petency-based approaches. At the same time,
school districts have increased their involve-
ment with parent and community groups. As
a result of corpamembers' efforts in coopera-
tion with local staff, many districts have moved
toward increased amounts of individualized
instruction and the use of a broader variety
of cultural materials.

Increasing evidence shows that the corps-
members themselves are unique. The teachers
graduated from Teacher Corps projects in
1968, 1969, and 1970 are staying in education,
particularly in poverty-area schools, at rates
well above national averages. Many team lead-
ers have moved on to roles as supervisors, ad-
ministrators, and master teachers. Teacher
Corps, furthermore, has been able to attract
increasing percentages of minority group in-
terns, up from 47 percent in 1969 to 65 per-
cent in 1970.

The Career Opportunities Program (COP)
was et! in 1969 as a nationwide career
develt,,Jient model. COP was based on the
premise that the education offered to chil-
dren of low-income families can be improved
by entry into the schools of more talented, dedi-
cated low-income adults. In addition, the adults
would thereby receive opportunities for ad-
vancement in education not otherwise avail-
able. Serving as educational auxiliaries to li-
brarians, media specialists, or counselors, these
adults have the firsthand understanding of
the students' needs which is accessary if edu-
cational achievement is to be improved. COP
works through a "career lattice." This con-
cept allows participants to move from para-
professional positions upward to attainment



of baccalaureate degrees and eventual full
teacher certification, or laterally to other aide
positions. It should be noted that many of the
present COP participants, at the time of their
selection for training, were employed in dead
end teacher aide positions before COP opened
new avenues for career advancement.

During the 1969-70 academic year, Office
of Education staff and State education agency
COP coordinators helped design some 130 proj-
ects. In 1970-71, the first full year of oper-
ation for COP, these projects became fully
operational. All projects have combined in-
service experience with academic training at
cooperating colleges and universities.

The progress of the Career Opportunities
Program up to the present can best be illus-
trated in relation to the six COP objectives:

1. Improving the education of low-income
children. This is the central objective for COP,
and one of the major priorities for the Office
of Education as a whole. All COP projects are
located in poverty area schools and linking
Federal moneys are being contributed by other
Programs (ESEA title I, Head Start, Model
Cities, etc.) in order to achieve the maximum
amount of coordination. Impact evaluation is
now being initiated after the program's first
full year of operation. One of the first analyses
has come from Louisville, Ky., where suspen-
sions in a project senior high school have de-
creaaed by 59.7 percent, compared to an in-
crease in a nonproject senior high school of
45.5 percent. The same study showed that drop-
outs in a project junior high school fell by
65 percent.

2. Attracting low-income people and Viet-
ISA 1114/11 veterans to new careers in schools
serving low-income areas. Almost all (97.8
percent) of the COP participants are low-in-
come and are residents of the community being
served. Eleven percent of all COP trainees
and 60 percent of male trainees are Vietnam-
era veterans. Emphasis is now being placed
on the further recruitment of veterans to fill
new training slots scheduled to open during
the 1971-72 school year.

8. Finding better ways to utilise school staffs
through the development of career lattices.
Career lattices, encompassing all levels from
the high school student participating in a
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"youth-tutoring-youth" program through the
fully certified teacher, exist in all ('OP proj-
ects. In addition to upward mobility, these
lattices allow horizontal or diagonal movement
to such specialties as library aide, health aide,
or home-school counselor. These lattices are
being integrated into the personnel and salary
st-uctures of local school system, with an in-
creasing share of COP project funding coming
from local revenue. Each career lattice, it
should be noted, is unique to its own project:
e.g.. COP projects on Indian reservations in
South Dakota fill educational gaps which sim-
ply do not exist in urban areas. One reflection
of the success of the career lattice idea is the
increasing use by participating schools of dif-
ferentiated staffingespecially in connection
with informal team teaching approaches. A
career lattice provides people with diverse spe-
cialties at various levels of expertise. The COP
participant performing certain educational
tasks in the classroom allows the teacher to
spend more time on planning, diagnosis, and
individual instruction. In this way, COP has
exerted powerful leverage for educational im-
provement.

4. Encouraging greater participation by par-
ents and the community. Average community
representation on the typical COP council,
which advises local project management on
all COP operations, ranges from 40 to 50 per-
cent. In a total of 62 sites, the council played
a part in selecting the project director. In 21
percent of all COP sites, project directors are
from the community being served. COP com-
munity councils are involved in the recruit-
ment and selection of participants. Once chosen,
these participants themselves are an essential
bridge between the school and community.

5. Finding better ways to train personnel
for schools. Students, parents, school adminis-
trators, and teachers have recognised that
present teacher training methods have not pre-
pared educational personnel for the realities
that face them once they are on the job. COP
seeks to establish vitally needed relatiohships
between inservice training and counseling and
the skills participants need to perform their
functions in the schools. Sixty-three percent
of COP's funds go toward this training, which
210 cooperating institutions of higher educa-
tion are tailoring directly to the participants'



needs and, in many cases, subsequently incor-
porating into their regular teacher training
curriculums. COP trainees are given an aver-
age of one-fifth of the work week in "released
time" for special inservice or academic train-
ing. They earn an average of 26 semester hours
of credit per year; some of these credit hours
are awarded for experience gained in the class.
room. A further effort toward better training
is involved in the assignment of one "team
leader" for each six participants within a proj.
ect. This team leader is usually a teacher who
has special characteristics qualifying him or
her as counselor, advocate, and trainer for the
COP aides. In some projects, the team lead-
ers have received college faculty positions en-
abling them to participate in COP's academic
training.

6. Increasing cooperative relationships be.
tween related programs and institutions. COP
is intended to act as a catalyst for needed
change in low-income schools. In this context,
it has been vital that COP efforts be linked
and coordinated with those of other Federal,
State, and local programs working toward the
same end. Cash and in-kind linkages between
COP and these other programs have helped
increase the effectiveness of each.

The Urban/Rural School Development pro-
gram provides retraining to the entire facul-
ties of selected schools in urban and rural dis-
advantaged areas. The objective of the pro-
gram, like that of COP, is to improve the qual-
ity of education in schools serving low-income
families. The two programs, however, employ
different means to achieve this common end.
COP attempts to change instructional practice
by injecting fresh talent into the schools (para-
professionals from the surrounding com-
munity). The Urban/Rural program, on the
other hand, is designed to improve the over-
all effectiveness of inservice efforts by retrain-
ing existing school faculties at their own
schools. This effort is based on the idea that
a given school faculty is more than the sum
of its partsthat by aiding the faculty as a
unit it is possible to generate spin-off effects
and cumulative changes which will continue
long after the Federal contribution ends.

The program is almost evenly divided among
city and rural sites. Each site may consist of
one or more schools, depending on local con-
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ditions. Operative since April 1971, the pro-
gram had set up 38 projects by the end of fis-
cal year 1971, involving an expenditure of
$7.472 million.

To Reinforce the Preparation
of All Educational Personnel

Two programs, Training of Teacher Train-
ers and Training Complexes, focused on the
accomplishment of this objective during fiscal
years 1970-71.

The Training of Teacher Trainers (TTT)
program is concerned with the faculty mem-
bers in the disciplines and schools of educa-
tion who are engaged in providing training for
future elementary and secondary school teach-
ers and advanced graduate study for others
who will become trainers of teachers.

Sixty to 80 percent of the prospective teach-
er's undergraduate "teacher training" is taken
in liberal arts subjects. Much if not most of the
experienced teacher's inservice training is simi-
larly oriented toward the academic disciplines.
And yet, dozens of recent studies attest that
inadequate teacher preparation is partly re-
sponsible for the failures of the school system.
The reasons behind the inadequacy of teacher
preparation are several.

First, the scholars in the disciplines have
not been trained as teachers. Their concern is
largely with research in their own fields and
as a group they have manifested little interest
in the business of training classroom teachers.
This situation is unfortunate ; for while it
is true that teachers must be more than tech-
nicians. effective teaching does require a com-
mand of up-to-date teaching techniques. Second,
there has been little communication between
the liberal arts and teacher education sectors
of institutions of higher education. Third, the
education faculty whose original rose was to
provide the prospective teacher with classroom
methodology has increasingly concerned itself
with educational research, little of which has
had any influence on the development of new
training programs for beginning teachers.
Fourth, inservice training in the school systems
has generally been held in low esteem. When
conducted cooperatively with colleges and uni-
versities, such training does not utilize all avail-
able institutional rusources which could pro-



vide invaluable feedback about the needs of
schools. Such feedback, i . I+ Aisted, could then
influence regular preservice training.

In order to correct such deficiencies, NCIES'
Training of Teacher Trainers program was
set up to improve the teaching skills of
the "gatekeepers" who train most of the Na-
tion's teachers. By concentrating efforts on this
relatively small and strategically placed group,
TTT is able to multiply the effectiveness of its
resources and efforts. Its basic objective has
been to support cooperative efforts involving
the liberal arts and education faculties, the
schools, and the communities they serve in
order to do what had not usually been done
well beforeto train teachers to teach. The
level of support has never been designed to
directly affect a major portion of those insti-
tutions which regularly graduate substantial
numbers of new teachers. Rather it has always
been viewed as a developmental program
based at colleges and universities which
seemed ready for institutional changechange
expected to endure long after Federal funds
are phased out. Many of the projects produce
a multiplier effect by selecting participants
from among faculty members nominated by
other institutions which train teacheri. Such
participants, often at the postdoctoral level,
are selected only if their institutions commit
themselves to implementing change based on
TTT concepts once the participants return.

The TTT program began with pilot activities
during the 1969-70 school year. The 1971-72
school year marked its second year of full-scale
operation. Over the past several years TTT
has put increasing emphasis on establishing
centers to bring together educators from col-
leges and universities, State educational agen-
cies, and school districts in order to mount
comprehensive efforts to change the teacher
education system.

In fiscal year 1971, Si TTT projects were
funded at a cost 510.8 million. There are
5,700 participants, of whom about 40 percent
receive Federal stipends. Most of the projects
are conducted at major institutions, including
several of the most prestigious in the country.
Five of these institutions rank among the first
25 major producers of initially certified
teachers.

All TTT projects include practicum training
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in the schools, where college and university
faculty members encounter the realities of to-
day's classroom. With the staff of these schools,
and often with strong community participa-
tion, they plan new programs to overcome the
inadequacies of present training. Since TTT is
vitally concerned with the improvement of the
education of economically disadvantaged chil-
dren, most practicum sites are in low-income
areas and the training in many projects
focuses on the problems of cities and minority
groups.

A basic premise of TTT is that change be-
gins at the top. Thus, TTT projects seek to re-
cruit high-level teacher trainers who admin-
ister or can otherwise influence teacher-train-
ing programs. Participants include college and
university faculty at both graduate and under-
graduate levels in arts and sciences and edu-
cation, college administrators, deans, depart-
ment chairmen, and State and local school
system leaders (i.e., superintendents and State
or districtwide directors of curriculum or staff
development). It is expected that with their
support, concepts successfully developed and
implemented in the TTT program and its proj-
ects will be institutionalized as ongoing ac-
tivities which no longer require Federal fund-
ing.

Some TTT goals for reform are:

Acceptance by the academic disciplines of
joint responsibility with the departments
and colleges of education, the school sys-
tems, and the community for teacher edu-
cation.

Certification by all appropriate sectors of
the university of a teacher's competence
to teach in a particular held or fields and
at a specific level from kindergarten
through graduate school. Concurrent de-
velopment of strategies by State education
agencies to change certification require-
mute in the direction of performance -
based criteria.

Modification of the university's reward
and prestige system to equate good teach-
ing and dedication to the problems of
teacher training with research scholarship;
formal changes in the requirements for
graduate degrees, both in education and
academic disciplines, to permit deem can-



didates to direct the full strength of their
scholarship to the problems of teacher
training and learning in the schools.

Allocation of high priority in school sys-
tems to teacher training and retraining,
including released time for teachers to
participate in training activities at the
university or in the community.

Institutional reform cannot be accomplished
in 2 years. However, signs of progress have
been noted. A few of the changes that have
taken place are :

The University of Chicago, Clark Univer-
sity, and Northwestern University now
award credit toward the Ph.D. degree for
practicum activities in the schools and
communities. As a result of TTT, Chicago
now requires practicum experiences for
all doctoral students in teacher education.
More than half of the TTT projects have
established training-oriented doctorates
as alternatives to research-oriented doc-
torates.

At Michigan State University, which
graduates the largest number of students
in the Nation eligible for certification,
graduate and undergraduate professors
and doctoral students participating in TTT
now spend at least 80 percent of their
time in the schools and community. The
TTT project in North Dakota has played a
significant role in supporting activities in
the University's New School of Behavioral
Studies in Education in a statewide effort
to improve the qualifications of teachers
and introduce the open classroom concept
in the elementary schools.

While TTT's primary focus has been on the
graduate faculty who teach those who will
become the trainers of teachers, it has involved
and affected those responsible for undergradu-
ate teacher training. A proposed new program,
Undergraduate Preparation of Educational
Personnel, will allow the Office of Education to
encourage further reform at this level,
which is in critical need of change, particularly
since most teachers enter the classroom without
further graduate study after attaining the
baccalaureate. While the TTT program concen-
trates on improving preservice education, an-
other program, Training Complexes, is directed
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to improving the quality of both preservice
education and inservice training for teachers
already in place.

To Help Meet Critical Deficiencies

The focus on teacher trainers, with its
promise of maximizing the ultimate effects of
Federal efforts, animates other NCIES pro-
grams which address specialized needs. Some
of these fieldsspecial education for example
have undergone great changes in philosophy
and techniques in the past deCade. Others
such as pupil personnel servicesare still in
the midst of difficult adjustments to new con-
ditions. All involve complex training. All have
been, and for the most part still are, short of
personnel. All of the personnel training efforts
in these fields stand in need of new resources,
ideas, and techniques in order to keep pace
with society's changing demands. The Federal
role in these areas has been that of a catalyst
for change.

The Pupil Personnel Services program, for
instance, supports projects designed to improve
the qualifications of those who train and su-
pervise future and present counselors, school
medical staff, and other ancillary personnel.
The program also seeks to develop better train-
ing models which utilize new sources of train-
ing talent and bring about organizational
change in the training institutions and school
systems.

The basic goals of the Educational Leader-
ship program are to increase the quality of
elementary and secondary school administra-
tion and to encourage the development of new
training approaches and new administrative
techniques. Educators generally agree that
school administration is one field which could
reap immediate benefits from the infusion of
new skills and resources from persons with
diverse career backgrounds The Educational
Leadership program gives special priority to
the training of administrators from minority
groups. The general aim of the program is to
synthesise the efforts of all agencies involved'
with schools in an interdisciplinary effort to
train present school personnel, as well as per-
sons just entering the field of education. Al-
though the program does not dictate major
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ceive education at all are in regular classrooms
and are taught by teachers who are seldom
trained to help such children. The focus of the
Special Education Training program within
NCIES is on these regular classroom teachers
(specialists in special education are assisted
by the Bureau of Education for the Handi-
capped). The program is designed to enable
handicapped children to achieve their highest
potential by counteracting the classroom condi-
tions and attitudes that have a negative effect
on learning. A longer range objective is to
modify the curriculums of regular teacher edu-
cation programs so that their graduates will
be better prepared than they are now to work
with handicapped children.

Te Meet Special Needs by Developing
and Testing Specific Solutions

Events of the past few years have clearly
shown that the educational and social problems
created by segregation do not nd with the
first steps toward integration. The coming of
desegregation is usually uneven at best ; even
where a substantial degree of desegregation
has been achieved, a lingering legacy of inter-
ethnic and cross-cultural misunderstanding
persists. In addition, the end of formal segre-
gation has all too often led to a tragic waste
of human resources as many educatorsmostly
black but also including some whiteshave
found themselves fired, transferred against
their will, or placed in unsuitable positions.
The Teacher Training in Developing Institu-
tions program (TTDI), formerly Teacher De-
velopment for Desegregating Schools, attacks
this broad range of problems. The program has
attempted to improve the preparation of edu-
cational personnel who have been or will be
serving in recently desegregated schools, espe-
cially those personnel who have been or may
be displaced by the school desegregation pro-
cess. TTDI has had three major objectives:

1. Through inservice training, to increase
the subject matter and professional compe-
tence of teachers, especially in such areas of
critical need as early childhood education, read-
ing, mathematics, and Afro-American studies.

2. To prepare these teachers to work in in-
terethnic settings.



3. To enhance the capabilities of institutions
providing preservice education.

Projects have included short-term institutes
as well as longer term graduate fellowship
programs. Participants in the institutes have
been given team training and are expected to
conduct training sessions for other personnel
in their home schools. In fiscal year 1973, the
focus on training personnel for desegregated
settings will be reduced, while the emphasis
on installing innovative reform in the teacher
training programs of developing institutions
will be increased.

Progress toward assuring equal access to
the benefits of education for all of the Na-
tion's childrena continuous if sometimes slow
and halting progress--has been one of the
major themes of the decade just passed. How-
ever, a more somber note has been struck by the
spread of drug abuse. This complex problem
defies simple nostrums or quick remedies.
Educationthe dissemination of information
about the nature of drugsis essential if the
drug plague is to be brought under control. An
astonishing amount of drug abuse and addic-
tion stems from basic ignorance about the ef-
fects of the drugs being used; many addicts
who want to shake their habit are unfamiliar
with ways and ms.. ns to do so; and many indi-
viduals and communities remain unaware of
the symptoms, causes, or effects of drug abuse.

In order to remedy these conditions the
Drug Abuse Education program provides the
States with the opportunity to participate in a
nationwide teacher-training effort. As is the
case of other programs, limited resources have
caused this program to emphasise its role as
a catalyst for other efforts on the State or
local level.

All of the aforementioned NCIES programs
have had a number of common threads. All
have two major objectivesto promote equal
educational opportunity and to stimulate insti-
tutional change. In practice these two objec-
tives have proved to be inseparable. It is diM-
cult to imagine how any Office of Education
(OE) program can begin to solve the myriad
problems involved in educating the education-
ally disadvantaged without at the same time
changing prevailing modes of education, in-
chiding teacher education. Meanwhile, theneeds
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of the disadvantaged continue to be identified as
the catalyst for broader educational reform.

In order to achieve these twin objectives
within the limits of available resources, NCIES
has stressed several strategies for effecting
change. NCIES programs have sought to
achieve a multiplier effect by training the
"gatekeepers"those who will teach LI:e teach-
ers. Also, in an effort to secure greater con-
tinuity of efforts, most pro_ eta are supported
on a multiyear basis.

OTHER OE EFFORTS

The Bureau of Education for the Handi-
capped (BEH) within the Office of Education
administers programs for the development of
specialists in special education. (Training of
regular classroom teachers in methods of
teaching the handicapped is administered by
the Special Education program of the National
Center for the Improvement of Educational
Systems.) At the present time the field of
special education is undergoing rapid and sig-
nificant change. Improved diagnostic pro-
cedures, an increased stress on early identifica-
tion of handicapping conditions, greater pre-
cision in defining the nature of the handicaps
involvedall of these factors have enormously
increased the number of children identified as
"handicapped." At the same time, State and
local education agencies have provided in-
creased resources for the handicapped child.
(Trends in special education will be the sub-
ject of a forthcoming part of this report.)
These trends have called for new efforts on
the Federal level.

During the put year, the Education of the
Handicapped Act brought together all legisla-
tive authorities for the education of handi-
capped children. The passage of this act capped
a decade of expansion for Federal programs in
this area. During the past 10 years- -

Federal funding has increased from $1
Million in fiscal year 1960 to $32.6 million
in fiscal year 1971;
Universities training special education
personnel have increased from 70 to over
400; those receiving Federal aid have in-
creased from 16 to more than 300;
The number of individuals receiving sup-
port has increased from 177 to more than
20,000;



Inservice training programs have ex-
panded along with preservice efforts.
BEN studies reveal a trend on the part of
State education agencies away from the
support of master's level programs toward
increased inservice summer and special
study traineiships.

organised during fiscal year 1971. the
Bureau of Libraries and Educational Tech-
ryllogy (BLET) administers Office of Ethica-
l:44 programs designed to support the improve-
ment of educational media and technological
aids to learning. In order to improve the qual-
ity of training for librarians, the bureau con-
ducts a number of institutes in librarianship
at selected colleges and universities, and also
awards fellowships for graduate-level training.
Training for media specialists has also re-
ceived major attention from the bureau.

The purpose of the Media Specialist pro-
gram, administered by the Bureau of Libraries
and Educational Technology during fiscal year
1971, is twofold: to increase the pool of spe-
cialised personnel qualified to assist and sup-
port teachers and administrators in the effec-
tive use of available instructional material and
to design more effective instructional media;
and also to develop, install, and utilise newly
validated innovative products, practices, and
processes.

Sines 1969, the program has attempted to
reach these objectives through both long-term
and rt -term projects. The long-term efforts
have _Aimed on the internship and multiplier
concepts, while the short-term projects have
directed their attention to specialised problems
within locality or State.

During the 1969-70 funding period, 1.139
teachers, administrators, supervisors, and
paraprofessionals were trained In 16 projects
across the country. Follow/up investigation and
final project reports indicate that more than
half of these professionals and paraprofession-
als were employed by school systems. In 1970-
71, the scope of the program increased, with
3,337 participants and 16 projects. Emphasis
during this shifted to long -term projects, with
only a few shorter term problem- oriented
projects remaining.

In addition to programs for the development
of elementary- and secondary-level educational
personnel, the Office of Education has two
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major programs aimed at improving college
level teaching. These programs a e authorised
by part E of the Education Prof's +ions Devel-
opment Act and title IV of the National De-
fense Education Act 1 NDEA).

The prwialons of part E of the EPDA were
intended to "improve the quality of teaching
and to help meet critical shortages of adequa-
tely trained personnel" in institutions of higher
education. Although this part of the act is
broad enough to support improvement of
higher education at all levels, a primary pur-
pose of the legislation was to strengthen 2-year
colleges. Within the Bureau of Higher Educa-
tion, part E of the act has been administered
by the Division of University Programs (for-
merly called the Division of Graduate Pro-
grams), which is responsible for the fellow-
ship programs and special projects. A number
of broad national priorities were established
for the part E program when it was first set up
in the spring of 1968. These priorities, which
have been reflected in the guidelines, have re-
mained unchanged throughout fiscal Mrs
1969. 1970, and 1971. and provide for the
support of :

1. Programs to train teachers, administra-
tors, or educational specialists to serve in 2-
year colleges.

2. Programs to prepare educational person-
nel who are concerned with the mods of minor-
ity and low-income college students from edu-
cationally deprived backgrounds.

3. Programs to train educational personnel
to serve in developing institutions.

4. Programs to train administrators in high-
er education with important decisionmaking re-
sponsibilities for long-range and short-range
planning.

6. Programs to improve undergra.Lsate
teaching.

6. Programs to train educational specialists.

Because the appropriations for part E for
fiscal years 1969, 1970, and 1971 have been
limited ($6.9 million, $10 million, and $10 mil-
lion, respectively), an effort was made to oon-
*nitrate funds on the most crucial of the
aforementioned national priorities in order to
make a significant impact. Consequently, al-
though priorities 4, 6, and 6 have not been
neglected, most of the funds have been allo-



cated to the first three priorities-2-year col-
leges, low-income and minority students, and
developing institutions. There is a pressing
need fur training higher educational person
nel in these three priority areas. The rapid
expansion of enrollments in the 2-year colleges
has resulted in a need for additional teachers
who are well prepared in the philosophy be-
hind and requirements for junior college teach-
ing, There is also a great need for inservice
training to upgrade the skills of personnel
currently serving in the 2-year colleges. Also
the need continues for training personnel
for developing institutions, particularly the
black colleges, in order to overcome their iso-
lation from the mainstream of academic life.
Colleges and universities throughout the coun-
try are attempting to provide increased higher
education opportunities for minority and low-
income youth who previously have beer ex-
cluded from full participation in the ben,-fits of
our society. Accord' .g1y, part E is helping to
train college teachers, administrators, and
educational specialists to serve these students.

Total appropriation
Funds allocated for

fellowship programs

No. fellowship programs.

No. fellowship')

Funds allocated for in-
stitutes, short-term
training programs, and
special projects

No. of institutes, short-
term training pr).-
grams, and special
projects 78

No. persons trained in
institutes, short-term
training programs,
and special projects . 4,810

FY MIR

$.es. million

$2.2 million

51

408

24.7 million

I. The 1-year Colleges: A large portion of
the fellowship programs supported under part
F in fiscal years 1969, 1970, and 1971 provided
training for teachers, administrators, and edu-
cational specialists serving or preparing to
serve in 2-year colleges. During the first 3
years of the program, 1.470 1- and 2-year
fellowships were awarded to 102 programs at

Owing to financial tlecessity and the need
to avoid overlapping etT ts, certain other ob-
jeetives have been entirely excluded fri+111 tin
part E program. First, it was decided that
programs to train higher education personnel
in the fields of elementary of secondary ethics-
tion should be supported under parts (' and 1)
of the EI'DA rather than part E. Second. part
E has not supported training programs for
ligher education personnel it t secondary

occupational or vocational I .1114 at the
junior-college or technical institute level. in-
stead, this area of training is covered under
part F of the EPI)A, which is administered by
N('IES, Third, training programs in science ,r
foreign language and area studies which are
eligible for support from the National Science
Foundation, title VI of the National Defense
Education Act, or the Fu Ibright-Hays Act are
not supported under part E.

The following is a summary of the amount
of training support provided under part E in
its first 3 years of operation as well as pro-
jtett-d levels of support for fiscal year 1972:

FT 1570 F)' 1971 FT 1972
(projected)

$10 million $10 million $10 minion

75

$5 million $5 million $5 million
77 SO

902 900

SI million $5 million million

93 94 95

5,312 6,000 7,000

87 institutions of higher education. Approxi-
mately 70 percent of these fellowships were
awarded to prepare educational personnel for
junior and community colleges.

The part E institutes, short-term training
programs, and special projects were focused
to a large extent during these fiscal years on
the needs of junior colleges. In fiscal year 1969,



about 38 percent of the funds allocated for sup-
port of institutes. short-term training pro-
grams. and special projects supported training
programs designed specifically for 2-year col-
1,ge personnel. In fiscal year 1970, this per-
centage increased to 50 percent. Twenty-two
sfantm awarded in that year were made directly
to 2-year institutions. In fiscal year 1971, about
50 percent of the funds allocated to institute-
type projects supported the training of junior
college personnel.

These training programs provide a variety
of approaches to meeting the needs of junior
colltge personnel. including preservice train-
ing for teachers and counselors which includes
practicum experience in a junior college, train-
ing teams of junior college administrators,
training personnel of statewide 2-year college
systems for maximum impact on the total
system, and orienting new teachers to the
philosophy and special problems of the open-
door community college with its great variety
of students.

2. Low-Income and Minority Students: Part
E fellowship programs have sought to be inno-
vative in providing preservice training for col-
lege personnel to equip them to serve the spe-
cial needs of minority and low-income students
in higher education. In the first 3 years of the
part E program, approximately 35 percent of
the total number of fellowships awarded were
designed to prepare higher education personnel
to work with low-income and minority stu-
dents.

The part E institutes, short-term training
programs, and special projects also focus to a
large extent on the needs of these students.
In fiscal year 1969, about 40 percent of the
funds allocated for support of these types of
training programs provided training to pre-
pare college personnel to work with low - incase
youth. In fiscal year 1970, this percentage
increased to 65 percent, and in fiscal year 1971
the proportion was about 71 percent. Thus,
there has been a continuous increase in the
amount of attention given to low-income stu-
dents under part E.

3. Developing Institutions: The fellowship,
institutes, and short-term trainiw programs
and special projects under part E are provid-
ing training to meet the needs of developing
institutions, including both black colleges and
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the small. 4-ye.tr predominantly white college.
An example of an innovative fellowship pro-
gram to train teachers for black colleges is
being coordinated by Atlanta University. In
this project students combine traditional gradu-
ate study toward a master's degree in an ilea
demic field with a practictim of designing and
teaching an innovative curriculum for low-

income black freshman students. The levels
of support under the part E institute program
for training personnel for developing institu-
tions has been as follows: In fiscal year 1969,
32 percent of the total $5 million was allocated
for institutes, short-term training programs,
and special projects; in fiscal year 1970, 34 per-
cent of this amount ; and in fiscal year 1971,
about 45 percent. These programs are training
a variety of personnel for developing institu-
tions, including business offizers, student finan-
cial aid officers, trustees, teachers. counselors,
and academic deans. They enable these people
to increase their skills and their knowledge of
their subject field, as well as to expand into
new curricular areas such as black studies.

4. Other Areas of Concern : The EPDA part
E program has addressed itself, on a limited
scale, to other areas of critical need in higher
education. In fiscal year 1970, a small amount
of support was given for training college per
sonnel in environmental education. There has
also been an effort to dealt with such immediate
problems as Li q abuse and the needs 4f
returning Vietnam veterans, Some programs
are being funded, in both fiscal year 1971 and
fiscal year 1972, to train higher education per-
sonnel to deal with drugs on campus and to
provide guidance to returned veterans.

In pursuit of new approaches to training
educational personnel, the part E fellowship
program has supported training projects
which : 1) draw upon the total resources
of the college or universitythe graduate
school, the college of education, and other rele-
vant professional schools; 2) involve coopera-
tive relationships between and among institu-
tions of higher education, especially between
4-year colleges and universities and 2-year
junior and community colleges; 3) encourage
cooperation between colleges and universities
with the community, especially in the prepara-
tion of personnel to work with the disadvan-
taged; and 4) include significant supervised



teaching or administrative internships in insti-
tutions of higher education.

The other majlo. OE program aimed at
improving college-ievel teaching is supported
under title IV if the NDEA. In 1958. when the
\DEA her.o,t Itw, there was a widespread
conviction thi.t the number of doctoral gradu
ales available for college and university teach-
ing was inadequate awl would become increas-
ingly so in future years. Title IV, the doctoral
fellowship program. was designed to remedy
this deficiency. first by assisting graduating
students in speedily completing their doctoral
programs, and. secondly, by assisting institu-
tions in establishing new programs a..d in ex-
panding existing doctoral programs. An in-
stitutional allowance accompanying each
fellowship was intended to help institutions
defray the costs of the new or expanded pro-
grama.

In the early years of the program, preference
in the award of fellowships was given to stu-
dents intending to become college teachers.
With the exception of theology, all academic
fields were considered eligible for approval. In
practice a preference was given to those fields
regarded as central to undergraduate study.
A national advisory committee assisted in the
appraisal of program applications and in the
development of appropriate policies and pro-
cedures.

In 1964, t'nngress reviewed and amended the
program. An interest in college teaching was
made a requirement for fellowship holders. The
institutional allowance was fixed at a uniform
$2,500 per year. And, most importantly, the
authorize(' number of fellowshi, was increased
from 1.roi) to 3,000 in 1966, to 6,000 in 1966,
and to 7,500 in subsequent years. Appropria-
tions, however, were insufficient to support
these numbers of fellowships. Since 1967, ap-
propriations have decreased each year, so
that beginning in the fall of 1971, only 2.100
new fellowships were awarded. In 1972 no
money was requested or new fellowships, al-
though second- and third-year awards would
be continued for students already holding
first-year awards. The proe.am has thus sub-
stantially remedied those inadequacies to
which it was addressed.
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Data have recently become available on the
doctoral altiiinnwnt and subsequent employ-
into? .,1 the first five classes a title Iv fellows.
These data show that out of a total of about

3,'2.6 I had completed their degrees
by June 30. 1970. This includes offer 0 percent

he rliNs of 1960, and somewhat smaller
numbers for litter classes. Of course these fig-
tires k ill increase with the passage of time.
It must he remembered that for a majority of
doctoral candid,ites it takes 5 or more Years
to complet- requirements for the degree, par-
t kvhen, as in the case of title IV, insti-
tutions are encouraged to provide teaching
experience for their fellows during their fellow-
ship tenure. Of those who earned their de-
grees. approximately 67 percent found em-
ployment it. higher education ; nearly 12
percent were employed in business or industry;
and nearly 6 percent took jobs in American
government. The number not finding jobs of
any kind was one-half of 1 percent. The pri-
mary work activity of the employed in higher
education was as follows: 52 percent were
teaching: 25 percent were involved in research
and development : 6 percent had postdoctoral
fellowships: and 16 percent were in administra-
tion. professional services, or other miscella-
neous activities.

In the light of new labor market conditions,
which seem to indicate that the need for re-
search Ph.D.'s in traditional fields is no longer
as urgent a, it once was, consideration is now
being given to broadening the purpose and
mission of the title IV program. Approval has
already been given for a number of doctor
of arts progiams to train undergraduate
teachers for community colleges and 4-year
institutions. There are emerging new needs in
such areas as environmental studies and in
work with minority groups. Special encourage-
ment is needed for prospective graduate stu-
dents from among the disadvantaged. More-
over, in our increasingly technological society
there will be no diminution in the need for
highly trained professionals in traditional
academic fields. The title IV program can easily
be adapted to these and other newly emerging
areas of critical national need.
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